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PREFACE

nriHE Research described in this Monograph was carried out under

the auspices of the Psychological Laboratory of University College,

London, during 1914 and the first half of 1915. The subject of the

Research was suggested by Professor C. Spearman, the director of

the Laboratory, but the responsibility for the opinions expressed is

my own.

All the experiments were performed on the children (of both sexes)

in the Grade known as VI A. in an elementary school in London.

These children were all between the ages of 11 and 13. Experiments

I to III were performed at the school on all 40 children in the class,

IV and V at the Laboratory of University College. I should like to

take this opportunity of expressing my gratitude to the Headmaster

of the school, Mr E. H. Beresford, who at very considerable personal

inconvenience placed his private room at my disposal for the experi-

ments, which naturally extended over a fairly protracted period. I

should also like to express my appreciation of the manner in which

the members of his staff willingly cooperated with me, a cooperation

which helped materially towards the successful completion of this part

of the research.

All the experiments were conducted by me personally.

The first three Tests were also applied to a number of adults, nearly

all of them trained Psychologists, or senior students in Psychology.

I should like to express my thanks to them here for submitting them-

selves to the experiments.

It was also regarded as important to obtain full introspections as

to the nature of the processes involved. For this purpose complete
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introspections were obtained from a number of trained Psychologists.

I am principally indebted to Professor Carveth Read, Dr F. Aveling,

Mr J. C. Flugel, Dr LI. Wynn Jones, Mr G. E. Phillips, and Dr Nellie

Carey. These subjects are referred to in subsequent pages as Subjects

II-VII, the order being independent of the order of names here.

(Subject I is in every case the author.) To Mr J. C. Flugel I am par-

ticularly indebted for continual advice and encouragement throughout

the whole research. Professor Carveth Read has also given invaluable

advice on very many points. My thanks are due no less to Professor

C. Spearman, who suggested the subject for research, and was ever

ready with guidance as to the lines on which the research should be

conducted, until he rejoined the Army on the outbreak of war. I also

owe a debt, difficult to estimate, to my wife for material assistance in

a multitude of matters from beginning to end of the work.

E. N. M.

December, iniG.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS AND STATEMENT
OF THE PROBLEM

Of recent years increasing attention has been directed, both by

Psychologists and Pedagogists, to the study of individual differences.

Pedagogists in particular have come to realise that individual differences,

whether of an intellectual or of a moral nature, are too extensive to be

neglected, and that the "average child" is only a theoretical abstraction.

One result of the attempt to apply to education the knowledge gained

of individual differences is the division of individuals according to

"types," the advantages of such a division being of course obvious from

an educational point of view. Not that the division into "types" is

new ; it is at least as old as Plato and Aristotle, and has persisted in

all periods, the most widely known classification being perhaps the

traditional classification of temperaments into sanguine, phlegmatic,

choleric and melancholic. The earlier classifications, having been based

mainly on general observation, as for example that into temperamental

types, exist not only in psychological thought but in popular thought

as well, as reflected in popular language ; thus we find men classed as

forward or retiring, practical or theoretical, and so forth. More recent

classifications according to type have made some pretence at being

based on experimental observation, and have laid claim to acceptance

as scientifically valid on that score. But it must be admitted that the

history of some at least of these classifications has been unfortunate.

For example, when reaction experiments became popular, subjects were

divided into two types according as they were " sensorial," or " muscular
"

reactors, the types being assumed to be mutually exclusive and col-

lectively exhaustive. But it was soon found that there appeared to exist

others of an intermediate type. Types were suspiciously multiplied,

until as many as eight were distinguished. Finally it was discovered

that the same individual during the course of a sitting might appear at

McQ. 1



2 The DistribHtion of Attention [ch.

diflt'erent times to be both a sensorial and a muscular reactor ; that is to

say, it became clear that the so-called type does not apply to the indi-

vidual at all but to the reaction.

More recently much experimentation has been directed to the

analysis of the various factors involved in what is called "attention";

and here, too, we hear of types. One type is "fluctuating," as opposed

to that which is termed "stable"; some are said to belong to a "con-

centrative" type, others to a "distributive."

It is to be feared that generalisation with regard to types, even whfen

resting ostensibly on empirically observed facts, has been rather hasty.

Experimentation has thrown considerable doubt on the existence of

some at least of the psychological "types." The present research was

undertaken for the purpose of investigating the so-called "distributive"

type of attention. It has hitherto been generally assumed that there

are certain persons who have a greater power of distributing the atten-

tion than is possessed by others. Such persons will obviously be at an

advantage when the attention is required to be distributed over a

relatively wide field. They are assumed to have a larger "span"

(Umfang) of the attention. It is clear that if such a type exists the

characteristic must extend to all processes which involve attention.

Our problem is to discover to what extent the " span " is general ; to

what extent those who excel when the attention is to be distributed

in one particular manner tend also to excel when the attention is to be

distributed in another way. In a word we wish to find if there is any

such thing as a general "Umfang der Aufmerksamkeit."

That the power has hitherto been assumed to be general, in the

sense that an individual possessing it in a high degree for one type of

performance involving distribution will also possess it in a high degree

for any other performance mvolving distribution, is obvious on but

a cursory inspection of the literature of the subject. One hears of

tests, usually tachistoscopic, devised to measure " the range of attention
"

for simultaneous impressions. Other tests, again, are devised to measure

whatMeumann (29) calls the " heterosensory " distribution of the atten-

tion, that is the ability to successfully carry on two simultaneous

operations, irrespective of course of what the two operations may be.

Dietze, Wundt and other investigators believe that the number of

successive auditory impressions which can be simultaneously present in

consciousness measures the "Umfang der Aufmerksamkeit^."

Jastrow assumes the power to be general when he asks how we shall

^ Infra, pp. 5 ff.
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cultivate and develop " the power of carrying on two mental processes

at the same time" (19).

Binet (3) believes that an individual's capacity to add figures and

press tubes simultaneously would be "en partie" at least an indication

of the extent of that individual's field of consciousness.

Binet and Henri (5) say that individuals differ considerably in respect

to their ability to execute several acts simultaneously. The ability they

assume to admit of measurement by simultaneous reading and writing.

Sante de Sanctis (34) summarises the conclusions which he had

indicated in his previous Monograph {U attenzione e i suoi disturbi), and

at which he had arrived from clinical observation of pathological cases,

"that the capacity to divide the attention represents the summit of

evolution of the attention in psychogenesis."

Miss Sharp (35) used reading aloud and alphabet writing "to test the

subjects in regard to range of attention."

Cohn and DiefEenbacher (9) also urged simultaneous writing and

reading to measure "die Fahigkeit, zwei Tatigkeiten gleichzeitig aus-

zufuhren...diese Dilatationsfahigkeit der Aufmerksamkeit ist eine

individuell sehr variable Eigenschaft."

Whipple (50) believes that " theoretically, the measure of the capacity

of an individual to direct his attention to the execution of several

activities at once should be of importance, since this capacity seems

to imply the possession of such traits as keen concentration, mental

alertness, quick-wittedness and general intelligence." If this is so, the

capacity for distributing the attention must be an extremely desirable

one to possess.

Lasurski (22) in his scheme for investigation of individuals, makes

"Umfang der Aufmerksamkeit" one of the "Grundeigenschaften."

Meumann (28), though he says that measurement of the range by

tachistoscopic experiments is one-sided, and measures the range only

for simultaneous visual impressions, and though he does suggest that

other determinations of the range should be taken as well, yet assumes

that there is a general power of distributing the attention. He assumes

(S. 18 u.f.) that there is a type of man who is preeminently capable of

intensive concentration, while another type, the more practical man in

everyday life, is more capable of distributing his attention over a

number of things. He speaks of these as "zwei ganz verschiedene

Typen der Intelligenz." "According as the capacity of a man tends

towards the one or other side of attention, is he predisposed towards

learned observation and scientific thinking or towards the practical

1—2



4 The Distribution of Attention [cu. i

vocations of life." The former capacity (concentration) must be

possessed by a man of science, the latter (distribution) by such men as

teachers, officers, conductors of orchestras, and hotel proprietors.

Meumann concludes that the highest type of attention is the ability to

concentrate (contrast the conclusion reached by de Sanctis), combined

with the ability to withstand distraction.

We certainly believe with Meumann that the assumption is without

justification that a single test, such as the traditional tachistoscopic

test, affords a reliable measure of an individual's " power of distribution
"

of attention. But we believe further that the assumption of the existence

of such a general power (general, in the sense which we have indicated

above) is quite unwarranted in the absence of experimental evidence.

We shall attempt in this work to show that previous investigators have

brought forward but little valid evidence to justify the assumption, and

shall adduce evidence indicating that there is no such general power as

a power to distribute the attention successfully; that success in any

particular task involving distribution depends on factors which are very

specific ; and we shall endeavour to indicate the nature of some at least

of these specific factors for various processes involving distribution.

With regard to the other types of attention, we are of the opinion

that assumptions based merely on a priori grounds without experi-

mental evidence are not justifiable. For example it is not justifiable

to assume the existence of a general power of concentration, or of

resisting distraction, or of rapidly turning from one task to another,

until such powers have been experimentally proved to exist. It may
well be that individuals who are scarcely affected by distractions of

a particular nature are strongly affected by distractions of a different

kind; that individuals who turn rapidly and without much loss of

momentum from one particular task to another may be greatly dis-

turbed when a different pair of tasks is substituted. Research in these

directions is certainly necessary.



CHAPTER II

CRITICAL REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK

(a) Tachistoscopic Experiments.

Experiments on span made by means of the tachistoscope are too

well known to need any description, and the results obtained by different

investigators are very uniform. Well-marked individual differences are

found, which seem to be fundamental, as, beyond a certain point soon

reached, very little improvement appears to take place^. The test

would appear, then, to afford a reliable measure of an individual's

ability to apprehend a number of visual impressions simultaneously

exposed for a very short time. This measure is usually termed the

measure of the "range of visual attention," and if we add "for tachisto-

scopic exposure" the term may serve as well as any other. But to

assume, as has often been done, that this measure affords a reliable

measure of a supposed general "span of attention," appears to us to be

without justification. We know of no investigation which has shown

that this measure correlates with any other measure of the span of an

individual's attention. We shall have occasion later to discuss the

factors involved in experiments of this nature, and we hope to show

that a factor of a very specific nature plays a most important part

{v. pp. 68-77).

(b) Successive Auditory Impressions.

Another method which is well known is that employed by Dietze (ii),

Wundt (53 & 54), and other investigators. Although by this method

the "range of consciousness" (Umfang des Bewusstseins) is said to be

measured, yet the results obtained have been regarded as comparable

with those obtained by the traditional tachistoscopic experiment to

measure the "range of attention," and the method seems to call for

some comment.
1 V. Whipple (49).
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The experiment consists in presenting to the subject by means of

a metronome or some similar apparatus a series of constant auditory

impressions following one another at equal intervals, and then after

a short intermediate period a second and similar series, which, however,

may be of equal length, or slightly longer or shorter (usually by one

beat). The subject is instructed to judge whether the second series

is shorter than, equal to, or longer than the first series, without

counting the impressions, and without rhythmising the series. The

maximum length of the series which can under these circumstances

be correctly compared with a series of equal or slightly different length

is regarded as the measure of the range of consciousness, since, it is

said, this maximum length constitutes the limit of the number of

impressions which can be combined into a single series, and, as Dietze

says, "obviously the condition of the combining into a series is that

the first and last impressions should be for a moment simultaneously

present in consciousness."

The results obtained by different investigators have not been

strikingly uniform, but Wundt believes that without rhythmising six

is the maximum number which can be unified and with certainty

compared with another series of similar length, a limit which he points

out is similar to the limit of the number of objects which can be clearly

seen with tachistoscopic exposure. It has been found that there is an

optimal rate of succession of the impressions (on the average every

•3 second), at which the length of the series capable, according to

this interpretation, of being unified, is greater than at a faster or a

slower rate. Dietze found that his subjects were unable to prevent

a rhythmising of the impressions into pairs. Under these conditions

the limit for successful comparison was something like eight or nine of

these pairs. Many subjects tend to establish a rhythm the unit of which

consists of four impressions; for others the unit consists of five, six,

eight, sixteen or even eighteen impressions^. When a rhythm was

permitted, subjects were found who could compare with tolerable

accuracy series up to fifty-four or even eighty impressions in length.

Now in our own experience what clearly happens in the case where

rhythmising is permitted is that we make our judgment as to the

relative length of the second series almost exclusively on the basis of

the feelings of strain and relaxation. The course of the rhythm is

marked by a gradual rise and fall of these feelings. To what they are

due does not seem to require explanation for our argument, but we are

^ V. Bechterew (2) and Quandt (33).
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of the opinion that in part at least they are due to sensations resulting

from involuntary innervations and inhibitions, visceral and otherwise;

it is to us very significant that the breathing tends very markedly to

accommodate itself to the course of the rhythm,—an observation which

we have repeatedly made in our own experience. This rise and fall

of strain feelings we should judge to be the same as what Wundt calls

" rhythmisches Gefiihl." The final beat of the first series will accord-

ingly be associated with a particular strain complex, depending on the

point which has been reached in the gradual rise or fall. The total

disposition excited by this succession of rises and falls, interrupted at

a particular point, is such that if a second series of beats is interrupted

after the same number, the succession of strain sensations, the history

of which is repeated, is interrupted at the same point as before, the

strain complex is recognised, and gives rise to the judgment ''equal";

whereas if the series is shorter or longer, there is a feeling of suspense

or of surprise, since the final member of the strain series has not been

reached or has been passed, and the judgment follows "shorter" or

"longer." If it is true that the judgment is made on the basis of the

point reached in the rise or fall of a series of strains, it is quite natural

that corresponding members of different units in the rhythmical grouping

should be confused. For example Dietze found that on one occasion,

with a rhythm of eight, a series of thirty-three was actually judged

longer than a series of forty. Our explanation w^ould be that the last

beat of the first series (forty) was associated with the particular complex

of strain which marked the end of a rhythmical group (the fifth) ; the

last beat of the second series (thirty-three) was associated with that

which marked the beginning of a rhythmical group (here also the fifth).

If, then, as seems to have been the case, the second series usually

differed in length from the first by only one or two beats, it is quite

natural that the judgment "longer by one" should arise, since the subject

would believe that this was the beginning of the next group. It is not

necessary to suppose that these feelings of strain are ever prominent in

consciousness, either during the course of the two series or at the moment
of making the judgment. Nor need there be any sort of reproduction

of the total strain condition which obtained at the end of the first series,

for the purpose of comparison with that which obtained at the end of

the second series. But the total psychical disposition gives rise im-

mediately to the feeling of suspense, recognition, or surprise, which is

the ground, it may be unconscious, of the judgment "shorter," "equal,"

or "longer." That this is the manner in which judgments are made in
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our own experience with regard to the length of rhythmised series we
are convinced. When rhythmising is excluded, we believe that the

same is true. But here, in the absence of a rhythmical series of changes

in the strain complex, the series of strains is not repeated with any

great degree of similarity in the second series, the interpretation of the

final strain feeling in the second series is rendered much more difiicult,

and the consequence is an enormous decrease in the extent of the series

which can be correctly compared with one of similar length. Just as

it was difficult in the case of rhythmised series to distinguish the

successive units owing to their general similarity, as shown in the

example quoted above where the first member of the fifth series was

taken as the first member of the sixth, so now the strains corresponding

to each beat are either so similar, or change so irregularly, that beyond

a certain point soon reached judgment becomes very unreliable. In

the previous case each beat has corresponding to it a strain to which

a definite position in a series may be assigned; now the strain accom-

panying each beat has to be remembered for itself. That subjects

find it difficult or even impossible to inhibit rhythm, which is charac-

terised always by a succession of strains and relaxations, supports this

view. The fact that there is an optimal rate would be explicable by

supposing that above this rate the strain accompaniments have to

change so quickly that they are not distinct enough to be recognised,

while at the slower rates changes in the total strain complex tend to

occur in the intermediate periods and confusion again results. If our

explanation is correct the test is more a test of immediate memory for

strain sensations than anything else.

Wundt is of the opinion that the experience is quite different when

the series is long and rhythmised from what it is when the series is short

and rhythm is excluded. He believes that in the latter case "the group

of sound impressions is immediately grasped as a unity," while in the

former case only "when the series breaks off at the last beat does one

have the idea of a unitary whole." We must confess that for us this

constitutes no difference. For us the longer and rhythmised series is

apprehended as a unity quite as immediately as the shorter series. In

neither case can the series be a whole until it is completed. We certainly

cannot follow Wundt when he calls one series an " Apperzeptionsreihe"

and the other a "Perzeptionsreihe." In answering an explanation

suggested by Schumann that the judgment is made on the basis of

innervations, Wundt admits that we accompany the perception of the

first and last beats by an increased innervation. But he says when the
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second series is of equal length the increased innervation will not precede

the last beat of the second series but will follow it ;
" nicht die motorische

Einstellung ermoglicht also die Auffassung der Gleichheit, sondern jene

wird unigekehrt erst durch diese moglich gemacht." He obviously

fails to take account of the intermediate series of innervations and the

total psychical disposition set up by these. And these innervations

may be quite involuntary. It is not necessary to suppose as Wundt
thinks that we should possess the power "motorische Innervationen

nach gleichen Intervallen zu wiederholen." The motor innervations

are called up for us and we merely recognise the last as being the repe-

tition of that which occurred at the end of the previous series, or we are

left in suspense or with surprise and make our judgments accordingly.

The length of the series, then, which a subject can correctly compare

with one of similar length when rhythm is excluded, would appear to

depend on the distinctness of his strain sensations and his immediate

memory for strain sensations for the purposes of recognition. But to

argue, as is done, from ability to form a correct judgment in these

circumstances, that every member of the series must have been in

consciousness simultaneously, appears scarcely to be justified. Dietze

has been quoted above as saying that the obvious condition of com-

bining into a series is that the first and last members should be simul-

taneously present in consciousness. That this is not necessarily the

case is a matter of common observation. We hear a few bars of music,

and feel that the whole is a unity as the last chord is struckj but the

first chord as such is no longer in mind. The complex consciousness

of the series is, however, present. As we write the last word of a sentence

we are conscious of the unity of that sentence without having the first

word as such in consciousness. The various elements are bound together

by the schema of the sentence. Just in the same way the series of

sounds whether long or short are for us unities, and the presence or

absence of the first member as such makes no difference to our con-

sciousness of unity; for in the long rhythmised series the elements

become for us combined into a rhythmised series of higher and still

higher units. But the difference between the long and short series

seems to us to consist in this, that in the latter the impression made by

the first member of the series still persists, reverberates, perseverates,

call it what you will, while with the former this is obviously not the

case. But for us at least this perseveration makes no difference to the

unity of the series, and it is certainly not the reason why "jede Reihe...

als eine unmittelbar in der Wahrnehmung gegebene Einheit wirkt," as
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Wundt would have us believe. If these investigators had rested their

conclusions upon an introspectively observed perseveration of the first

impression, so as to directly obtain a measure of the maximum length

of the series, the first and last members of which would be felt as being

"warm" together, we should have agreed that a measure had been

obtained of the range of something. But such has not been their

criterion, and it is our belief that immediate memory for strain sensations

is the factor conditioning their objective measure. We can only con-

jecture that this continued "warmth" of the earlier impressions is what

Wundt refers to when he characterises the experience of a short series

as being so different from that of a longer series. And we believe that

what these investigators have in reality been attempting to determine

is the length of the series which the warmth of the first impression would

out-last. But that this is a measure of the limits of the range of con-

sciousness we cannot admit. At least an important condition must

certainly be the "perseveration" factor, with the negative conditioning

factor of retroactive inhibition, exerted by the later impressions on the

earlier. In fact, the determining conditions appear to be much the same

as those determining the extent of an individual's immediate memory.

It is significant that Ebbinghaus regarded the very rapid increase in the

number of repetitions necessary for learning a series of increasing length

of nonsense syllables as an expression of the narrowness of consciousness.

But obviously the number of syllables which can be remembered on

a single repetition must depend at least largely on a subject's "immediate

memory" for that particular type of material, which in turn must

depend largely on the factors of perseveration and retroactive inhibition.

And though it is not impossible that the general " range of consciousness,"

assuming such a thing to exist, might play some part, it would scarcely

be maintained that the length of the series of nonsense syllables which

can be remembered with one repetition aftords a reliable measure of

this "range of consciousness." In the same way it is our belief that

what Dietze and Wundt have measured is conditioned very largely by

an individual's immediate memory for strain sensations, while what

they intend by the term " range of consciousness for successive auditory

impressions" is conditioned largely by perseveration and retroactive

inhibition. And although an individual's general "range of conscious-

ness," again assuming such a thing to exist, may play some part, we

maintain that the length of the series in question is not and cannot be

a reliable measure of that "range."
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(c) Thresholds.

Another method which has been adopted by a number of investi-

gators for the demonstration of the narrowness of consciousness or for

obtaining a measure of its "range" is the determination of the influence

of an extension of the field of consciousness on various "thresholds."

(1) With Distractions.

Boas (0) found that the threshold for discrimination of the length

of two lines 61-8 to 64 mm, long, rose from 1-68 to 3-88 mm. when the

distraction of mentally running through a piece of music was introduced.

He also came to the conclusion that judgments when the difference was

smaller required a longer time than when the difference was greater;

from this he argues that the smaller the difference, the greater is the

psychic work required and hence the longer the time.

Heymans (ic) found a disturbance of the threshold in a number of

sense modalities by a simultaneous distracting stimulus, whether applied

at the same point of the sense-organ as the stimulus to be judged, or

at a slightly different point. An increase of the distracting stimulus

required a proportionate increase in the stimulus to be judged in order

that the judgment should be as accurate as before.

Kiilpe (20, s. 44) found that hearing music while comparing lines with

respect to length affected the threshold, but the distracting stimulus of

an electric shock to one arm causing painful contractions, made no

marked difference.

Taylor (46), using a grey ring on a white disc, found that a weak

induction current reinforced, but when stronger it inhibited the relative

visibility of the grey.

Slaughter (3G) finds a similar reinforcing of the visibility of the grey

from straining on a dynamometer.

Hamlin (13) compared the ability to discriminate between two

stimuli under three different conditions; firstly, when both were

presented without distraction, secondly when one was presented during

the distraction induced by the adding of figures, and thirdly when the

distraction was continued throughout the presentation of both stimuli.

He found that out of fifteen subjects only two showed the highest per-

centage of correct judgments in the series without distraction. In four

cases the maximum occurred in the series performed under distraction

throughout. The subjects found that it acted as a spur rather than as

a check to attention.

We may also mention here that Swift (45) found a lengthening
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of the reaction time for stimuli presented during a distraction, and

de Sanctis (34) a contracting of the perimeter during distraction.

It is evident that no uniformity has appeared in experiments of this

kind. In the absence of further evidence we may infer that different

distractions have diverse effects.

It would seem to be the case also that individuals show considerable

differences as to the manner in which they are affected by distractions

of various kinds. As w^e have indicated above research is needed on

these points.

It is true that none of these " distraction " experiments were carried

out with a view to determining an individual's "range of consciousness."

But in each case the effect of an extension of the field of consciousness

has been investigated. We might accordingly have been led to expect

that individual differences might give us a measure of that range. The

discrepancy between the results obtained would seem to indicate that

there is very little hope in this direction of obtaining a reliable measure

of an individual's range of consciousness.

(2) Other Methods.

Wirth (51 & 52) believes that the clearness of impressions within the

field of consciousness bears an inverse ratio to the extent of that field.

Hence he proposes to measure the extent of the field of consciousness

by means of the clearness of the elements within it. He investigates

the influence of various conditions of attention on the threshold for

discrimination of differences in brightness, and finds that on the whole

the threshold rises Avhen the attention is distributed over the whole field

of clearest vision or over a relatively large portion of it.

Our only comment is that although by this means a measure of an

individual's "Bewusstseinsumfang" for these particular conditions may
be obtained, it does not follow that this constitutes a general "Umfang."

Mittenzwey's experiments (30), though undertaken for a different

purpose, as may be seen from the title of his work, and without any

assumptions as to the generality of the factors of distribution involved,

might very well be used to measure a span of attention in the particular

performance which his experiment includes. The experiment was to

expose successively by means of tachistoscopes two circles, the second

of which might differ from the first in one or more of the following

respects—namely size, position, brightness. In a second series each

exposure was of six circles, any one of which might differ from the others

in any of the above respects. The threshold for perception of differences

in each of these "dimensions" was determined under two conditions,

—
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"im wissentlichen und un-wissentlichen Verfahren"; that is under the

former conditions the subject knew in which "dimension" the difference

was to be, and the attention was relatively concentrated, while under

the latter conditions he did not know in which "dimension" the second

stimulus would differ from ihe first, and would find it to his advantage

to distribute his attention over all three dimensions. He found the

threshold disturbed under the second conditions; and although, as we
have said, he was not interested in the particular problem we have in

hand, the tables which he gives show some indications of the existence

of individual differences in the extent of the disturbance, the measure

of which would appear to be a good measure of the ability to divide

the attention successfully under these conditions. The method seems

to be free from objections for the determination of this measure, and the

possibility of its application in other "dimensions" makes it most

promising for future investigation.

Another test which appears to be a good measure of distribution

under certain conditions is described by Lorenz (25). He exposed four

pairs of lines in a species of tachistoscope, the task being to judge which

line of a pair was longer. In one series the subject was directed to

attend to and to make a judgment concerning only one pair of lines,

in another series to two pairs, and again three and four. He draws

only the general conclusion that as the number of judgments to be made
increases in Arithmetical Progression the average threshold rises accord-

ing to a Geometrical Progression. Although he records no individual

differences it is probable that they exist; and it would seem possible

to obtain by this method a reliable measure of an individual's capacity

for distribution of his attention under these conditions, that is where

the subject is required to distribute his attention over several pairs of

lines tachistoscopically exposed.

(d) Continuous Operations.

The simultaneous carrying on of muscular and mental work has been

investigated by Loeb, Welch, and Lehmann, among others.

Loeb (24) used maximal contractions on a dynamometer, comparing

maximal contraction made without simultaneous work with that made
during the reading of a piece of prose. The errors in Loeb's former

work are largely corrected in the experiments described by Welch (48),

and performed under Loeb's direction. "Static contractions" were

here employed, that is the subject was required to maintain a maximal

pressure on the dynamometer, and the increase or decrease of contraction
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was recorded on a travelling smoked surface during a period without

other work, and during a period of the same length with simultaneous

mental work of different kinds. The mean contraction for each period

was calculated, and the ratio of the decrease in mean contraction

during mental work to the mean contraction without mental work was

taken as the "constant of attention" for the particular kind of mental

work employed. The object of these experiments was not to measure

an individual's range of attention but to find the relative amount of

attention required on the average for different kinds of mental work.

The method might, however, w^ith some modification, be applied to

measuring an individual's power of distribution under these conditions.

Lehmann (23) also has done a good deal of work on the mutual

interference of muscular and mental work. For the muscular work he

made use chiefly of the ergograph. He too hopes that a measure of

the relative difficulty of mental operations will be obtainable by the

effect they have on the curve of muscular work performed simultaneously.

Paulhan (32) experimented with simultaneous mental operations, such

as writing one verse and repeating another, reciting along with arith-

metical calculations, performing two additions together, and reciting

aloud while reciting mentally. But as he was not concerned with

individual differences, and was not investigating the power of dis-

tribution in any direction, but the manner of interference, his work need

not detain us here.

Binet (3) gave his subjects the instruction to press a rubber tube

according to a certain rhythm, which they were to endeavour to main-

tain while doing something else, as for example reading aloud, reciting,

or mental calculations. The pressures were graphically recorded on

a smoked surface. He found a lengthening of the time between the

pressures, and with some subjects an actual cessation for two or three

seconds. Sometimes the intensity of the contractions changed ; some-

times when the subject was instructed to record for example a series

of five pressures he recorded six or only four ; at times an incoordination

of the movements was observed --"un veritable delire moteur." He
finds that some individuals can perform five or six impressions on the

tube regularly during other mental work, while others cannot do more

than two. Binet believes that this will give some indication of the

extent of an individual's field of consciousness, though it is true that

he does say "en partie." But it is obvious at a glance that even with

a graphic record of the pressures we have but a very rough measure of

the efficiency of a subject's impressions, while the second process seems
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not to have been measured at all ; we are merely told that " the addition

of two numbers takes longer and is often done wrongly." But how can

we say that an individual who, though recording correctly six impressions

on the tube, yet takes say ten seconds to perform an addition and then

gets it wrong, is capable of a more effective distribution of the attention

than an individual who performs the addition correctly in five seconds

but fails to record correctly more than two impressions on the tube?

One essential condition of measuring an individual's power of distribution

in any direction hy means of his success in performing two simultaneous

operations is that both processes should be measurable and measured.

Again, it is known that individuals differ very widely with respect

to their ability to perform mental operations of any kind alone; so

that from some individuals the mere task of adding requires much more

attention than it does from others whether from innate inability or from

lack of training. In the same way the mere task of pressing a tube

according to a given rhythm may very well require a greater amount

of attention from one individual than from another. Even supposing

then, that we had an accurate measure of the efficiency of an individual's

pressing in the double process, and an accurate measure of the efficiency

of his adding, how can we say that the total efficiency is a measure of

the extent of his consciousness? If the individual happens to need

a relatively large amount of attention in the performance of the pressing

alone, and also a relatively large amount of attention in the mere per-

formance of adding he will, of course, come off very badly when the two

tasks are to be done together ; while an individual for whom both pro-

cesses in themselves require little attention will come out well in the

double task, and will appear to have a large extent of consciousness,

and a high power of distribution. Obviously the measure will be quite

illusory. A second and no less indispensable requisite, then, for obtaining

our desired measure, is that we should also obtain a measure of the individual's

ability in the performance of each task alone ; since it is clear that an

individual who excels in either performance done alone will also tend to

do well in that performance when done simultaneously with another.

Neither of these conditions do we find fulfilled in the case of Binet's

measure ; so that we cannot convince ourselves that his proposed measure

is of any value for our purpose.

Jastrow (19, p. 219) was more interested in the manner in which

processes interfere w^ith each other than with individual ability; but

as we have said he speaks of "the power of carrying on two mental

processes at the same time," so that we can only infer that he regards
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this power as admitting of measurement by his methods. He used

various ways of beating with the finger ; for example regularly at an ad

libitum rate, at a maximal rate, in groups of twos, threes, etc., in alternate

groups of different numbers, and keeping time to a metronome. Tapping
^

under these conditions was compared with the tapping performed

according to the same instructions simultaneously with adding and

reading under various conditions. With regard to the tapping per-

formance, the only method according to which the conditions which

we have regarded as indispensable can be fulfilled would appear to be

that where the tapping was done at a maximal rate. It is difficult to

see how an individual's ability to beat at an ad libitum rate can be

measured, or his ability to keep time to the beats of a metronome.

When the second task was reading it is again difficult to see how a

measure can be obtained, particularly when the reading is done silently.

But yet it is obvious that these tasks may present greater difficulty to

some subjects than to others. Any practical application of these

methods for obtaining the measure of which w^e are in search would

appear to be beset with difficulties, except in the case of tapping at

a maximal rate with adding, and perhaps with reading aloud at the

maximal rate.

Miss Sharp (35) used reading aloud at a normal rate and with normal

expression a passage of ten lines of prose. The time for doing this was

compared with that taken when (1) a's, (2) a&'s, (3) abc's, (4) the alphabet,

or as much of it as possible, were written simultaneously with the reading

;

the instruction w^as of course to try to maintain the same rate of reading

as before. Where success was attained in keeping the reading the same

as before, the number of letters of the alphabet written gave information

with regard to individual differences "in ability to perform practically

simultaneous acts and thus in range of attention." But reading at the

normal rate is a most unsatisfactory performance from the point of view

of obtaining the necessary measure of an individual's ability in that part

of the process. It is unjustifiable to assume that the reading of the

particular piece of prose absorbed the same amount of attention for all

subjects. Further, the assumption is made that all subjects are on an

equality with regard to the mere speed of writing letters of the alphabet

;

for according to Miss Sharp's method of estimating the range, two

subjects who maintained their normal rate of reading and wrote fifty

letters would be ranked equal. But this assumption is quite unjustifi-

able since individuals differ very largely as to their speed of writing.

Miss Sharp obtained no measure of that speed. Her index of range is
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increase in time „, n .1 • r ,• ,,

:, n—r. ^t:
—

• i-o^^ smaller this traction the greater the
number 01 letters written "

power of distribution. That this formula is erroneous is obvious when
we reflect that in those cases when there was no increase in reading time,

as actually occurred in several instances, the measure became zero,

whether the subject writes twenty letters or two hundred! (Zero,

according to this formula, indicates a very high power of distribution.)

There is the further objection that an increase of say three seconds for

a slow reader is on the same level as an increase of the same extent for

a fast reader; this objection could be overcome by substituting "pro-

portionate increase of time" in the numerator of her formula.

We cannot admit, then, that the measure obtained by Miss Sharp

is a reliable measure of an individual's range of attention even for the

simultaneous performance of the tasks with which we are here con-

cerned ; much less can it be a reliable measure of a supposed general

range of attention. That the index calculated according to the above

formula does, however, afford some indication of an individual's power

of doing these pairs of things simultaneously we do not deny, since

obviously the power is greater the larger the number of letters written

and the smaller the increase of reading time. Let us suppose, then, in

default of a better measure, that the index thus calculated is reliable.

If there is a general power of distribution we should expect a high

correlation between the orders for the different double tasks; and this

ought to be particularly high since the double tasks are so very similar

to one another. We have computed the index of each individual for

the different double tasks from Miss Sharp's Tables, and have calculated

the correlations between the rankings of her seven subjects for each

test. The correlations were computed according to the Pearson method
fi^ 712

adapted to rank differences 1. The formula isp = 1 -^—=-. , where
n{n^ — I)

p is the coefficient of coordination, D the numerical difference between

the ranks of the same individual in the two series to be coordinated,

n the number of cases in the series. The coefficients of coordination

betM^een the several pairs of series are given in the following table. The

signification of the letters will, we think, be obvious. The probable

error of the coefficient is given in brackets below the coefficient in each

case. The formula for the computation of the probable error is

:

^ V. Spearman (41).

McQ.
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it presents an equal amount of difficulty for all subjects. Difficulties

of a similar nature are involved in the application of his other suggestions

(28, s. 380), such as drawing different figures with both hands. In this

case we have the further difficulty of marking the drawings, since it is

clear that a good drawing completed in ten seconds is worth more than

a poor drawing executed in the same time.

Another suggestion is the employment of the cancellation test while

gathering the substance of a passage read. But the difficulty of deter-

mining a subject's ability merely to grasp the substance of a passage

will be readily appreciated ; and even where we have reason to believe

that we have a reliable measure of his ability to grasp the substance of

a particular passage, it is not safe to assume that this will also be a

reliable measure of his ability to grasp the substance of certain other

passages, since such factors as familiarity and interest must play a very

large part.

Cohn and Gent (lO), among other tests to determine an individual's

" Ablenkbarkeit, " made use of an experiment similar to that used by

Miss Sharp. The time taken by an individual to read a passage at the

normal rate without any other task was compared with the time taken

when, simultaneously with the reading, {a) the number 2 was written as

fast as possible, (6) all the numbers were written, (c) 3's were added to a

given number, (d) the alphabet was written, or as much of it as possible.

Apart from the objections we have previously raised to the employ-

ment of reading at a normal rate for this measure, there is the other

objection of which we have already spoken and to which a great deal

of the previous work is open, namely that no measure was obtained of

the subject's ability to perform this second task alone. And further,

although they say " es ist schwer eine Reihenfolge der Versuchspersonen

in Bezug...auf die Dilatationsfahigkeit ihrer Aufmerksamkeit aufzu-

stellen," and mention that account should be taken of the quality of

the writing and the amount written, they prefer to surrender to the

,.„ , , , (reading time with the other task) X 100 ,.
difficulty and to make

-(^ding^ti" without th^other task)
^^^''

measure of "Dilatationsfahigkeit," and to draw their general conclusions

from this measure. There is, in addition, the further objection that

the ability to combine reading with operations very similar to each

other, an ability which covers only a narrowly specific range of per-

formances, is taken as the measure of an assumed general " Dilatations-

fahigkeit." It is clear, then, that Cohn and Gent have not obtained

an ade(iuate measure even of the specific " Dilatationsfahigkeit" involved

2—2
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in these performances, much less of any general ability to distribute

the attention. The same criticism applies to the experiments of Cohn

and Dieffenbacher (9), where the same methods were employed. The

authors even conclude that this " Dilatationsfahigkeit " decreases with

age; and that "with greater habituation to concentration a loss of

capacity for distribution goes hand in hand."

Mention should here be made of a research carried out by M^Comas
(26). The experiments made by him to test "span of attention" with

the tachistoscope were made with an exposure lasting one second. It

has, however, been shown that it is possible for the attention to oscillate

from one object to another within one-third of a second, so that it is

possible that several acts of attention were performed during this

exposure. Obviously, then, an important specific factor is introduced.

Some persons may very well be able to turn their attention from point

to point in the field more quickly than others. Eye-movements are

also possible within this space of time. Again, there is the retroactive

inhibition which the later acts of attention, supposing them to occur,

would tend to exert on the memory of the content of the earlier acts of

attention, and this retroactive inhibition may very well vary in intensity

from individual to individual. It would appear that such a lengthening

of the exposure, though it serves no doubt to eliminate to some extent

the effect of "differences in retinal inertia," the elimination of which

was the object of the lengthening of the exposure, introduces further

complications which are highly undesirable. The exposure in experi-

ments of this nature should, we believe, be at least short enough to

preclude the possibility of successive acts of attention during the

exposure.

M^^Comas employed in his tachistoscopic experiments a number
of different kinds of material; firstly coloured squares were used,

a test to which, following M°Comas, we shall refer to as Test (1)

;

secondly words [Test (2)] ; thirdly coloured letters, numbers, and

figures [Test (3)]; the total for the three experiments is referred

to as (4).

He also made use of another type of experiment to test "span," in

this case "span of attention for visual and auditory perceptions com-

bined." The experiment was as follows : Several words were exposed

to view during a short interval, while at the same time, two lines of

a poem wer^read to the subject. The task was to reproduce the words,

and then the poetry. The experiment was performed under two con-

ditions. In the first series the subject was to attend mainly to the
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words exposed, in the second series his attention was to be primarily

on the auditory impressions. The percentage correctly reproduced of

the total number of words exposed under both conditions, and the

percentage of accuracy for reproduction of the poetry under both

conditions were added, and the total taken as a measure of the subject's

"span." Although M^Comas says that " care was taken that the poetry

should be simple and the lines of sufficient brevity to enable each

subject to grasp it, no matter how inefficient he might be in memorising

lines read aloud," it appears to us illegitimate to suppose that immediate

memory plays no part. And until the effect of immediate memory,

both for words visually exposed, and for poetry recited, has been

eliminated, we maintain that the results are of very little value as a

measure of span of attention. Further, it is quite possible for an

almost complete reproduction of the poetry to be given without its

having been attended to at all during the exposure of the visual stimulus,

merely by attending to the perseverating excitation, which in some

subjects at least is very strong. That this is so we have demonstrated

by means of an experiment in which a series of digits was exposed in

a Ranschburg disc memory apparatus, while as nearly as possible at

the momxent of exposure of each digit a different digit of a second series

was called by the experimenter. The task was to reproduce both series.

It was found that one subject was able to reproduce as many as ten

digits after very little attention to them, merely by the persistence of

the auditory excitation, which with this subject recurred in a par-

ticularly intense form. If ten digits with little or no relations established

between them could be reproduced in this way, it seems not unlikely

that two lines of poetry, particularly short simple lines, could be repro-

duced with tolerable accuracy in the same way. Another factor

obviously enters, namely retroactive inhibition. In McComas's experi-

ments the visual series was reproduced before any attempt was made to

reproduce the auditory. The effect of this reproduction must be to

impair to some extent the memory of the auditory impressions, and, as

we have said above, it is quite conceivable that individuals diifer

widely in the extent to which their memory is affected by retroactive

inhibition.

The measure of span which was adopted by M^Comas is the total

reproduction for visual and auditory series under the two conditions;

this measure is in his work referred to as (24), and we shall refer to it by

this number.

The correlations between these measures were calculated by M^Comas.
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He reduced the measures to ranks and made use of Spearman's " Foot-

rule" method for correlation^.

The formula for this coefficient is

:

w^— 1

where R is the required coefficient, Y^g the sum of the number of places

gained by those individuals who advance in rank from one series to the

other, n the number of individuals in the series. Spearman's formula

for the probable error of this coefficient is

•43
P.E. = —r-.

As the number of subjects in M^Comas's Tests was only ten, the probable

error is in every case -136, and is accordingly omitted in the Tables

given below.

M^Comas regards it as significant that the totals (4) give a ranking

which correlates appreciably with that for the constituent parts. He
apparently forgets that the measure obtained by summating several

measures must correlate to some extent with each of the constituent

measures, unless these correlate —1 with one another; while the higher

the correlation between the constituent measures, the higher will be the

correlation between these and the total.

[Note. The demonstration of this is perfectly simple. The formula for the correlation

of "sums" given by Spearman (39) is:

^iToi)
'O.+aoH Van, h,+ha-\ +hn — / „ „ . r / —rr ;•

Suppose that we have two measures a and h, and we wish to find how a + b correlates

with a and h.

= A
;
V

It is clear that the magnitude of r^^^f^+y depends on the magnitude of r,,^, being zero

if r„j = - 1, + 1 if r,t6 is plus 1, and —t^ if r„j,=0.

When the number of measures summated is more than 2, the proof will of course be

similar.]

The correlations with which we are here concerned, as calculated by
M^Comas, are as follows

:

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) (4)

(1) — -24 -48 (24) -00 -15 -30 -33

(2) — — -33

^ V, Spearman (40).
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On the basis of these correlations M<^Comas concludes that "there

is a broad-spanned type of attentional activity. The broad-spanned

for visual perceptions is also broad-spanned for auditory perceptions."

Thereafter he goes on to draw conclusions from his other data

with regard to those persons who belong to this "broad-spanned

type."

That a correlation should appear between the rankings in the Tests

(1), (2) and (3) is only what we should expect, since all these are tachi-

stoscopic Tests. The astonishing thing is that it should be so low in at

least two instances. The experiments were performed under the same

conditions, and the only difference appears to have been a difference of

material. It is noteworthy that the largest of these three correlations

is that between the rankings for the two Tests in which colours were

employed. If such a similarity of material as this should have an effect

on the correlation which certainly appears to be appreciable, there is

room for at least a suspicion that the correlations which appear between

these two Tests and the third are due not to their involving a general

"span of attention" but to the fact that they were all performed under

the same conditions. But what of the correlations between (24) and

(3) and (4)? Let us examine the method adopted by M'^Comas for

summating the various measures to obtain (4) and (24). To obtain (4)

he has added together the actual marks obtained by each subject in

(1), (2) and (3), while to obtain (24) he has similarly added together

the actual marks obtained in the four parts of the experiment. Now
the means and the mean variations for these Tests differ widely.

For Test (1) the mean is 201-5, the mean variation 20-9.

„ (2) „ „ 89-8 „ „ 13.

„ (3) „ „ 160-3 „ „ 23-7.

But it is obvious that a superiority of say 20 on the part of one

subject over another in Test (2) is of much greater weight than a

superiority of 20 in Test (3). To get an accurate measure the several

series must of course be reduced to equal standard deviation (or at

least mean variation) before summation. If we add the figures as they

stand our error is much the same as if we were to add yards to feet or

pounds to shillings. This error would have been avoided if M^Comas

had added the ranks of an individual for the several series, since obviously

the mean variation must be the same in every case when the measures

have been reduced to ranks. We have calculated this new total for

(4) and (24) by reducing the marks to equal standard deviations, and
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have calculated from these measures the correlations with which we

are here concerned. To ensure the greatest possible accuracy, and to

avoid losing any of the data recorded by M^Comas in his Tables, we have

not reduced the measures to ranks, but have calculated the coefficients

according to the "product-moments" formula, which is too well known

to need description. The coefficients are given below, with the probable

error in brackets underneath each coefficient.

Test
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to an opposite conclusion, namely that there is no indication of the

existence of a general power of distribution of attention; finally, that

even within the narrowly specific range to which the majority of in-

vestigators have confined themselves a satisfactory measure has very

rarely been obtained.

We have mentioned two conditions which are evidently indispensable

for the measurement of the power of distribution by means of simul-

taneous performances : namely, first that both performances should be

measurable and measured, and secondly that the ability to perform

both tasks singly should be determined and eliminated, since obviously

excellence in the single performance must tend to produce excellence

in the double performance, apart altogether from any power of dis-

tribution. That excellence in the "undistributed" performance, as we

shall venture to call it, will tend to produce excellence in the" distributed"

performance evenwhen two separate performances are not to be employed

is also evident; for example, excellence in tachistoscopic experiment as

a whole must tend to produce excellence in the traditional tachistoscopic

experiment for measuring the range of attention, and the effect of differ-

ences in ability for the "undistributed" performance, to whatever cause

such differences are due, should be eliminated. M^Comas endeavoured

to eliminate differences such as "retinal inertia" by prolonging the

exposure. We have mentioned above, however, that there is reason

to believe that this introduces undesirable complications. We are of

the opinion that the most effective method for eliminating such differ-

ences of ability is again by conducting a second experiment for which all

the conditions are as nearly as possible the same except the condition of

distribution. If we succeed in eliminating the effect of ability for the

"undistributed" performances we are left with the distribution factor

alone, and can compare the abilities for distribution of attention under

various conditions. If this elimination be not first effected, no legitimate

conclusion as to the power of distribution can be drawn from any data.

For supposing that we had demonstrated the existence of a high corre-

lation between the ability to perform P and Q simultaneously and the

ability to perform R and S simultaneously, it does not follow that this

high correlation or any part of it is due to the distribution factor, unless

we have already shown that such correlation cannot be wholly due to

the intercorrelations between the abilities to perform P and Q singly

on the one hand, and R and S singly on the other (whether such inter-

correlations be due to a general or a specific factor or both). And again,

where we do find a high correlation between ability as shown in an
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experiment Z performed under conditions of distribution (such as the

tachistoscopic experiment) and the ability to perform P and Q simul-

taneously, it must first be shown that such correlation cannot be wholly

due to the correlations between the ability to perform Z under "un-

distributed" conditions and the ability to perform P and Q alone

(whether again these latter correlations be due to a specific or a general

factor or both). It was with this in mind that we proceeded to our own

investigation.



CHAPTER III

DESCRIPTION OF OUR OWN EXPERIMENTS

The plan of the research was to perform a number of experiments

involving distribution of the attention ; to obtain at the same time

a measure of the ability of the subjects for the "undistributed" per-

formances ; to eliminate the effect of these differences of ability in the

undistributed performances, and to see if any evidence were forthcoming

of the existence of any general factor of distribution of the attention,

common to all the "distributed" performances. For this purpose the

following Tests were employed

:

I. Tapping and Adding.

II. Card-sorting and Counting by 3's.

III. Putting discs on a needle and Crossing out o's.

IV. Discrimination of the size of circles tachistoscopically exposed.

V. Dotting test.

I. Tapping and Adding.

(a) Tapping.

For this Test an instrument manufactured for the British Mutoscope

and Biograph Company was used. The adaptation of the instrument

for use in measuring the ability to "tap" as quickly as possible is due

to Dr A. Wohlgemuth. The instrument is fitted with a handle, the

movements of which are confined within a "jacket." The instrument

was clamped in such a position that the handle was approximately

vertical. The handle was held with the fingers of the left hand, the task

being to move it backwards and forwards as quickly as possible. For

every movement of the handle to right or left the pointer on the clock

face of the instrument moved one space. One hundred such movements

would complete a revolution. The test is thus not strictly speaking

a "tapping" test, but this term seemed most convenient for describing

it. A pre*paratory signal "ready" was given, then "now," followed at

an interval of approximately 1^ seconds by the withdrawal of a sheet
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of cardboard which had been held by the experimenter before the eyes

of the subject. This withdrawal of the card was the signal for starting.

The reason for its employment was that it seemed advisable to employ

the same signal for starting the single performance as would be employed

for starting the simultaneous performance (tapping and adding).

This test will hereafter be referred to as Ti when performed alone,

Tii, when performed simultaneously with the adding.

(6) Adding.

A portion of the material employed for the adding is herewith

reproduced

:

8955889868589976879775998
6998797576868585987568787
8867986789799897895896599
7768578699787798987857665

It will be seen that only the numbers from 5 to 9 were used, so as to

make the additions as nearly as possible of equal difficulty while main-

taining sufficient variability in the actual additions to be made. It

will be seen also that to make the columns of even more nearly equal

difficulty the numbers are so arranged that the total lies in every case

between 25 and 35. The subject was in every case instructed to add

the columns as quickly as possible, calhng out the total for each

column as soon as calculated, the experimenter writing down the

total as it was called. This avoided the difficulty of writing the answer

or any portion of it during the simultaneous performance of the tapping,

—a difficulty caused not merely by the fact that attention was divided,

but by the tendency to make movements with the right hand sym-

metrical with those of the left, a tendency which manifested itself very

strongly in the case of some subjects. The instruction was given,

however, to make any sort of mark beneath the column as the answer

to that column was called out, the subject being informed that the

object of this was to prevent his doing a column twice. Four other

sections similar to the one reproduced above were used. As will be

seen below, ten periods of adding were included in the experiment, so

that each of these sections was used twice. It was considered unlikely

that the answers to the section used during the first period would be

remembered when the same section was used during the sixth period.

This Test will be referred to as ^ ; the Test performed alone will be
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referred to as Ai, performed simultaneously with the tapping test it

will be referred to as Aii.

After preliminary explanation the first section was secured in front

of the subject, his pencil point was placed beneath the first column, the

sheet of cardboard was held between his eyes and the paper, and he

was given the instruction to "look" where he would be starting, and to

start adding immediately on the withdrawal of the card. (Where the

adding and tapping were to be done simultaneously the instruction of

course was to start both as soon as the card should be withdrawn.)

The preliminary signal "ready" was given; then "now," and after

about 1-| seconds the card was withdrawn. (A preliminary demon-

stration of the signals for starting was given before the beginning of

every experiment throughout.)

The Method of Marking adopted by us was as follows. For every

column correctly added and called, four marks were allotted. When
a total was correctly called immediately after the signal to stop three

marks were given. If the total as called fell within one of the correct

total two marks were given, since it was regarded as probable that two

out of the three additions had been correctly made. If the total as

given fell within two of the correct total one mark was allowed, since

it was thought probable that one at least of the additions would have

been correctly made. If some time had elapsed between the calling of

the last total and the signal to stop, it was probable that the next

column had been started and might almost have been completed ; and

obviously to have done part of a column is worth something. Hence

the subjects were immediately asked how much of the next column they

had done. The answer was in every case given without hesitation or

uncertainty. Accordingly one mark was allowed when two figures out

of the four had been added, two marks when three out of the four had

been added. A rough control of the accuracy of the statement was

afforded by the period which had elapsed since the last total had been

called, and we had no reason in any instance to doubt the subject's

word. In any case we do not believe that any of the children on whom
the experiments were performed intentionally deceived the experimenter,

particularly as this test was in every case performed individually. Un-

fortunately no control was possible of the accuracy of the additions made
after the calling of the last total. It would appear to be a simple

matter to ask the subject what the total had been for the two or three

figures added ; but it was found that he could scarcely ever remember

what had been his total ; apparently the emotional shock caused by
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the signal to stop, and the subsequent question, had obliterated the

recollection of the total, which in any case had not crystallised so

definitely as would have been the case had the end of the column been

reached. This affords a clear example of retroactive inhibition. This

occurred also in the case of an adult when the addition had been cofnpleted

before the signal to stop had been given. We were left, then, with the

alternatives of neglecting these additions altogether, or of assuming

that they had been correctly performed. We chose the latter alter-

native, reflecting that such mistakes as do occur are more likely to

occur towards the end of the column than at the beginning, and that

the addition of the first two figures at least is probably more often

correctly than incorrectly performed. Accordingly, if the subject

declared he had added two additional figures, one extra mark was

allowed, while if he laid claim to having added three, two extra marks

were given.

It is obvious that the order in which the "single" and "double"

tasks are performed is of importance. If the single tasks are performed

first and then the double, it is clear that each element in the double

task has the advantage of the practice effect produced by its previous

single performance; while if the single tasks are not performed until

after the double, the latter will have been performed under conditions

perhaps even more disadvantageous to the elements it contains. If

individuals improved all at the same rate this would not make any

appreciable difference; but it is known that they do not. Hence it

is best to perform the single tasks, then the double, and to repeat the

experiments in the inverse order. Thus each member of the pair will

have been performed four times, the first and fourth times alone, the

second and third times simultaneously with the other member. That

this will eliminate the influence of the practice effect, and also the

influence of any fatigue which might be generated in the course of the

series, should be clear without further explanation. The scheme which

we adopted was as follows

:
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The experiment was performed on the subjects individually, no
other child being present in the room. Within two or three days the

experiment was repeated, this time of course no preliminary practice

periods being necessary. The scheme was

:

(7)
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The measure for this test was the number of cards correctly sorted.

Contrary to expectation, four of the subjects, two of them children,

sorted all sixty cards before the expiration of the 30 second period.

In those cases the watch was stopped at the moment when they had
completed the sorting, and a proportionate calculation made of the

number they would have sorted in the full 30 seconds.

(6) Counting by 3's.

The task here was to count aloud by 3's commencing from a given

number. By way of introduction to the task the subject was instructed

to start at 66 and was stopped at 90. It will be seen that this includes

the three possible changes from decad to decad; namely 9-2, 8-1,

and 7-0. This test will be referred to as Co. The periods and position

of Co in the series may be seen by substituting Co for A in the scheme

given above. The preliminary signal "ready" was given, then "now,"

and as usual at an interval of 1| seconds a number was called by the

experimenter, and the subject started counting as quickly as possible,

the watch being started immediately after the starting number was

called. (Where Co was performed simultaneously with S, the number
was called as the sheet of cardboard was withdrawn.) The starting

number was always in the neighbourhood of 30, and the series of starting

numbers was of course the same for all subjects. Care was taken in

choosing the series that the same set of numbers should not come in

successive Test periods; for example, 32 was not given as a starting

number after 26; two numbers belonging to different "sets" would be

used for the next two starting numbers.

The measure of the ability was the number of 3's correctly counted.

If a mistake were made, for example, 77-79, the number of 3's correctly

counted up to 77 was added to the number of 3's correctly counted after

79. To avoid unnecessary effort in articulation, the subject was in-

structed that if he reached 100 he should drop off the "a hundred and,"

proceeding as if a fresh start were being made.

III. Putting Discs on a Needle and Crossing Out o's.

(a) Puttifig on Discs.

For this Test a knitting needle was driven into a block of wood

about 1| inches high. The needle was broken off at a length of 4 inches,

smoothed off at the top, and the block was fastened by a clamp to the

side of a table in such a position that the subject when seated at the

end of the table could conveniently reach it with his left hand. Against
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the block, and between it and the subject was placed a saucer half filled

with metal discs, the discs being 17 mm. in total diameter, with a round

hole in the centre about 8| mm. in diameter. A cardboard screen was

fixed between the subject's eyes and the discs and needle in such a

position that it did not hamper the free movement of the hand, the

task being to take the discs one at a time and to put them on the needle

as quickly as possible, using the left hand. The subject was permitted

to look round the screen while the preliminary explanations were being

given, but during the actual performance his only guide in the way of

sensations consisted of cutaneous and kinaesthetic sensations. Three

or four discs were put on by the subject by way of adaptation to the

task; thereafter the order and periods for this test, to which we shall

refer as D, followed those for T, in the first experiment, except that

the first preliminary practice period lasted 15 seconds instead of 10.

The signals for starting were "ready "..."now" (1| sees.) "go"! To

secure uniformity each subject was instructed to keep his forefinger on

the needle until "go."

The measure of ability was the number of discs picked up one at

a time and put on the needle, one mark being allowed for each disc so

put on. The task consisted of two parts,—the picking out of a disc

and the placing of a disc on a needle. On an average these two parts

occupied about the same time. Accordingly, if, after the last disc put

on, a subject had, before the signal to stop, succeeded in picking up

another disc and carrying it to the needle, half a mark was allowed, as

also in those cases where the subj ect did not succeed in getting the disc

on the needle but dropped it off.

(6) Crossing out o\^.

We reproduce below a portion of the material employed for this

Test. There were, however, 46 o's in each fine.

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Each sheet contained nine of these lines of o's, the rows being

nearly 1| inches apart. This was found to be ample. The task was

to cross out as quickly as possible every third o, beginning at the

third; that is, missing two o's each time. The subject was instructed

that when he reached the end of a line he was to continue as if the

next line were continuous with it ; that is to say, he was to miss two

o's as usual.

This Test will be referred to as CV. Its place in the series may be

McQ. 3
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seen by substituting Cr for A in the scheme given above (pp. 30

and 31).

These three pairs of tasks were performed individually, as we have

said. They were performed in the order S and Co, D and Cr, T and A.

The reason for putting T and A last was to avoid the deleterious effect

which any fatigue arising from T might have on the subsequent per-

formance of other tasks.

The general instruction was given, before commencing the experi-

ments, that the subject was in every task to "go as if his life depended

on it," and it was impressed on him that this depended entirely on

himself. As the children entered into the spirit of the thing, we have

every reason to believe that this instruction was followed. Before the

simultaneous performances the instruction was given "not to keep one

task back for the other," but to "make both go as fast as possible."

These three experiments were performed at the school to which the

class experimented upon belonged, between the hours of 9.15 a.m. and

12 noon.

IV. Discrimination of Size of Circles tachistoscopically Exposed.

The "distribution" experiment here consisted in exposing tachisto-

scopically four circles at the same time, differing from one another in

size. The task was to arrange the circles in order of magnitude, from

the largest to the smallest.

As we have said before, in experiments of this kind a determination

of the subject's ability under conditions as far as possible identical,

except for the distribution, is indispensable. The experiment without

distribution consisted in this case of exposing two circles in the same

way as before, one of the two being larger than the other. The task

was to judge which of the two was larger. It is obvious that in this

latter experiment the attention is to be directed to a narrower field

than in the former; otherwise the conditions appear to be identical in

so far as it is possible to make them so.

The former test will be referred to as "4 circles," the latter as

"2 circles."

The circles for both experiments were drawn on blackened lantern

slides such as are used for writing election notices, a pair of very finely

pointed dividers with screw leg being used to draw the circles. Lest

the judgment should be made easier by drawing the circles in such

a position that their centres should be in the same horizontal or vertical
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line, they were drawn so that the centres were in an oblique line. The

relative positions of the centres are roughly indicated by the dots.

• •

2 circles 4 circles

In the former case the centres of the two circles, in the latter case

the centres of the two members of each pair fall on the diagonal of

the slide, at points equidistant from the point of intersection of the

diagonals.

The low threshold for discrimination of size of circles rendered

extremely finely graded differences in size for the 2 circle Test neces-

sary. The screw on the dividers made these fine adjustments possible.

For the 2 circle Test 8 slides were used. The "standard" on the

slide was in each case 15 mm. in radius, the radius of the "variable"

exceeding that of the standard by 2, 6, 8, 10, 14, 18, 20, 22 units

respectively, a unit being 3^3 mm.
According to whether the top or bottom edge of the slide were

uppermost, the "standard" appeared above or below the "variable."

In the experiment the standard appeared above and below an equal

number of times.

For the 4 circle Test 8 slides were used. In the case of each slide

the absolute difference in radius between the largest and second largest

was equal to that between the second and third, as also between the

third and fourth. The standard in each case was the smallest circle,

the radius of this on the slide being 8 mm. The difference in size

between the circles had of course in this Test to be greater than in the

other Test. The differences in radius for several slides were 6, 12, 18,

24, 30, 36, 42, 48 "units" respectively, a unit again being Jg of a mm.

The largest circle was not of course always drawn in the same position

;

and turning the slide upside down altered the relative positions for the

same slide. The experiment was so arranged that the largest circle

appeared in each position an equal number of times, as also the second,

third and fourth. This eliminates constant errors of estimation (space-

error).

The subjects were instructed to give the circles the numbers

I

3—2
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Ruled sheets of paper were given to the subjects and their judgment

was recorded by writing the numbers of the circles from the largest to

the smallest, for the successive exposures; 2143 would indicate that

in the judgment of the subject number 2 was largest, 1 the next, 4 next,

and 3 smallest. (For the 2 circle Test the subject wrote 1 or 2, according

as he judged the upper circle or the lower circle to be larger.)

The circles were projected on to a screen by means of a lantern fitted

with a photographic shutter, worked by a bulb. The screen was placed

in such a position that no direct light fell on it, the room being partially

darkened, such illumination as there was being in the back part of the

room, where the subjects were seated, and of sufficient intensity to allow

them to record their judgments on the papers. (The illumination was

of course the same on each occasion of the performance of the experi-

ment.) A black fijxation mark was attached to the screen at a point

midway between the points where the centres of the two circles would

fall, that is at the point corresponding to the point of intersection of

the diagonals of the slide. This was obviously the most favourable

point for fixation in the case of the 4 circles.

The preliminary signal "ready" was given, at which subjects were

to fixate the fixation point, "now," and after about 1| seconds the

bulb was pressed and the exposure followed. The length of the

exposure as measured by a Hipp chronoscope was about 24 Sigma,

roughly :^th sec.

The subjects wrote down their judgments as soon as possible after

the exposure. By this method exposures could be made and judgments

recorded in very rapid succession, the whole experiment occuppng just

about an hour. As the recording of judgments is not hard work, the

fatigue induced was a minimum.

After a few preliminary experiments 48 exposures of the 2 circles

were given, 6 of each slide 3 times each way up. Then after a few

preliminary trials with the 4 circles, 32 exposures were given, 4 of

each slide, twice each way up. (The order of these was in each case

on a plan prepared beforehand according to chance.) After a short

interval of rest the 32 exposures of the 4 circles were again given, in

the reverse order, followed by the 48 exposures of the 2 circles, also in

reverse order.

This experiment was performed as a "mass" Test. As it had to be

carried out at the Laboratory of University College it was possible to

secure only 32 out of the 40 children in the class. The parents of the

remainder "objected" to the performance of the experiment on their
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children. Of these 32 children 21 were included on the first day, 11 on

the second day. The subjects were seated at an approximately equal

distance from the screen, the distance being about 20 feet.

Method of Marking.

4 circles. Suppose that the correct order for the circles in an exposure

is 1234. It is clear that to judge between the relative sizes of 1 and 2

is more difficult than to judge between those of 1 and 3, and this again

more difficult than to judge between 1 and 4. Hence, a correct judgment

in the first case is worth more than a correct judgment in the second

case, and in the second case a correct judgment is worth more than in

the third. Accordingly we formulated the following scheme of marking.

For a correct judgment such as arranging 1 and 4 in this instance in

their correct positions relatively to each other, one mark was allowed;

for judgments such as arranging 1 and 3 in this instance in their correct

positions relatively to each other two marks were allowed; while for

arranging 1 and 2 correctly in this instance three marks were allowed.

Similarly to judge correctly between 2 and 3 would be awarded three

marks, between 2 and 4 two marks, and between 3 and 4 three marks.

The total number of marks allotted for a completely correct judgment

s fourteen. There are 24 possible answers, the marks for which will

ange from to 14. One example should suffice. Suppose that in the

above instance the answer recorded were 1432. 1 is arranged correctly

relatively to 2, 3 and 4, hence the subject gets 3 + 2+1 = 6 marks;

2 is arranged correctly relatively to 3, = 3 marks, but not relatively

to 4; 3 is not arranged correctly relatively to 4. Hence, the subject

gets 6 + 3 =--^ 9 marks. To calculate the marks for each answer as it

occurs is very laborious; hence it was found convenient to work out

a scheme according to which the marks for all 24 possible answers for

the exposure of the eight slides either way up were evaluated and

a table drawn up. To read oft' the marks for any particular answer

was then a simple matter.

2 circles. It had been hoped that it would be possible to evaluate

a "threshold" in this experiment for each individual, but it was soon

found that one desirable condition for the evaluation of a threshold,

namely that the subject should give correct answers to every exposure

of at least the largest variable, was not fulfilled here in every case.

Accordingly, since in the evaluation of any threshold the number of

correct answers is the most important factor, we decided to employ

as our measure the number of correct answers recorded out of the
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96 exposures. There is the further consideration that this method of

marking is quite comparable with that adopted for the 4 circle experi-

ment. That the method is reliable is proved by the fact that the

"reliability coefficient" for the Test is quite high {v. p. 43).

V. Dotting Test.

This Test is an adaptation of that suggested by McDougall (27)

and used by other investigators. We reproduce here a portion of the

material used by us, though on a reduced scale.

@ @ @ @ @ @@@@ ®@ @@@
(q) (o)@ @ @

@ @
The inner circle in each case is 1 mm. in diameter, the outer 3 mm.

The centre of each successive pair of concentric circles is 5 mm. from

the centre of the previous pair in a vertical direction ("vertical" here

indicating a direction at right angles to the thick black line), and either

in the same vertical line or 5 mm. to right or left. The pattern in the

illustration is repeated three times; thus for a single experiment the

same section occurs four times. This is an obvious advantage for the

calculation of the "reliability coefficient," the first and fourth sections

being compared with the second and third. A similar pattern based

again on the 5 mm. basis was printed on the same sheet to the right of

the series reproduced above, and both these patterns were again printed

at the same distances further to the right, the black thick line continuing

across the sheet. Thus, on a sheet about 6J inches in width and 20f
inches in length were printed a thick black line across, and four irregular

lines of concentric circles. These sheets were gummed at one end, and

were long enough to be fastened round a drum of the same width. The

drum was driven by a motor, the speed of revolution being reduced by

an extensive system of gearing. The volume of the electric current was

regulated and kept constant by means of a rheostat, the experimenter

keeping in view an ammeter in circuit. This was found advisable as

slight changes in volume of the current and consequently slight changes

in the rate of revolution of the drum were observed, the current being

drawn from an ordinary main. The adjustments for the different rates

of rotation were made by means of an arrangement of cones, fitted with

a scale graduated in millimetres.
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A thin aluminium plate was supported by a rigid steel grid to which

it was screwed, but with "chairs" between it and the steel grid suffi-

ciently thick to enable a second aluminium plate to slide between it

and the grid. The whole was supported in such a position that the

lower plate was almost flush with the top of the drum, which was

driven in a horizontal position. The top of the plate was at about the

height of an ordinary high experimental table. Four slits were cut in

the upper plate exactly 5 mm. in vertical breadth and about 35 mm.
across, in line with each other, the line being parallel to that of the

topmost portion of the drum, and immediately above in such a position

that when the lower plate was removed the circles belonging to each

line could be seen passing underneath their proper slit. In the lower

plate four slits of the same breadth and length were cut and in the same

relative position horizontally but at different positions in the vertical

plane. Thus, by shding the lower plate backwards and forwards, the

first or any other slit could be brought opposite the corresponding slit

in the upper plate, so that only one line of circles could be seen passing.

The lower plate when adjusted as required was fastened in position by

means of a clip. The grid was arranged so that it could be swung round,

giving free access to the drum, so that a paper could be put on or taken

off in a few moments.

The slits being exactly 5 mm. in breadth, and the vertical distance

between the centres of successive pairs of circles being 5 mm. also, only

one pair of circles could be completely seen at one moment, while if one

pair were completely visible nothing else could be seen. (Preliminary

experiments had shown that with a wider opening individual differences

in method were considerable, and it was thought wisest to eliminate

these as far as possible.)

The subject was given a sharp pointed hard pencil and instructed

to give a sharp tap with the point as near as possible to the centre of

each small circle as they passed the opening; to "try and get a bulls-

eye every time." (It was proposed at first to use a stylograph pen,

but it was found that too large a mark was made on the paper, rendering

the subsequent allotment of marks difficult. A double sheet of blotting

paper fastened tightly round the drum before th^ paper was affixed

made the impression from the pencil point quite noticeable when sub-

sequently looked at from the back of the paper ; and it was from these

indentations as seen from the back that the marks were most speedily

computed.)

No spoken starting signal was necessary, since the signal was given
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by the black line, the subject being merely instructed to "dot" the first

circle which appeared after the black line.

A practice period during which about 36 circles were dotted was

allowed. Then the plate was adjusted for the next opening, and the

subject "dotted" for a complete revolution of the drum.

The experiment was performed at three different rates for the right

hand, and three for the left hand, the rates being a circle every *48 sec,

•40 sec. and •2>2> sec, respectively for the right hand, and -59 sec,

•48 sec, and ^40 sec, for the left hand, rates which had been found

by preliminary experiments on children of a similar age to be suitable.

This was the "undistributed" experiment. We shall refer to it as

"Dots i." When we are speaking of this dotting experiment we shall

use the terms Ri slow, Ri mid, Ri fast, and Li slow, Li mid, Li fast to

indicate the single-handed dotting at the different rates.

For the "distribution" experiment four more horizontal slits were

cut in the lower aluminium plate, in the same positions relatively to

each other horizontally as before, but now with the two left-hand slits

in line with each other, as also the two right-hand slits, so that two

openings at a time could be brought opposite the slits in the upper

plate, and two lines of circles could be seen passing beneath. The two

patterns being independent, the position of each successive pair of

concentric circles relative to the preceding pair might or might not

be the same for the left-hand opening as for the right. Hence, the

changes for both openings had to be attended to. The subject was

given two pencils and instructed to tap as before, as near as possible

to the centre of the small circle in each opening, using the right hand

for one and the left hand for the other. The instruction was given to

hit the paper with both pencils at the same moment, the patterns being

arranged so that the circles for each line were exactly opposite those

for the other. After a period of practice similar to that for the single-

handed dotting, the subject dotted for a complete round.

We shall refer to the double-handed dotting as "Dots ii."

This also was done at three different rates. The terms "Rii slow,"

etc., and "Zm slow," etc., will explain themselves, as also "RLii slow,"

etc. The rates weiie of necessity much slower than the corresponding

rates for Dots i ; they were a circle (or rather in this case a pair of pairs of

concentric circles) every -87 sec, ^68 sec, and ^54 sec, respectively.

To eliminate practice-effect and fatigue the following scheme was

drawn up indicating the order in which the parts of the experiment

were performed. The table is to be read horizontally.
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Ri slow



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS OF OUR EXPERIMENTS

§ 1. Is there a General Factor of ^'Distribution" ?

As we have indicated above, the main object of our investigation

was to discover, if possible, whether a power of distribution of the

attention in general exists. The question appears to admit of solution

only by correlational methods, which accordingly we have employed.

Unless otherwise stated, all the correlations have been worked out

according to the Bravais-Pearson "Product-Moments" formula. The

correlations between all the tests performed singly were first calculated

;

with these we are not concerned for the moment ; they are included in

Table IX, p. 107.

For the "reliability coefficients," the coefficients of correlation

between the parts of the same test performed in the same way were

worked out according to the same formula. For Ti, Ai, Si, Coi, Di

and Cri, the total marks obtained for the first single performance on

the first day and the second single performance on the second day were

correlated with the total marks obtained for the second single perform-

ance on the first day and the first on the second day. For the " circles
"

the marks for the first half of the sitting were correlated with those

obtained for the second half of the sitting. For each rate of the dotting

the total marks obtained for the first and fourth sections of the pattern

were correlated with those obtained for the second and third.

For TAii, SCoii, DCrii, and Dots ii the total marks for Tii in the

first double performance on the first day and the second double per-

formance on the second day must be added to the marks for Aii in the

corresponding performances, and this sum correlated with the total of

these for the second performance on the first day and the first per-

formance on the second day; similarly SCoii, DCrii, and analogously

for Dots ii. But to summate the absolute marks would be quite

erroneous, since the standard deviations may be, and actually are in
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these cases unequal. Accordingly we must reduce the series to equal

standard deviations before combining. The labour involved in this

process is avoided by the use of Spearman's very convenient formula

for "correlation of sums^," of which we have made extensive use. We
have used this formula also in summating the marks for the different

rates of dotting.

The correlations between the halves of the same performance are

indicated by /-j in Table I below. The correlation which the total

performance, including both halves, may be expected to show with

the same performance repeated (i.e. in the case of Ti, etc., four times

again), is indicated by rg.^

TABLE I. Reliability Coefficients.

The number in brackets
{ ) below the coefficient indicates the probable error.

Undistributed Distributed

Test
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It will be seen that the reliability in almost all cases is very high,

the least satisfactory in this respect being Ai {r^ = '51, r^ = -67), This

fact lends greater weight to the conclusions which we are about to

draw.

We have indicated that a subject's ability for the "undistributed"

performance must be determined. But for most of our Tests this

involves two performances. Hepce, just as the subject's ability for

the double performance was determined by adding together the two

parts of his double performance, so his ability for the "undistributed"

performance must be measured by the sum of his abilities for the same

tasks done alone. For example, in the cases of TA, the measure of the

ability in the double performance is Tii + Aii (or TAii), the measure

of ability in the single performance is Ti + Ai (or TAi).

The intercorrelations between these summated measures must

accordingly be determined. Since we have already evaluated all the

intercorrelations between the several Tests, whether done singly or

with another, the further evaluation of the intercorrelations between

these summated measures is best performed by again using Spearman's

"Correlation of Sums" formula. They are given in Table II. (The

results for the dotting Test for all rates are for the present amalgamated.

They are subsequently treated separately, v. pp. 55 ff.)

It was proposed at first to apply the "Correction for attenuation"

by chance "errors of observation" to all the coefficients^. The correc-

tion was found in most cases, however, to involve such a slight change

in the coefficient that it has not been calculated for all coefficients.

Where it has been calculated it is given, preceded by c ("corrected")

below the uncorrected coefficient.

We have made use of several methods to determine whether any

evidence is shown of the existence of a general factor of distribution.

Method i (a).

It will be observed {v. Table II) that in some cases an appreciable

correlation exists between the undistributed performances, when

summated

—

TAi, SCoi, etc. This correlation is of course due to the

intercorrelations between the different parts of these summations,

—

^ V. Spearman (38). The formula is

M(A,B„ A,B„ A^B„ A,B,)
^^' M(A,A„B,B,)

where AB = true or corrected correlation, J/= mean, ^j= first series of observations of

A, etc., Aj^B^^: correlation between A^ and B^, etc.
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Ti, Ai, Si, Cot, etc. To what cause such correlation is due, whether

to a "general factor" or a "specific factor" or both, need not concern

us here. But it is apparent that such factors as produce a correlation

between the undistributed performances must also tend to produce a

correlation between the corresponding distributed performances, since

TABLE II. P

The number in brackets
( ) below the coefficient indicates the probable error,

'c' before a coefficient indicates "corrected."

Test
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those individuals who do relatively well in A alone will obviously

tend to do relatively well in A when it is performed simultaneously

with T, and so on. Hence, apart from all question of distribution,

we should expect the same correlation between the distributed per-

formances as was shown between the summated undistributed per-

formances. But if there is a general power of distribution, there is

another factor tending to produce a correlation between the distributed

performances, namely, the supposed factor of distribution itself. Hence

if the power of distribution is general, its introduction should produce

a higher correlation between the distributed performances than existed

between the undistributed performances ; that is TAii should correlate

more highly with SCoii, than TAi with SCoi, etc. ; and the difference

should be too great to be explained by the probable error.

The averages for the intercorrelations of distributed and undis-

tributed are given at the foot of Table II. It will be seen that the

average intercorrelations of the undistributed with each other and of

the distributed with each other are -297 and -270 respectively, using

the "uncorrected" or "raw" values; and -305 and -270 respectively,

using the "corrected" values where these have been calculated. These

averages are very nearly equal, and we have no evidence whatever of the

existence of a general power of distribution ; in fact we regard-the evidence

as strong proof to the contrary.

If we consider the individual correlations concerned, and compare

corresponding coefficients, it will be seen that where there is an apparent

rise, the extent of such a rise falls easily within the limits of the sum

of the probable errors for the two coefficients, and cannot be regarded

as in any way significant. In the case of the correlations between

Dots and Circles there seems indeed to be a significant fall. Reference

to this will be made later, v. p. 77. Our conclusion is that in no

case is there any indication that the power of distribution of the attention

required for the performance of one particular "distributed'' task tends to

be found present in the same individual with that required for the per-

formance of anij other of our tasks involving distribution. The power is

specific for each performance.

Method i (6).

A similar line of argument to that employed in Method i {a) is the

following

:

As we have said before, the correlation between any two distributed

performances is due, if there is a general power of distribution, to two
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factors; first the correlation which exists between the corresponding

undistributed performances, and secondly the factor of distribution

itself. Hence, this correlation ought, on the supposition of the existence

of this general factor, to be higher than the correlation between the

one distributed performance and the undistributed performance corre-

sponding to the other; for example: /•T^^^, scoii ought to be higher

than Trpj^iigQQi and similarly higher than rrp^igQ^^^. For one of the

two factors which tend to produce a correlation between the distributed

performances, viz., the second factor, will have been removed in the

case of the latter correlation. The averages for the correlations in

question are given at the foot of Table II. The figures in heavy type

in the second section must of course be excluded in computing this

average, since they are the correlations between an undistributed

performance and its corresponding distributed performance, and are

naturally fairly high.

The average correlation between the distributed and undistributed

will be seen to be -312 using the "raw" values (-320 using the

"corrected" values), while that of the distributed performances among

themselves is -270 ("raw" and "corrected"), the averages again being

nearly equal. Such differences as do appear on an individual examina-

tion of the correlations are seen to be again all within the limits of

the sum of the probable errors for the two correlations in question,

and must be regarded as quite insignificant; except, again, the fall

which appeared when we made use of the previous method.

We have here, then, corroboration in every respect of our previous

conclusions. We certainly find no evidence of the existence of a general

povjer of distribution.

Method a. "Partial" Coefficients.

We have said that the correlation between distributed performances

is due, in part at least, to the correlation between the corresponding

undistributed performances. Hence, to determine whether any other

factor is present tending to produce a correlation between distributed

performances, it will be necessary to eliminate the effect of the varying

abilities in the undistributed performances. The correlation before

the elimination of the effect of these variables is called the "entire"

correlation ; when the elimination has been effected the correlation is

the "partial" correlation. It must not be understood that this

"partial" correlation is necessarily numerically smaller than the

"entire" correlation, since the variables which are to be eliminated
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may very well be such as to tend towards a negative correlation; in

which case, of course, the correlation will rise on their elimination.

For a discussion of the theory of "partial" correlation the reader must

be referred to Yule's work^.

Yule's notation for the partial correlation between two variables,

when the effect of the variation of the third has been eliminated, is r^^.Z'

where 1 and 2 are the variables whose partial correlation is to be

determined, 3 the variable the effect of whose variation is to be

eliminated.

The formula is

:

where ri2 3 is the partial correlation required, r-^^.' ^is' ^^c-, are "entire"

correlations. Where the effect of two variables is to be eliminated,

the formula, again using Yule's notation, is

:

_ *^12.3 ^14- 3' 24. 3
'12. 34

—
1 1 '

(l-^14.3^)*(l-»-24.3¥

where 3 and 4 are the variables the effect of whose variations is to be

eliminated. This formula is more conveniently written

:

^'13 (^ ~ ^34 )
~~ ^1? (^23 ~ ^24^34/ ~ ^14 (^24 ~ ^23^34/

( 1 - *-i3"
-

*"i4^
- *"34^+ 2ri3ri4r34)^ ( 1 - r^^^ - r^i" - r.^^+ 'Ir^.^r^^r^^^

For our purpose the two variables whose effect is to be eliminated

are the undistributed performances ; e.g. to find the partial correlation

between TAii and SCoii we must eliminate the effect of the two variables

TAi and SCoi. If in this particular instance the partial correlation

should be appreciable, we should be entitled to regard it as evidence

that the power to combine the two performances T and A tends to be

found in the same individual along with the power to combine S and Co.

If all the partial correlations in this sense between the distributed

performances should be appreciable, we should be entitled to conclude

that there is a general power of distribution of attention, involved in

all these distributed performances; since the factor of distribution

would appear to be at least the principal factor which would tend

to produce a correlation between the performances after the elimination

of the effect of the undistributed performances.

1 E.g. G. Udny Yule (55), chapter xii. An example of the method applied to Psycho-

logy will be found in Brown (7); v. also Hart and Spearman (15). The formula given

above is Yule's.
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These partial correlations are given in Table III. The figures

indicate the values of ^r^i^scoii. r^iscot' etc. The formula for the

probable error of the coefficient is of the same form as for the entire

correlation, and the value of the probable error is given with each

coefficient.

TABLE III. Partial Correlations.

Correlations between distributed 'performances, eliminating effect

of undistributed.

The number in brackets
( ) below the coefificient indicates the probable error.

Test
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Method Hi (a). Displacement of Rank.

With respect to ability in any undistributed performance the

subjects may be arranged in a certain ranking. When the performance

is done under conditions of distribution the ranking may, and probably

will, be different. But it must tend to be the same as before, since

the same task is performed; there must be some correlation between

these rankings. Hence, as far as ability in the actual task is concerned,

apart from all question of distribution, an individual will tend to

occupy the same position in the second ranking as he occupied in the

first. The only thing which may obviously tend to give him a different

rank is the introduction of the factor of distribution for this particular

performance. If the individual possesses a relatively very high power

of distribution for this performance, his position in the second ranking

will as a rule be higher than in the first (unless he was very high in any

case) ; while if he has a relatively very low power of distribution for

this performance, his position will as a rule be lowered (unless he was

very low in any case).

Now if the power of distribution is the same power in every case,

the disturbance or displacement of rank will tend to be in the same

direction for every task for which distribution is introduced. Let us

make our meaning clear, by an example. Suppose that one individual

rises seven places in rank for TAii from his previous position in TAi,

while another drops ten places. If the power of distribution is the

same for all our performances we should expect the first individual

to rise in position for SCoii from his previous position for SCoi, and to

rise to something like the same extent as in the case of TA ; while the

second individual should drop, also to a similar extent ; and we should

expect a tendency to be shown for the displacement to be in the same

direction and to the same extent as before, in the case of all the other

Tests. Hence, the displacement of rank induced by the introduction of

the factor of distribution should correlate for the several performances.

For the purpose of determining whether this is so the marks for the

several Tests {Ti, Tii, etc.) were reduced to ranks. An individual's

ability in the performance TAi is now determined by adding his ranks

for Ti and Ai. (To add the rank directly is quite correct, since the

series in terms of ranks are necessarily of equal standard deviation.)

The ability in the performance TAii is determined by adding his ranks for

Tii and AH. These two series are then again reduced to rankings,

since the standard deviations are not necessarily equal, and the series

are consequently not directly comparable.
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The measure of an individual's displacement is the algebraical

difference between his rank for Ti + Ai, and his rank for Tii+ Aii;

similarly for the other Tests.

The correlations between the displacement of ranks for the various

tests are given in Table IV. The average of the correlations will be

seen to be -026, which is of course quite insignificant. We may
conclude then, from this method also, that there is no evidence of the

existence of the supposed general jjower of distribution. Individually,

none of the correlations are significant except possibly that between

displacement in TA and displacement in SCo (-27 p.e. -098). This

correlation may possibly be significant, since it falls just outside the

limits of 2| times the probable error. We may conclude that there

is no evidence according to this method that the power of distribution

for any of our Tests over-laps with the power of distribution for any

other of our Tests, except possibly in the case of the two Tests just

mentioned. To this point we shall return.

TABLE IV. Correlations of Displacement of Rank.

The number in brackets
( ) below the coefficient indicates the probable error.

Test TA
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TAii, etc., in all the previous methods, except iii (a), though the actual

process of reducing to equal standard deviation and summating was

avoided by the use of Spearman's formula for correlation of sums'.)

We may have then, the series TAi and TAii in terms of actual marks.

The standard deviations of these series again are, of course, not neces-

sarily equal, and the series are not directly comparable. But if we

reduce tliem to equal standard deviations, we shall have two series which

are as directly comparable as the two series of ranks employed in the

last method, and more accurate. Our method will accordingly be not

to compare the mere displacement in rank, but the displace^nent in

actual marks. The measure of this displacement will be the algebraical

difference between the reduced mark for the undistributed performance

and the reduced mark for the distributed performance; that is, in the

case of our Tests TAi-TAii, SCoi-SCoii, etc. If the displacements

for the several performances correlate with each other appreciably

we shall have evidence of the existence of a general power of distribution.

As the labour of reducing the original series to equal standard

deviation, and summating, is avoided by the use of Spearman's formula

for the correlation of sums, so the further labour of reducing e.g. Ti + Ai

and Tii + Aii to equal standard deviation, and finding the algebraical

difference, is avoided by the use of the corresponding formula "for

correlation of differences." This formula is

:

For the correlations which we wish to find, a, h, c, and d, in the formula

are themselves in most cases sums. But as we have already calculated

the intercorrelations between these, the application of the formula

is simple.

Table V gives the correlations between these displacements in terms

of actual marks. It will be seen that the average is minus -034, a quite

inappreciable correlation. Individually, only one of the correlations

is greater than even twice the probable error (namely for the perform-

ances TA and DCr, — -22 p.e. -101), and in that case is negative. We
have then no indication of the generality of the factor of distribution,

nor have we any evidence that the power of distribution for any of

^ This is deduced from the general formula given by Spearman (39),

'' ""11 "1 s/8(n^a^^)+28{nmr^<r^r^)sl8{mW) + ^S{7nrmj,,Tj,r^)

by putting p=q=2, ni=mj = l, n^ =m^= —1.
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Here, again, we have no significant correlation, and our conclusion

is the same as by the other methods.

The results obtained from the application of all these methods are

such as to leave no room for the supposition of the existence of any such

general power as has been assumed to exist. That there is in each case,

however, a power of distribution is obvious, since otherwise the order

of individuals according to ability for the distributed performance would

not be appreciably different from their order according to ability for the

corresponding undistributed performance ; but it is in some cases

considerably different (cf. p. 79). Hence, we must conclude that

the power is in every instance specific, depending in each case on factors

varying from individual to individual, but showing no general tendency

to vary concomitantly.

If this is so, the powers of distribution in two cases might still

correlate with each other, apart from any general factor common to

all distribution, by the over-lapping of the specific factors involved in

these two particular powers. And we found that in some cases the

correlations were so high as to be possibly significant. If they are

significant we must attribute them to the over-lapping. But before we

can regard them as significant we must determine whether the different

methods we have applied all give evidence of the presence of such a

correlation. If the results according to the different methods agree,

we shall be justified in regarding the correlation as significant; for any

correlation, not in itself undoubtedly significant, may become so when

supported by the cumulative evidence of other correlations. The

results for all the methods employed have been tabulated in Table VI.

It will be seen that the only cases in which the results obtained by all

methods agree, are in respect to the correlations between the distribu-

tions involved in TA and Circles, and Dots and Circles. We may
conclude then that there appears to be some evidence that the power

of distribution for TA over-laps with the power of distribution for

Circles, while there is some evidence that high ability for distribution in

Dots tends to be found present in the same individual with low ability

for distribution in the Circles. There appears, however, to be no evidence

that high power of distribution for TA tends to be found present con-

comitantly with low power of distribution in Dots.

Since, however, the different methods were applied to the same

data, the correlations are not high enough to be regarded as conclusive

in either case, and may very well be due to chance. (See, however,

the separate treatment of the different rates of dotting on pp. 55 ff.)
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TABLE VI.

Convenient Tabulation of data from Tables II, III, IV and V, and from

Method iv.

The number in brackets
( ) below the coefficient indicates the probable error.

Rise Kise Correlation Correlation Correlation Correlation
according according according according according according
to Method to Method to Method to Method to Method to Method

i {a) i (b] ii iii (a) iii (6) iv

TA and SCo --13 --17 +-05 +-27 +-03 +-15
and (-107) (-098) (-107) (-104)
+ •06*

TA and DCr --07 --17 --13 +-05 --22 --08
and (-105) (-107) (-101) (-106)
-•01

TA and Circles +^09 +-21 +-29 +-19 +^14
and (-113) (-118) (•120)

+ •01

TA and Dots -^07 --06 +^11 +-07 +^09
and (•112) (^113) (•US)
+ •02

SCo and DCr +^15 +-18 +06 --07 --01 +-15
and (•lOe) (-106) (^107) (•104)
-•04

SCo and Circles +^12 +^11 +-06 -^12 --20
and (•lOe) (^121) (•US)
-•18

SCo and Dots +^14 +^04 +-01 +^09 --10
and (•lU) (^113) (^113)

+ •06

DCr and Circles -•27 -^02 -^07 -•OS
and (-123) (^123) (^123)
-•27

DCr and Dots +^11 +^14 +^25 -^12 +-16
and (^107) (^112) (•111)

+ •01

Circles and Dots -^34 -^37 -^21 -•lO -•IS
and (-117) (^122) (•llO)

-•06

Average -^027 --051 +^042 +^026 --034 +^073

* According to this method we have to make two comparisons in each case, e.g. we
must compare rr.^u.scou with both rr.^i.scoa and rr^i, sad-

Separate treatment of the different rates of dotting.

We have hitherto employed the summated performances at the

different rates as the measure of ability in dotting. We had noticed,

however, that the correlations between the fast double-handed per-

formance and the performances at the other rates were lower than
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those between the fast single-handed performance and the other single-

handed rates. The actual correlations are:

,
^fiat mid ''fast slow

Right hand alone -88 -70

Left „ „ -89 -72

Double-handed -78 -62

That the low correlation is not due to any unreliability of the tests

is evident on glancing at the table of Reliability Coefficients (p. 43).

The fact that in the other tests the powder of distribution had proved

to be specific led us to suspect that the power of distribution for the

slow rate of dotting and that for the fast rate might each involve different

specific factors, so different that the amalgamation of the three rates

of dotting might have obscured any indications of over-lapping between

the power of distribution involved in either rate of dotting and that

involved in any other distributed performance. Accordingly we

resolved to determine to what extent these powers of distribution

correlated with each other. This was calculated according to Method ii

(partial correlations) and Method iii (6) (displacement in terms of

marks). The undistributed performance to be eliminated is in each

case the summation of the single-handed performances at all rates.

The correlations are as follows

:

"slow mid ^mid fast ^slow fast

Method iii (6)... -59 -34 -12

(p.e. -075) (p.e. -101) (p.e. -112)

„ ii -56 -29 -01

(p.e. -078) (p.e. -104) (p.e. -114)

The correlation, it ivould seem, between the power of distribution for

the slow rate and that for the fast rate is insignificant/ The specific

factors involved in the distribution in each case are so different as to

completely sweep away the correlation ; and yet the task to be performed

is the same, except that in one case the rate is faster than in the other.

This we regard as overwhelming evidence in favour of our contention

that the power of distribution is very specific ; and if these two " distri-

butions" do not over-lap sufficiently to produce an appreciable correla-

tion, the power must in each case be very narrowly specific. It is not

surprising, then, that we find little or no evidence of over-lapping where

the performances to be combined are quite different. We have attempted

elsewhere to give some explanation of the nature of the specific factors

involved in the double-handed dotting for the different rates, and of

the absence of correlation which we have discovered (p. 59).
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TABLE VII.

Separate treatment of the three rates of 2-handed dotting.

The number in brackets
( ) below the coefficient indicates the probable error.

Method i.

TAi SCoi DCri 2 Circles

Dots i
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TABLE VII {continued).

Tabulation of results obtained by these methods.

(The probable errors are here omitted.)
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This fact stands in need of some explanation. The only possible

basis for an explanation would seem to lie in the introspections which,

as we said, we obtained from trained psychologists. It is accordingly

to these introspections that we shall appeal in our endeavour to explain

this negative correlation {v. pp. 77 ff.), as also the absence of correla-

tion between the distribution for different rates of dotting. Any
explanation will of course involve the very important matter of the

nature of the specific factors on which the power of distribution depends

in each case.

§ 2. Absence of correlation between distribution for fast and

sloiv rates of dotting.

This appears to us to be of such importance as to call for a some-

what detailed treatment of the introspections. Our own observations

{Subject I) were made with the definite object of ascertaining whether

the nature of the task changed with increase in rate, and we shall

reproduce a portion of them here.

Slow rate. "The almost invariable process on the appearance of

the dots was a continuous sweep from right to left. Fixation was very

rarely on the right with any clearness; it seemed to just take it in

in passing. But this seemed quite sufficient for the right hand's

adjustment, and I never had any qualms as to whether the right were

doing well. The right-hand dot was never clear in fixation, and the

attention was never on it for more than the passing moment when the

fixation swept over it... the attention was given successively on each

occasion, fieeting and barely conscious to the right hand but in a much
clearer fashion to the left hand. As the eyes reached the left dot,

there was a momentary adjustment of accommodation, this having

been lost during the sweep. On nearly every occasion this dot was

fixated and clearly attended to, the right dot being for the moment
out of consciousness, I think, completely. Adjustment of the hand
for the left dot was not however delayed until fixation. On every

occasion the adjustment was made with a very fair degree of accuracy

before the dot was fixated... the adjustment was being made on the

basis of the perception of the dot in indirect vision... the adjustment

must have been something in the nature of a reflex. Often I was sur-

prised on fixation to find it so accurate. The right-hand adjustment

seemed almost reflex throughout... the only attention it got was what
went with the sweep of the eyes on passing...! never had the conscious-

ness of adjusting my hand at all. I do not think this hand or stilus
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was attended to throughout the whole proceeding. The only thing

in consciousness was the visual perception of the dot... the adjustment

for the left hand was made with tolerable accuracy when the fixation

arrived, and needed only a slight correction.... Once or twice the fixation

seemed to come too late, and a particularly bad shot was recorded with

the left hand. This happened when the dots were a long way apart.

The fixation seemed to arrive too late for the adjustment to have its

correction, and the first adjustment seemed particularly faulty (probably

because it was seen in such indirect vision)... it was too late to stop the

tap."

Mid rate. "In many cases the process was the same as before,

but the eye movements were nothing like so regular. Often the fixation

and attention did not appear to have left the right hand before the

dotting motion was made. Neither dot came so clearly into fixation

as the left dot last time... there did not seem time for it... the attention

had not fairly got on to the left before the dots were disappearing...

sometimes the fixation, as we said, did not sweep across, but stayed

on the right, and fixation of that was fairly clear. But on these

occasions an adjustment was made with the left hand and the dotting

took place. Why the right should have demanded fixation that time

I cannot say. But it seemed on those occasions that the quasi-reflex

adjustment was inadequate."

Fast rate. " There was certainly no time here for regular movements.

In no case was there, I think, a definite sweep from one side to the other,

with successive clearness and fixation. Sometimes in the instant before

dotting the right dot would be clear, sometimes the left dot. The eye

movements seemed very irregular. Sometimes the eye would get the

left fairly well, sometimes the right; sometimes neither would be at

all accurately fixated. On every occasion one adjustment was made

in indirect vision completely, sometimes both; unless perhaps when

the two were very close, when they were able to be fixated simultaneously

or in very rapid succession... there was more a feehng of 'bothfiess'

than at the slow rate."

The dotting was then performed at the same rates in inverse order.

The observations were

:

Fast rate. "The tendency certainly is to get them without any

definite fixation; almost parallel vision was adopted in many cases.

Definite fixation seemed a disadvantage."

Mid rate. "Much more succession, again from right to left. At

the faster rate I had felt that succession was impossible."
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Slow rate. " Succession again distinct ; tendency always from right

to left. Once or twice there was left to right, but there was such a

feeling of uncertainty in the left that this was not done again, except

when I definitely tried the experiment later, and found it was not

advantageous. The final correcting (of the adjustment) seems necessary

to give any confidence with the left hand, but the right does not seem

to need it. Even where the stilus was descending corrections were in

some cases made with the left hand.

At the fast rate there was no feeling of difference with the different

hands at all. This is certain..."

The relevant observations recorded by Observer II were as follows :

Slow rate. "I was trying to get the best adjustment...and tried

three methods of fixation; fixating the point between, fixating both

simultaneously, and alternate fixation...sometimes I adjusted one hand

and then the other, but could make the movements simultaneously

...with this rate alternate fixation would I think be best."

Mid rate. During the earlier part "I was fixating between...! see

two stimuli and only one motion is required." Later "I tried looking

alternately at the two dots, and I found that on more than one occasion

I was very inaccurate, the reason I think being that there was no time

for it to be done... except of course when the two dots are close, in which

case the accuracy is considerable. When the dots are far apart...you

consider where you are going to tap with one hand, then eye movement

and deciding where the other tap will be."

Fast rate. "To me at this speed it is impossible to fixate both

simultaneously when far apart, and if I attempt to fixate first one and

then the other it is impossible to do it quickly enough. Therefore

I am reduced to fixating between; in other words, to look at them

indirectly."

Observer III.

Slow rate. "I went on moving the eyes from one to the other."

Mid rate. "Curiously enough I felt very little more difficulty in

the left than in the right so far as the hands went but more difficulty

in seeing the left-hand circles."

Fast rate. "I was more than ever struck with the difficulty of

seeing both together in many cases. This was the difficulty—uncertainty

with regard to the seeing made the stroke uncertain, and I was aware

of a good many misses. It is a confusing and very uncomfortable

experience when one really cannot see them in time."
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Observer IV.

Slow rate. "Found myself attending more to the left hand than

the right most of the time. Soon after the start and towards the end

I found difficulty in coordinating the movement of the hands... the

left hand seemed behind the right.... This difficulty occurred when the

dots were far apart.... I found eye movements, particularly where the

dots were furthest apart. I had to move the eyes from the right dot

to the left. I found myself wondering why I looked at the right first

when the left was harder to direct....When the dots were close together

I attended simultaneously."

Mid rate. " As before when the dots were close I took them in with

a single act of attention; when wide apart, there was alternation of

the attention and the accommodation from one to the other."

Fast rate. "Again I found myself when the two dots were close

taking both in with one act of accommodation and attention, and when

far apart one movement of the eye from right to left.... Once or twice

I found myself attending to the left hand alone, and then there was a

feehng of annoyance when I found the right hand had been going

wrong.... The succession seemed to be a continuous sweep, except on

three or four occasions when the left hand came down later than the

right. In these cases there were two acts of attention.... Each time

the sweep was from right to left. . . .No two acts of attention but one sweep

with the sweep of the eye."

Observer V.

Slow rate. "On the whole the consciousness was fairly evenly

divided between the two, but there were undoubtedly very rapid

fluctuations from one to the other... usually first to the left and then to

the right.... The fluctuations I think were more marked when the dots

were further apart."

Mid rate. " I notice that sometimes there will be but little fluctua-

tion but that one dot receives more attention than another....As a

rule the left comes in first.... The motor adjustment was made for the

first I think before the second was attended to, but curiously enough

the motor adjustment to the second seemed in part already made."

Fast rate. "Fluctuations from one dot to the other as before...

I again noticed that the adjustment of the right hand was to some

extent made before the majority of the attention was given to it...no

fluctuations... with the dots close together." Questioned as to the
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difficulty of changing the attention quickly enough, this subject says

"It is very difficult; extraordinarily flashlike, both of them. But it

seems possible. There is a feeling of greater flurry throughout the

whole performance."

The net result of a consideration of all these observations is that the

methods adopted for the fast rate and the slow rate respectively may
difter considerably in the same individual. All observers whose intro-

spections were recorded found that an alternation of fixation from one

dot to the other was the most favourable method for the slow rate

except where the dots were close together, when as a rule there was
little alternation at any of the rates. This is natural since in this

case both fall within the field of clearest vision. The first and second

observers found that an effective alternation was impossible at the fast

rate, and had to fall back either on parallel vision, or fixation of an

intermediate point, unless they let one take care of itself.

The third observer found it impossible to see both at the fast

rate with any clearness, and we may accordingly infer that he too

found regular eye movements from one dot to the other impossible.

Observer IV was able to fixate and attend successively, but spoke

of this for the fast rate as a "continuous sweep" with "no two acts

of attention." The fifth observer was able apparently to give two
"extraordinarily flashlike" successive acts of attention to the dots

quite possibly with a sweep of the eyes.

At the fast rate, then, in many cases the adjustment had to be made
completely in indirect vision ; and it is here that we seem to find the specific

factors which sweep away the correlation between the powers of distribution

for the fast rate and the slow rate respectively.

It is curious to note that three observers reported that the alternation

was usually in the same direction. For two observers the direction

was right to left, which would seem to imply that the left hand needs

attention at the moment of dotting, and cannot be trusted to remain

adjusted while the attention passes to the right.

In the other case however the usual direction was left to right;

we had thought this to be due possibly to a tendency to lefthandedness

on the part of this subject, and he informs us that he is in fact more
than usually ambidextrous.

We have said that at the fast rate much adjustment has to be

done with indirect vision. That this is possible is proved by the fact

reported by two observers that even when alternation w^as possible

the adjustment was made with a considerable degree of accuracy
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before fixation. Apparently the motor adjustment is well on the way

towards becoming an unconscious reflex, and the relatively vague

perception of position afforded by indirect vision is sufficient to lead to

a reasonably correct motor response. Of course the further apart the

dots are, the further from the focus is the dot not fixated, the more

vague the perception, and the more inexact the motor response in respect

of direction.

As the rate became faster, the dot not fixated at first had to be

content with this adjustment in indirect vision, since if fixation did come

it would be too late for any correction to be made before the tap was

due. Even when ordinarily there might have been time for a successive

fixation of both dots, any delay in adjustment for the dot first fixated

would make the fixation for the second dot too late for the final correc-

tion. This would happen conceivably in the case of an unexpected

change in direction for the series in which the dot first fixated came.

This happened once or twice for the first observer at the slow rate,

and often for the mid rate.

We have been led, as we stated, to the conclusion that with increase

of rate alternation becomes for some subjects impossible; that with

such subjects the tendency is to an indirect fixation, which of course

brings no relative advantage to either series of dots. The third observer

was struck by the fact that with increase of rate he " felt very little more

difficulty in the left than the right." The second observer says that

when he is "fixating between, the task is certainly one. I see two

stimuli, and only one motion is required." The first observer reports

"more a feeling of 'bothness' than at the slow rate," and that "at

the fast rate there was no feeling of difference with the different hands

at all," as distinguished from the slow rate where the left hand was

felt to need the final correction. The conclusion is that the processes

of dotting with right hand and dotting with left hand became fused

into a single task.

This tended to be the case with all subjects when the dots were close

together, e.g. even for the fifth observer attention is at these moments

more simultaneous, "and the tasks seemed to fuse when the attention

was equally divided." Third observer: "sometimes the two dots come

so nearly within the field of central vision that they make practically

one object and the action of the two hands appears to have a central

factor in common."

If then the tasks fuse at the fast rate for those observers who find

it impossible to attend and fixate successively we might expect that in
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the case of those subjects who adopted Intermediate fixation, and in

consequence were equally fair as a rule -to both hands (i.e. Subjects II

and 111)1, ^i^Q performances for either hand would show some corre-

spondence; so that a good period for the one hand would occur simul-

taneously with a good period for the other hand, and the bad periods

would also occur simultaneously. While for those who found it possible

to alternate, this would not necessarily be the case. For the purpose

of determining whether this is so a much finer system of marking was

employed than was the case with the children, and the subjects tapped

with a sharp pointed stilus, making a hole or dent such that it was

possible to mark on a 1-10 instead of a 1-4 scale, 10 being given for

a hit right in the centre of the small circle, 1 for a hit about | mm. to

1 mm. outside the larger circle. The marks obtained according to this

scale were graphed for each of these subjects in the double-handed

dotting, the graph being smoothed by adding together the sum of

the marks for four consecutive taps, the points on the curve representing

the averages for taps 1234, 3456, 5678, ... etc. These curves are given

in the accompanying figure for Subjects II, III, IV, V. The continuous

line represents the right hand, the dotted line the left hand. Only the

slow rate and fast rate are shown, the mid rate being in general of

the nature of a mean between the two.

A glance at the graphs will show that in the case of none of the

subjects is there a marked tendency for the direction of the curve for

one hand to correspond with the direction for the other at the slow

rate. At the fast rate, however, there is a marked and unmistakable

tendency for this correspondence to appear for the second and third

observers, much less marked in the case of the fourth observer, who
was able to attend successively, though with a single sweep, and scarcely

noticeable in the case of the fifth observer who found that he was able

to perform successive acts of attention at the fast rate. This ought

to admit of being expressed on the basis of the marks for individual

taps, instead of in a graph where the marks obtained for four taps

are added together ; for the algebraical difference between the marks for

a tap with the right hand and the corresponding tap with the left

hand ought to show a smaller mean variation from the mean difference

in the case of Subjects II and III (since they apparently favour

both hands equally). E.g. suppose mean right - left = 1, for these

subjects the left ought to tend to remain 1 less than the right at

^ Subject I, it will be remembered, fixated during part of the time sometimes one

dot, sometimes the other.

McQ. 5
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every tap, while the tendency will not be shown for Subjects IV

and V. The m.v.'s from this mean in each case for the fast

rate are:

„, .. 219 „, 174 .^ 193 262 ^
Observer II ^, III ^^ ^

IV
^^ , ^ -92" '

'

At first it would seem that the fourth observer shows a greater tendency

to fusion as judged by this method than the second observer. But

it is obvious that the same m.v. for the slow rate must be taken into

account, since some may show a tendency towards a small m.v. at the

slow rate, and would thus tend to show a small m.v. at the fast rate

apart from any fusion at all. The m.v.'s for the slow rate are

:

„, ^^ 225 „^ 212 ^^j 162 „ 225
Observer 11^, III ^ , IV -^ , V -^ .

The best measure will be m.v. fast — m.v. slow.

For the different observers these are:

Observer 11^, HI
^^f^

, IV | , v|.

The figures afford striking corroboration of the conclusion we had

reached. It will be seen that Observers IV and V show an increase

in m.v. for the fast rate, while Observers II and III not only show

no increase but show an actual decrease. Thus we have objective

corroboration of our introspections, and everything seems to point to

the fact that in some cases the task of distribution is different for the

fast rate from what it is for the slow. At both rates, however, the

subjects felt that the field of consciousness was wider than for the

single-handed performance. If then there were a general power of

distribution of the attention, we should expect, as we have said, that

here at least, where the conditions are really very similar, a correlation

should be shown. The fact that there is no appreciable correlation

affords, we hold, strong proof that the power of distribution is very

narrowly specific in each case.

§ 3. Specific factors involved in distribution for the Circle test. .

We may be reasonably confident of having discovered some of the

specific factors involved in the distribution for the dotting test. If

we are able to discover the specific factors involved in distribution for

the Circles we shall have some basis for our attempt to explain the

^ The denominator is 92 in each case, because the total number of dots which came

in one revolution was 92. For cleajness the division is not made.
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apparently significant negative correlation which appeared between

this distribution and the distribution for the dotting at the slow and

mid rates. We shall accordingly reproduce portions of the introspec-

tions which seem»to throw light on the nature of the specific factors.

Observer V.

(a) 2 Circles. " ...I cannot give any reason for the judgment; it seems

quite an irrational process. I see the thing, and a moment later the judg-

ment crops up.... The judgment came up quickly as before, and was

followed by primary memory image in which the bottom was larger...."

"Judgment in this case came up sooner and perhaps even more

suddenly than before.... After I had given the judgment the image

returned,...and seemed in some way to confirm the judgment..."

(6) 4 Circles. Judgment 1324.

"...1 was distinctly most clear during the exposure, and out of

the emotional disturbance came the judgment that this was the biggest.

The primary memory image then appeared, in which the other three

circles were much clearer than 1 (in the sense of receiving more attention).

4 then seemed distinctly smallest. 2 and 3 then alone remained pro-

minent and the judgment, together with the image, fluctuated.... After

several times 2 distinctly appeared bigger and then quite suddenly

the judgment changed and 3 seemed bigger."

Judgment 4321.

"The judgment that 4 was largest came almost immediately on

presentation and perhaps even during it. Then the primary image of

all four came back and was pretty vivid. The two bottom ones

distinctly seemed larger, and 4 larger than 3. Attention then turned

to the upper ones. They seemed at first fairly equal. Then gradually

I noticed that 2 was a little greater than 1..."

Judgment 3124.

"...for some time none appeared greater than the others. Then

I thought 3 seemed biggest and another period of uncertainty succeeded

as regards the others. The memory image then began to decline in

clearness and I made a great effort of attention to it, following which

the circles appeared to be graded according to the judgment I gave..."

Observer II.

{a) 2 Circles,

"No question about that; I could see at once. The thing was

so palpably greater than the other....The judgment was made on the

perception at the moment of exposure. The after-image is not in
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the focus of consciousness at all. ...There is no act of comparison. It

becomes immediately part of my belief. I have not to go through the

process of comparing the two together..."

"I made the judgment immediately on seeing the stimulus....Very

short after-image. Judgment was made before this..."

"Top, I think" (judgment delivered very slowly and hesitatingly).

" That is my judgment. It was in the region of doubt. I was conscious

of oscillation and of trying to get a review of both.... The judgment

was made very quickly, but not so quickly aswhen I was more certain..."

(b) 4 Circles.

"...There seems an impression made on me which is registered, and

I can examine it at my ease after the thing is gone. And by directing

my attention to different parts of it I get my judgment..."

Judgment 4321.

"I had an idea the 1 was the least and 4 3 2 were more or less

equal. I was conscious of comparing the image."

Judgment 2 3 41.

" ...I was conscious then of having an image to aid me when I made
my judgment. I said 2 3. I knew that was the correct start and then

by the time I had said that, the 4 1 was practically obliterated owing

to the attention to 2 and 3..."

Judgment 3214.

"The first judgment was 'That's the biggest.' I got that imme-

diately. Then I made use of the image to get the second and then

again in this case I lost my image and was not quite certain of the order

of the others. . .but the image was gone and I had to trust to my memory."

Observer III.

(a) 2 Circles.

"...There was no comparison by after-image... they seemed to

be simultaneously perceived and the judgment could hardly be dis-

tinguished from the perception. I could not say that comparison

and apprehension were distinct acts." "In that case the judgment

came by a short interval after the perception, and with the judgment

came an after-image of the lower circle which confirmed the judgment,

giving me more confidence in it. The value of the after-image was

perhaps 25 per cent, of the perception. There was not, if I remember,

any after-image of the other circle..."

On one occasion, however, "the two circles were about equally

prominent in the field of vision, but no judgment formed itself as to
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their comparative magnitude.... After-images were recoverable but were

felt to be so much inferior to the perception that no judgment could

be formed by these..."

(6) 4 Circles. Judgment 1432 "very uncertain about the last two."

"This judgment was more influenced by after-images than in the

case of the 2 Circles. But after-images taken by themselves as grounds

of judgment and not merely as confirmation give no confidence unless

the difference is considerable..."

Judgment 4321.

"That judgment was... supported by a memory which I can hardly

call an after-image. I find it difficult to say what the character of the

memory was. There may have been a mental image of the 4 circles

in a sort of brown colour. But I cannot say whether that is not a

third effect constructed from a pure memory, a pure thought memory

I might call it.... I think the judgment regarding 4 was automatic and

instantaneous, and as to 1 automatic and nearly instantaneous, as

to 3 and 2 somewhat delayed, and therefore more influenced by th

memory." On one occasion, however, the experience was different.

Judgment 4312.

"That was, I think, entirely perceptual, i.e. independent of after-

image or memory... there seems to have been time before the perception

vanished, to traverse the series, the order of magnitude lending itself

to a circular movement of the eye,—a very simple sweep. Such

memory images as occurred were subsequent to the judgment... it is

like one continuous judgment...."

Observer IV.

(a) 2 Circles.

"...the judgment came immediately... and I did not seem to make

use of immediate memory at all."

But notice on another occasion

"...I compared one arc with another in immediate memory..."

and again "...the judgment was made on immediate memory. The

attention went to the width of the top Circle, then width of bottom

Circle, and the judgment was made..."

(6) 4 Circles. Judgment 4312.

"The two largest circles seemed to stand out in consciousness, and

I compared them in memory....The judgment regarding the other

two was more a matter of guess-work. There was an effort to recall

the memory image, but it would not come..."
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Judgment 2314.

"...Revival of whole in immediate memory. The two larger stood

out and judgment was made regarding them. Then attention turned

to the other two and judgment was made regarding them....The
memory image seemed very vivid. No difficulty with the two smaller. .."

Judgment 1432.

"There was a decided persistence of the image of the three largest

...2 w^as very faintly revived..."

Observer I.

{a) 2 Circles.

"...I could not distinguish any interval between the impression

and the judgment. The judgment seemed to have come before the

impression was gone.... After the judgment was formulated there was

still a memory image Avhich seemed to confirm the judgment in some

way..."

"...There was no separate act of judgment; it was instantaneous.

There was no comparison although there was a persistence of the image,

and I have a vague memory of endeavouring to obtain greater certainty

by examining it; but I did not meet with much success. I felt that

my impression would remain the same. The judgment was made and

it could not be altered..."

"...I noticed distinctly the rapid fading of the impression...but

this does not help me at all. The judgment is made at the moment of

receiving the impression."

" ...I noted the rapid fading of the top, and the more gradual fading

of the bottom....! could clearly note both impressions fading. I again

experienced an effort to compare the persisting images, but again I

felt I could not alter my judgment..."

[h) 4 Circles. Judgment 1234.

"...Immediately with the exposure came the judgment that 1 was

largest and it stood out in consciousness immediately afterwards.

Then 2 and 3 occupied consciousness and the judgment...came that

2 was greater than 3. Then the attention went to 4. I was working

now on the persisting impression; and though 4 was fading I could

see it was smaller than any of the others..."

Judgment 2314.

"...I was surprised to find the differences much smaller than last

time. There was no immediate judgment, I think. Then in the per-

sisting impression came attention to 2 and the consciousness that it
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seemed largest ; then to 3 as second ; then 1 as third, and 4 as fourth.

The impression was fading when I got to 3, and 4 was very vague...

tried to run over the image again; did so as far as it remained, but

found practically nothing left. Then the attempt seemed to pass into

an attempted reproduction, a memory image. But this was no help,

though the effort continued for some time..."

Judgment 3214.

"I perceived the impression of the whole and then proceeded to

a detailed examination of the persisting image... the judgment was

made much more quickly than last time..." (It was easier.)

Judgment 1234.

"...the image was fading and by this time very indistinct....There

was a distinct effort... to recall in a memory image, and pronounced

dissatisfaction that I could not manage to reach certainty...much
slower." (The objective diiference between the sizes of the Circles

was here small.)

If the reader has had the patience to peruse these records of intro-

spection, he will see at once that the difference between the distributed

and the undistributed task consists in this, that in almost every case

the performance of the former involves the use of a 'primary memory image,

or persistence of the impression, while the use of this is not necessary for

the latter. This image fades very rapidly, and the conditions of success

would appear to be on the one hand that the image should be as vivid

as possible and should persist as long as possible, and on the other hand

that the successive judgments should be formed as quickly as possible,

before the image has become so vague as to render the judgment

uncertain.

In the case of the 2 Circles the judgment was usually immediate;

there was no act of comparison, and in many cases it Mas impossible to

distinguish the moment of apprehension from the moment of judgment.

The larger Circle might almost be said to be "perceived" as larger.

But whether the judgment came simultaneously with the apprehension

or not, the significant fact for our purpose is that the persisting image

was scarcely ever used. One subject (IV) did make use of it on several

occasions for his 2 Circle judgment, but that it was not necessary is

proved by the fact that on other occasions he did without it. Some-

times the image was not noticed at all ; sometimes it came into conscious-

ness as a sort of confirmation, and could be seen fading away quickly.

Sometimes an effort was made to hold the image, but it apparently

becomes so quickly blurred and indistinct that for such fine differences
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of size as were used here it was useless (except in the case of

Subject IV mentioned above).

With the 4 Circles the judgment as to which is the largest sometimes

comes immediately and instantaneously, but the other judgments

have to be made by means of the fading memory image. At times two

circles stand out immediately as larger, the judgment as to the relative

sizes of these two having to be made later by means of the image.

Sometimes the last judgment was not made until the image was wholly

obscure, in which case an attempt had to be made to reproduce the

images. This was very rarely satisfactory. When the differences in

size were relatively large, the judgments were more rapid and could be

completed before the image had faded very much. But when the

differences were relatively small the judgments were slow, and it was

here that an individual for whom the image was vivid and prolonged

would be at an advantage.

A notable exception to the usual rule was the case of one judgment

made by Observer III. This observer speaks of his image as being so

vague as to give no confidence in a judgment made exclusively on that

basis. He speaks of a "pure thought memory" which he "can hardly

call an after-image." Accordingly this subject endeavours to make

his judgments "perceptual"; and we find that on one occasion, where

the position of the Circles with respect to their relative sizes (4312)

lent itself to a "continuous judgment," an "entirely perceptual

judgment" was made with one sweep. This cannot be spoken of as

a series of judgments; it is more of the same kind as the immediate

judgment in the case of the two circles. It occurred only once.

We have spoken in a general way of an "image" which persists.

What is the nature of this persistence, and what its physiological basis,

is not clear. Some spoke of it as a "primary memory image," some as

an "after-image," and again it was called a "persisting impression."

All that we can say is that the impression does persist in consciousness

in some form fading rapidly, the rapidity in all probability varying from

individual to individual. If a continued retinal excitation is the under-

lying cause, the persistence is of course a sensation, just as much as

the original impression. It is possible, however, that it is due in part

at least to the continued activity of neurones in the subcortical

and cortical centres; in which case it is more in the nature of an

image.

However that may be, the important fact would seem to be that in

our distributed task it plays a very important part. The original
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impression is recorded and then examined in detail as it persists.

This, then, would seem to be the principal factor involved in this

distribution.

This being so, we are strongly inclined to the belief that those

authors are right who maintain that the ability which is tested in the

usual tachistoscopic experiments on "range of attention," such as

the ability to grasp the greatest number of dots or letters, is largely

a matter of being able to count up the dots or read off the letters from

a persisting impression before it becomes blurred and confused. Our

own introspection in the case of the letter test is that there is always

something more which we could read off if the impression would only

last a little longer.

This is not to say that some such factor as the ability to distribute

the attention over and apprehend clearly a large number of letters

plays no part ; since obviously such a factor if it exists must play some

part in determining the vividness of the several impressions in the first

place, which in turn must have some influence on the duration of the

persistence which we have been discussing.

That the persistence is the important factor appears to be the case

also in the work of Lorenz {v. p. 13 above), where the subjects were

required to compare pairs of lines with respect to length. Lorenz tells

us that the judgments were made successively, and that the first judg-

ment made was the most accurate. This obviously agrees with the

introspections of our own subjects. Lorenz further mentions that

sometimes there had to be a " reconstruction," in which case the judgment

was slow. This very often happened with the four pairs. This also

agrees with the introspections of our subjects, in the light of which

we may regard it as probable that in such cases the judgments were

not made quickly enough for all to have been read off during the per-

sistence of the impression, and that the subjects had to fall back on a

voluntary recall. This led to a slow judgment, and that the memory
image was not felt to be satisfactory was shown by the fact that in

these cases the j udgment was not accompanied by certainty, as was the

case with the quick judgments ; this again agrees with the introspections

which we obtained.

James {Principles, vol. i, p. 407), when speaking of the tachisto-

scopic experiments which are supposed to measure span of attention,

says, "it is obvious that such observations decide nothing at all about

our attention properly so called. They rather measure in part the

distinctness of vision,—especially of the primary memory image,—in
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part the amount of association in the individual between seen arrange-

ments and the names of numbers."

That the latter factor is not of much consequence is, we believe,

shown by the fact which we have previously mentioned, that little

practice effect is shown. One is inclined to believe that practice would

serve to strengthen the "associations between seen arrangements and

the names of numbers," and this ought to manifest itself in an appreci-

able improvement. It would appear that although these associations

may play some part, they are not of so much consequence as the

persistence of the impression which James speaks of as the "primary

memory image."

He adds a note to the effect that a person in normal condition "will

find that they (the dots) break into groups in his mind's eye, and that

while he is analysing and counting one group in his memory the others

dissolve." He finds, however, that a subject in the hypnotic state

easily counts the dots in his mind's eye so long as they do not much
exceed twenty in number. This he explains by supposing that the

impression "sticks." This is a very important observation. If it is a

fact that the impression lasts longer, this fact should be capable of

explanation and should be paralleled by other phenomena. We should

suggest as an explanation that the hypnotic subject has no eyes for

anything else, and consequently is not disturbed by other impressions

which would enter consciousness and distract the attention of a normal

subject. This concentration enables him to proceed and count impres-

sions which have become so faint as to be imperceptible to a person

in a normal state, just as a hypnotic subject is able to perceive single

impressions which are considerably below the normal threshold of

sensibility.

To argue, then, from the ability to apprehend a large number

of objects simultaneously exposed, to a relatively large amount of

"psychical energy" would not appear to be legitimate. This may be

a factor, since conceivably the availability of a larger amount of

energy for dissimilation might result in a clearer and more lasting

impression in the first instance. But it is certainly not the only factor.

If this were so, and if James's observation is correct, we should have

to believe that the hypnotic subject receives from somewhere or other

immense reinforcements to his fund of psychical energy. The great

increase in the number of objects which the hypnotic subject is able

to apprehend would appear rather to indicate that the concentration of

the attention on the imj^ressions, to the exclusion of everything else at the
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tirne of estimation, is afactor of great importance. The traditional measure

of "span of attention''' may, it would seem, be determined largely by the

degree of "concentration" of the attention! a most illuminating paradox.

§ 4. Negative correlation between distribution for Circles and

distribution for Dots.

It would appear {v. p. 58) that the factors on which success in

the distribution for the Circles depends, tend in the opposite direction

for the slower rates of 2-handed dotting, or vice versa. Such factors

must be connected with something which is common to the two processes,

in this case apparently the visual apprehension of the Circles in each

test. The most obvious conclusion would, accordingly, seem to be that

the persistence which, we have argued,. plays so large a part in deter-

mining success in the distributed Circle task, is actually a disadvantage

in the distributed dotting at these rates. Now as far as the visual

apprehension is concerned, the difference between the single-handed

dotting and the 2-handed dotting at the fast rate is that in the latter

case the Circles, when some distance apart, are often not fixated directly,

while in the former case the image of the circle always falls on the

centre of the fovea or very near it. At the slow rate of 2-handed

dotting, however, this difference is not present, since the method almost

invariably adopted was successive fixation of each circle. The only

difference here, as regards the eye, would seem to be that the eye makes

a greater movement each time, so as to pass from one opening to the

other. If now the persistence of the image of the circle is a disadvantage

at the slower rates of 2-handed dotting, we should expect it to be a

disadvantage also to some extent for the single-handed dotting. This

would be expressed by a lower correlation between single-handed

dotting and 4 Circles than between single-handed dotting and 2 Circles.

This is what we actually find. The correlations are:
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the one about to be dotted. But it may be asked how it is that the

negative correlation still remains between the 4 Circles and the double-

handed dotting when the effect of the single-handed dotting has been

eliminated. We can only say that the persistence is even more a disad-

vantage here since the eye has to fixate very rapidly the circle in one

opening and then that in the other, so rapidly that the motor adjustment

can be made and the tap executed before the circles get too far; for

the more rapid the successive fixation, the more vivid is the persisting

image of the circle first fixated, at the moment of fixation of the second,

and the more confused the apprehension of the second. Why then

is not this the case with the fast rate ? First, because, when fixation is

of a point between the circles, the successive acts of fixation do not

succeed each other so rapidly (only one act of fixation being necessary

for each pair of circles), and the image will have had time to become

reduced in vividness. Secondly, because in this case the circles are

seen in more indirect vision, under which conditions we have reason

to believe that the image fades more quickly. Evidence of this latter

point we find in the introspections for the Circle Test. Where the

fading of the image was noticed, the portions nearest to the fixation

point invariably remained longest, the fading of the outer portions

coming very quickly. Whether this is due to a more intense impression

made by these portions^, or to an innate or acquired greater retentive-

ness of those parts of the cerebro-retinal apparatus which are involved

in more central vision, need not concern us here. It would seem not

improbable that the images of the circles seen more indirectly in the

dotting test would in the same way tend to fade more quickly than

those directly fixated. This would explain the absence of a nega-

tive correlation between distribution for Circles and distribution for

2-handed dotting at the fast rate. For if the persisting image were

a disadvantage, it would scarcely be more a disadvantage than for the

single-handed dotting, and on the elimination of the effect of the single-

handed dotting no negative correlation would remain.

^ If the impression is more intense this may conceivably be due to one or both of

two causes, one physiological, the other psychological. First, it may be due to the fact

that, as the periphery is approached, the cones become less frequent; secondly it may be

due to the fact that the adjacent portions of the circles being important for purposes

of comparison may quite well draw attention to themselves. If the former possible cause

plays a part, the phenomenon would seem to be of importance from the point of view of

Psycho-physics.
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§ 5. ^'Scatter" of the specific distribution of attention in each case.

We have demonstrated, we believe, that the power of distribution

is specific in every case. But that there is a specific factor in each

case and that the distribution makes some difference is proved by the

fact that the order in abihty for a task or tasks not done under conditions

of distribution is not the same as the order in abihty for the same task

or tasks performed under conditions of distribution. An interesting

question is to what extent the introduction of the factor of distribution

makes a difference; in other words what is the "scatter" of the specific

distribution in each case. One method of measuring this is by finding

the correlation between each undistributed performance and the corre-

sponding distributed performance. A high correlation will indicate

that the introduction of the factor of distribution makes little difference

(i.e. that the specific power is possessed by all individuals in a fairly

equal degree), and the specific factor had, therefore, a small "scatter"

;

while a low correlation will indicate that the "scatter" of the specific

factor is large.

The correlations are as follows, the tests being arranged in order

of "scatter" from largest to smallest, according to the "uncorrected"

coefficients (though the "corrected" coefiicients are also given).
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thirty (Circle Test) comparable with that for the series of forty, we
40

must multiply by -^ . This we have accordingly done, and the number

given is the corrected mean displacement. Similarly for the dots,

where there were only 35 subjects, the mean displacement has been

. . 40
multiplied by ^ . The tests are given in order according to the extent

of the "scatter" as determined by this method.

Dots Dots Dots
Test Circs. TA SCo fast slow DCr mid

Mean displacement of 11-111 8-65 8-575 7-053 6-871 6-8 5-061
rank (in terms of a
series of 40)

This order obviously corresponds extremely closely with that

arrived at by the other method. We may conclude with certainty

that the distribution for the Circle Test has the greatest "scatter";

next come TA and SCo, with little difference between them; next,

Dots fast and slow and DCr, very close together ; while the distribution

involved in 2-handed dotting at the mid-rate has the least "scatter"

of all.



CHAPTER V

RESULTS OF OUR EXPERIMENTS {continued)

Relation between the members of a pair of tasks

performed simultaneously.

§ 1 . Division of the attention constant for different perfor?nances

of the sayne jjair of tasks.

It is surprising to find liow higlily the two parts of each, double

performance correlate with themselves ; i.e. how highly the performance

of one task simultaneously with the other correlates with the perform-

ance under the same conditions on another occasion. We have calculated

the correlations between the sum of the first and fourth performances

and the sum of the second and third performances of Tii, AH, etc.

We give these correlations along with the corresponding coefficients

for Ti, Ai, etc. (r^ in the "reliability" coefiicients).

Ti
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The correlation here is of course that between the sum of the marks

for the first and fourth sections of the pattern, and the sum of the marks

for the second and third.

Again the coefficients are really very high.

We must conclude then, that the total amount of attention going to

one of a fair of performances done simultaneously is very constant

throughout ; for any change in the proportion of attention given to the

two tasks would naturally tend to disturb this correlation. Where

the correlation for the ii performance is higher than that for the i

performance, we can only say that the application of the maximal

amount of psychical energy to a single performance tends to produce

in some cases disturbances and consequent irregularities, due perhaps

to the fact that the whole of the available psychical energy is not

necessary for the most efficient performance of the task. For example

in the case of Di, the application of maximal effort was felt in some

cases to be apt to lead to flurry and incoordination of movements,

while apparently the task when performed simultaneously with the

crossing went on more smoothly; and in fact the correlation of Dii

with itself is considerably higher than that of Di with itself. Similarly

in the case of the adding, where there is the biggest rise of all, it would

seem that maximal effort leads to irregularities and what might almost

be called a "mental incoordination," which was not present to such

an extent when the Tapping was performed simultaneously. One

introspection is very suggestive—"I did not stop to think about the

additions when they were done with the Tapping, but I found I could

not help it when I came to do the Adding by itself." So much would

this appear to be so that ten children out of the forty actually did better

ivith the Adding when they tapped simultaneously than when they did the

Adding alone, up to 42 per cent, better, while for the ten adults tested the

Aii
percentages -j-r were

77, 79, 96, 98, 99, 99, 100, 101, 109, 110 respectively.

This result is consistent with that obtained by other investigators

who found in some subjects an increase of efficiency during mild

distraction.

Although the correlation of Tii with itself is not higher than that

of Ti with itself (it could scarcely be higher than it is, viz. -96), the

a performance was observed by us to be almost always more regular

and smooth than the i performance. This was not an introspective
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observation but an observation of the performance of the task by the

subjects during the experiment.

We have attempted elsewhere (p. 101) to give some explanation of

the irregularity of the single performance in this case, and have shown

that regularity of Tapping assists the Adding. For this test also in

some cases the ii performance was actually better than the i performance,

one adult doing 12 per cent, better.

§ 2. Effect of one of two simultaneous tasJcs on the other.

We have found reason to believe that the division of the attention

between two performances is very constant. Since now it is obvious

that the two processes done simultaneously should inhibit each other

as a rule, we should expect that the directing of a greater amount of

attention to the one process, though favourable to that one, would

be distinctly unfavourable to the other process, so that a corollary of

relative excellence in one member of a double task would be relative

inferiority in the other member. This would be expressed by a negative

correlation between the performances of the two members of a pair.

And this is what we actually find. (The "corrected" coefficient

is given in brackets below the "uncorrected.")

I'tH a a ^Sii Coii ^mi CrU

-•05 --19 --14

[-06] [--16] [--06]

But these correlations of Tii, Aii, etc., are of absolute performances

for the double tasks. What is expected to give the negative correlation

is of course the amount of psychical energy directed to the performance

of each of the parts, the ratio of the amounts going to the two parts

being inverse.

To find the true correlation which we require it will be necessary

to find the correlation between the performances relative to the same

jperformances done singly, since obviously the absolute performance of

an individual in a task done with another will tend to be good if he ranks

high in the performance of that task done singly, whatever be the pro-

portion of energy directed by him to that task in the double performance.

To obtain the desired measure we shall require to divide the double

performance by the single (cf. Method iv above), i.e. we must find

vtu ah, etc.

Ti ' Ai

6—2
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These correlations turn out to be:

J"™ AU ^Sii CoU ^mi Crii

Ti 'At Si ' Coi m ' Cri

•27 - ^26 - -19

Another method of eliminating the correlation due to the single per-

formances is by the "partial correlation" method {v. p. 47). Using

the same notation as before, we require to find 'TTUAn.TiAi' ®^^-

The actual correlations by this method are

:

^TUAii.TiAi '''siiCoii . SiC'oi ^J)ii Crii . M Cri

•33 --23 --40

a result which agrees with that obtained by the other method. Two
of the results, those for the pairs SCo and DCr, are such as we anti-

cipated, though they are not so high as we might have expected. But

it is striking that in the case of the 'pair TA the correlation is actually

positive and appears to be appreciably so. This seems at first sight to

contradict the result obtained from the "total" correlations for Tii,

Aii, etc. {v. p. 83). But the corresponding correlations between the

same performances done alone are

:

^Ti Al
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if at all operative, is entirely swamped by other conditions tending

in the opposite direction. What these conditions are which tend

towards a positive correlation we can only conjecture; but we seem

here to meet with the specific factors on which, as we have indicated,

each distribution seems principally at least to depend. We have spoken

elsewhere of the stimulating effect which one performance may have

on another; and it is not inconceivable that when one of two simul-

taneous performances is going well it may by its momentum (elan)

carry the other performance along with it. This will of course be the

case ipso facto if the two processes are unified as was often the case

(v. p. 127). But it may also be the case even when one process is for

the time being completely out of the focus of consciousness. From the

observations we have made during the performances it is clear that in

many cases momentary success in one task helped the other ; e.g. very

often in SCo the vigorous throwing of a card into its correct position

seemed to jerk the number out. In the case of TA the successful

establishment of an automatic movement for T and the consciousness

that this process is running smoothly and well, would naturally, we

may conjecture, have a stimulating effect on the adding; while con-

sciousness of awkwardness and irregularity with the tapping, even

though only subconscious, will tend to have the opposite effect. Con-

firmation of this we find in the observations made by us during the

performance of this task by the subjects. We had noticed whether

the tapping went on regularly and smoothly or in an irregular and

laboured manner. In the great majority of cases those for whom the

process of tapping along with adding was smooth and regular were

above the average in relative excellence of adding (measured by -^-r-

as before), while in the case of those for whom the tapping was irregular

and laboured the opposite was true. The actual averages for the two

classes of tapping along with adding were:

"Regulars" -^ = 98-4 per cent., "Irregulars" -^. --^ 78-1 per cent.

We seem here then to be dealing with a semi-emotional factor, which

in this particular instance seems to have a far-reaching effect. It

would seem not improbable that emotional factors of a similar nature

may enter into and affect all performances ; since obviously it is quite

possible that the emotional element arising from a good or bad period

may affect not merely the performance of a second task which is done
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simultaneously, but the continued performance of the same task whether

done alone or simultaneously with another.

The effect of factors such as these must be to obscure to some
extent at least the results obtained from many mental tests of general

ability. They may possibly even serve to introduce a spurious

correlation into performances between which from a purely intellectual

point of view there is no real correlation.

The correlations between the different parts of the double perform-

ance were also calculated for the dotting. The correlations between

the absolute performances for right and left hands are -36, -45, and -48

for the fast, mid, and slow rates respectively. But here again the

correlation is from our present point of view spurious, since it must be

affected by the correlation between the right-hand and left-hand

performances done singly. To obtain the correlation between the

relative performances, we must eliminate the effect of the single-handed

abilities by dividing Lii by Li and Rii by Ri for each individual in the

series. This was accordingly done, the result being correlations of

—25, — -14 and + -09 for the fast, mid, and slow rates respectively.

(There the middle rate of dotting for each hand singly was taken as

representative of the three single rates. This appears justifiable since

Ri mid correlates with Ri slow and fast -90, with the sum of the three

rates -96, while Li mid correlates with Li slow and fast -94, and with

the sum of the three rates -97.)

Again we see that none of these is very markedly negative, but

the tendency for the correlation to become negative with increase in

the rate is striking. The explanation of this is revealed by the intro-

spections. At the slow rate it was possible for the eye and with it the

attention to pass from one dot to the other, so that whichever dot were

attended to first, the other need not necessarily suffer. At the fast rate,

however, there were subjects who found it impossible to attend to the

dots successively ; hence they were compelled either to see one dot

in the focus of the field of vision and the other in the margin,—in

which case the tendency would naturally be to give more attention to

the dot in the focus, to its obvious advantage;—or on the other hand

to attempt to fixate both dots equally (sometimes by fixating a point

between the two slits, sometimes by parallel vision), in which case

the process became completely fused and neither series of dots would

gain at the expense of the other. Those who adopted the former

method usually favoured one or other of the series throughout the

greater part of the revolution. The adoption of this method would
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accordingly produce a negative correlation for the fast rate. That the

actual correlation is not higher we may put down to the fact that both

methods were used by the introspective observers, and, we may infer,

by the children.

N.B. After writing the above we discovered that the position of

individuals with regard to success in distribution was to some extent

different on the second day from what it had been on the first

{v. pp. 93 ff.).

This suggested that possibty such differences, to whatever cause

they are due, might obscure the correlation which we have been con-

sidering, and that possibly if we confined ourselves to the performances

recorded on each day separately, the high negative correlation which

we have been led to expect would appear. To determine whether this

was so the measures -j^ri , -rr , etc. were calculated for the different

days and r^^^ ^^^, etc. computed as before. The correlations are as

Ti' 'Ai

follows

:

^TU AH ^,Sm Coii ^nii Crii

Ti ' A> ,S( ' Coi Hi ' Cri

1st day ... +-23 --14 --13

2nd day ... +11 --33 --27

This result obviously corroborates the conclusions we had drawn

from the amalgamated series.

It may possibly be significant that all three correlations show an

increase of negative tendency on the second day. If so it would seem

to indicate that the semi-emotional or other factors to which the absence

of a high negative correlation is due had less influence on the second

day than on the first.

For instance in the case of TA the tapping process might have

reached a more automatic stage, and have approached more nearly

to the limits of the field of consciousness. This would tend towards

a neutralising of the feeling tone and a consequent lessening of the

influence of the emotional factors. With much practice and increasing

automacy it is conceivable that the emotional factors might largely

disappear.
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§ 3. 7s Equality of relative success in the two parts a condition of

High 'power of Distribution?

An interesting and important question would appear to be whether

an equal division of the attention between the two parts of a distributed

process is favourable to success in distribution, or, as we shall call it,

"double success." Unfortunately, however, an objective record of

marks can give little information as to the proportions in which the

attention is divided (using "attention" in the sense "directed con-

sciousness," or, if we may be permitted for purposes of definition to

make use of a physical notion, "psychical energy consciously directed").

Accordingly, to determine this question, it would be necessary to fall

back on introspection. An estimate thus obtained of the proportion

of attention directed to each of the parts during a 30 second performance

would at best be only rough, and to obtain anything like a reliable

estimate from children would scarcely be possible.

An attempt was made to obtain from adults, by means of a triple

time-marker in contact with a travelhng smoked surface and connected

with a two-way switch, an objective record of the approximate length

of the periods during which one or other task was more prominent

in consciousness, and of the length of any periods during which both

were equally prominent. But it was found that the manipulation of

the switch itself required attention, and consequently disturbed the

performance of the tasks. Further, this objective record was at such

variance with the subject's estimate made on introspection at the end

of the 30 second period that the attempt was abandoned.

We are able, however, to determine to what extent an equality of

relative success in the two parts is favourable to double success. To
make our meaning clear, suppose that we have reduced the series of

Tii Aii
variations from the mean of ^r^ and -j^ (these being the measures of

relative success in these performances), to equal standard deviation;

we can determine to what extent an equality of mark for these reduced

series is favourable to double success. The measure of equality (or

inequality) will be the arithmetical difference between an individual's

mark in one reduced series and the same individual's mark in the other.

If equality is favourable to double success, a small arithmetical differ-

ence will be found concomitantly with a high degree of double

success (measured by Tii + Aii, etc., as in Method iv above) ; and the
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correlation between double success and this arithmetical difference

will be negative. The correlations prove to be:

For TA -37; SCo -13; DCr -02.

Equality of success then does not appear to be necessarily favourable

to double success. In fact the opposite seems to be true, since all the

correlations are positive. The correlation for TA seems to be quite

appreciably positive, though not, it is true, very high.

§ 4. Do the same individuals show equality of success for all 2Mi'>^s?

To answer this question we shall require to calculate the correlations

between the three series of arithmetical differences we have just

employed, for each of the pairs, i.e.

^Tii Aii SU Coii ^
^^^C-

Ti ~ Ai ' Si ~ Coi

The correlations in question are

:

For TA and SCo ... -18

„ TA and DCr ... -29

„ .SCo and DCr ... -11

The fact that these correlations are all positive may indicate that there

is a tendency for those who do equally well in the two tasks composing

one pair to do equally well also in the two tasks composing another

pair. If we could argue from an equality of success in the two tasks

of a pair to an equal proportion of attention directed to them, we
should be able to infer that those persons who divided their attention

equally in one case tend to do the same in other cases. But unfor-

tunately the assumption that equality of success means an equal division

of attention is scarcely justified. We can only say that our result is

not inconsistent with the supposition that the division of attention

tends to be in the same proportion.

The tendency for equality (or inequality) of success in the two

members of a pair to be found concomitantly with equality (or inequality)

of success in the two members of another pair seems most marked in

the case of TA and DCr. The explanation of this may lie in the fact

that in either case one of the tasks is a motor performance to be done

with the left hand, the correlation between them being the highest found

between any of the tests, namely -65. For it is conceivable that those

individuals who do relatively better in the left-hand performance than

in the other in the one pair, will tend to do relatively better in the
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left-hand performance than in the other in the case of the other pair.

This latter tendency would be expressed by a correlation between the

excess of success in the tapping over that in the adding, and the excess

of success in D over that in the crossing ; that is by a correlation between

Tii Aii _. Dii Crii

Ti~^ ^"""^ Di~CH

(again of course using the reduced measures). This correlation proves

to be -17, very low but positive. That it is not so high as the correlation

between arithmetical differences would seem to indicate that over and

above this tendency, specific in this instance, the general tendency

towards a constant equality or inequality of success (and possibly an

equal or unequal division of attention), produces a further correlation.

In the case of the pairs TA and SCo, we see that each contains

an arithmetical and a motor operation. We might expect here, too,

a specific tendency of the same kind as that which may exist in the case

just mentioned; since it might be supposed that those who in the first

pair did relatively better in the arithmetical than in the motor operation

would tend in the second pair to do better in the arithmetical operation,

and vice versa. This expectation will be confirmed if we find a positive

correlation between

Aii Tii , Coii Sii

'Ai~Yi Wi~'Si'

As a matter of fact the correlation is —-07, thus removing all grounds

for our expectation. This complete absence of an expected correlation

is a good example of the danger of trusting without verification to

theories regarding the interrelations of mental processes. It appears

also to furnish incidentally further evidence of the narrowly specific

nature of the factors on which the successful distribution of attention

depends. It should be noted, however, that the correlation between

the arithmetical differences for these pairs was + -18. This affords

further evidence of the existence of the general tendency towards an

equal proportion of success in the two members of a pair, which we have

suspected to exist.

This is the first indication we have found of the existence of any

general factor. But it should be noted that the generality does not

concern success in performing two tasks simultaneously, but only the

relation of the two parts to each other; and possibly we may infer

that the manner of distributing the attention is constant in each case.
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§ 5. Tendency to perform simultaneous tasks in time to each other.

Observations were made by the experimenter, and a record was

kept, of the tendency to perform the operations Dii and Crii according

to a common rhythm. An important question would seem to be

whether those who rhythmised the processes had a greater measure

of double success than those who did not rhythmise. The subjects were

graded on the basis of a 0-4 scheme of marking, indicating no observ-

able tendency to keep time, 4 indicating a very strong tendency. This

measure was correlated with the measure of double success ( ^j:^ + v=r^ I
•

\ Di Cri J

If rhythmising the two processes is favourable to double success, we
should expect a high correlation between these two measures. The
correlation turns out to be -05, and is therefore quite insignificant.

This seems rather surprising in view of the widespread tendency shown

to rhythmise the two processes, a tendency which was observed to be

present to a greater or less extent in the great majority of the subjects.

If rhythmising brings no advantage at all, one may well wonder why
the tendency is so pronounced. We can only suppose that the slower

process is facilitated by being assimilated to the rhythm of the faster

process, but that the gain is counterbalanced by the loss to the faster

process owing to its being kept back for the slower. The fact that all

our physiological processes, and our external movements, are normally

coordinated according to rhythm, would sufficiently explain why the

rhythm was adopted in the first place.

A similar record was kept, in the case of SCo, of the tendency mani-

fested to count in time to the sorting, or vice versa. The subjects were

graded in the same way as with DCr from to 4. This tendency

correlates with the tendency to rhythmisation of DCr -25, a correlation

which, if significant, would seem to give some indication of the existence

of an inclination to some extent general, but present in some persons

to a greater degree than in others, to rhythmise simultaneous processes.

The tendency was not, however, so widespread in this test as in DCr.

The reason may perhaps be that in DCr added to the natural tendency,

which we have suspected, to rhythmise all processes, is the further

tendency to perform similar movements with both hands simultaneously.

The correlation between the tendency to keep time in SCo and

double success in that task. is — -21, a correlation which, if significant,

indicates that those in whom the tendency manifested itself most

strongly were at a disadvantage. The reason for this is obviously that
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the faster process has to be kept back for the slower, a disadvantage

which is not sufficiently compensated by other advantages. The

average number of cards sorted correctly during a 30 second period

was 36-7, the average number of 3's correctly counted, 18. The

corresponding figures for Cri and Di were 28-5 and 15-8 respectively.

The sorting and crossing must necessarily suffer if their pace is to be

adjusted to that of the counting and the discs. And it is not surprising

that the sorting should suffer more by being brought down towards

the level of the counting, than the crossing by being brought down

towards the level of the discs. That the diminution of total efficiency

does not show itself in a higher negative correlation than — -21 between

rhythmisation of S and Co and double success, and in at least a signi-

ficant negative correlation between rhythmisation in DCr and double

success in that task, we can attribute only to the stimulating effect

that rhythm has on all processes, and the additional stimulating effect

that the higher standards of S and Cr would naturally have on the

processes Co and D respectively; and we can only suppose that the

stimulating effect on the motor process D, due to its entering into a

rhythm with the faster motor process Cr, is so great as to compensate

for the loss sustained by Cr. It is worthy of note that the average

performance for D done with Cr is 87 per cent, of the average for the

same task done alone, while the percentage for Cr is 76. The corre-

sponding percentages for Co and S are S 47 per cent., Co 59 per cent.



CHAPTER VI

RESULTS OF OUR EXPERIMENTS (continued)

§ 1. Relation between power of distribution on the first day

and that on the second day.

The question suggested itself as to whether individuals occupied

on the second day the same position with regard to power of distribution

as they had occupied on the first day. If so, we should expect a high

correlation between 7=^ H—r-r first day and the same measure for the

second day, etc. The correlations are:

Pair of tests .

,
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on the second day. The actual averages are given in the following

Tii
Table.
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This suggests a possible explanation of the difference from one day

to the other apart from any apparent improvement of distributing

power alone. It is known that in almost every performance a practice

effect shows itself for all individuals. But it does not follow that the

improvement is at the same rate for all individuals; indeed, we have

reason to suppose that such is not the case. Nor does it follow that

for the same individual the practice curve is of the same form for every

performance. Chapman (8) finds no high correlation between improve-

ment in different performances. It is conceivable then that although

in our experiments there is a general rise on the whole in the absolute

performances in both single and double tasks, the course of the improve-

ment in the absolute performance of the single tasks does not always

coincide with the course of the improvement in the absolute performance

of the double tasks. Thus, for example, an individual may show a

great improvement on the first day in both the single performances

of a pair of tasks, with but little on the second day ; while in the double

performance he may show little improvement on the first day but a

much greater improvement on the next day; for, as we have shown,

the double performance depends in every case on factors other than

the mere ability to do well in the tasks alone, and improvement in the

double performance must involve these factors as well. For another

individual the opposite may be true : he may reach somewhere near

his double maximum almost immediately on the first day, while his

maximum for the single performances may be approached only on the

second day. We have worked out the correlation between the improve-

ment shown by the second day's single performances over the first day's

single performances and the corresponding improvement in the double

performance. The correlations for the several pairs are: TA -05,

SCo -02, DCr -27, all of which are very low, and seem to support our

theoretical explanation.

Obviously factors such as these will tend to cause the power of

distribution to appear different on different days. The best measure

is of course obtained by amalgamating both singles and doubles for

both days ; this will largely eliminate factors of the above nature, and

it is on the basis of the measure of power of distribution derived from

the amalgamation that our conclusions as to the specific nature

of the factors involved in each test of distribution have been

drawn.

The above facts lend support to the objection which has been raised

against the calculation of reliability coefficients by correlating one
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day's performance with a second day's performance; account must

be taken of the practice effect^.

§ 2. Correlation of the performances with "general intelligence'''

as estimated by the teachers.

For the purpose of obtaining some indication of the extent to which

the several distributed and undistributed performances correlate with

Intelligence, three teachers in the school, who had come in contact

with the children of the class, were asked to draw up independent

estimates of the InteUigence of the children, and very kindly agreed to

do so. They were asked to classify them merely in order of "General

InteUigence apart from considerations such as varying application,

etc."

The first estimate was made by the Head Master of the school,

the second by the Teacher of Science, the third by the Teacher of

Geography and Arithmetic. These estimates were themselves corre-

lated by the "Footrule" method^.

The correlations are as follows : for estimates I, II, -49 ; for estimates

I, III, -59; for estimates II, III, -51. The probable error is in each

case -070. When these are converted into r (product-moment) values

by Spearman's formula they stand at -70, -80, and -72 respectively.

For our purpose we have amalgamated the three estimates. This

amalgamated estimate should give a very fair measure of the intelligence

of the children, although of course it is scarcely possible that a teacher

should be completely unbiased in his estimate by considerations of

application, behaviour, appearance, etc.

The correlations between this amalgamated estimate and the several

tests were worked out, again by the "Footrule" method.

They will be found in Table VIII. The r values obtained by con-

version from these R values are also given in the same Table.

Of those in (a), Ai, Coi and Cri show correlations which seem to be

appreciably positive. It is perhaps significant that these tests in general

require more attention than the others, and could not as a rule be left

to themselves so as to go on in an automatic way. That the correlations

for Ai and Coi are the highest may, however, be due to the fact that

arithmetical ability is a factor of considerable weight in teachers'

estimates of Intelligence. The reader may also recall the fact that

one of the teachers who drew up the estimates was the teacher of

1 Of. Spearman (38). ^ v. p. 22 above.
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Arithmetic and Geography. The purely motor abilities Ti and Di
give a correlation which appears to be appreciably negative.

TABLE VIII.

Correlations with '''General Intelligence'^ as estimated by the teachers.

The number in brackets
( ) below the R coefficient indicates its probable error.

{a)

"Total"
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(c)

The Distribution of Attention [cii.

Correlation of Intelligence with power of distribution.

TA SGo DCr Circles Dots

Distributed
eliminating
undistributed

r values •04 •09 •15 •32 •27

Dots Dots Dots
slow mid fast

r
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coordination of movements. It is significant also that, with increase

of speed, introspectively more intense concentration appears necessary,

while the correlations for either hand with Intelligence show a rise

towards a positive correlation.

It is possible to eliminate to some extent the factor of motor co-

ordination by the method of "partial correlations" {v. p. 47). For this

purpose we have calculated fDotsm Estimate . Di ^^^-
'

i-®- ^^^ corre-

lations of the several rates of Dotting with estimated Intelligence,

eliminating the efjEect of Di. {Di is taken as representative of the purely

motor processes. The correlation between it and the other purely

motor process Tt is -65. The "partial correlations" eliminating Ti as

well as Di were found to be almost exactly the same as when Di alone

was eliminated.) These correlations are also given in Table VIII (a)

below the "total" correlations. They are still extremely low, though

higher than before. It would appear, then, that other factors are

involved in the dotting test than Intelligence and motor coordination

of the type which makes for success in such performances as Di

and Ti. The rise, however, with increase of rate, towards a positive

correlation is still apparent. To this extent our results are in agreement

with those of previous investigators using other forms of this test.

The view is also supported that more intelligent individuals are more

capable of sustained concentration, since, as we have said, the faster

the rate, the more intense the concentration necessary.

A question of some importance is whether the tasks involving

distribution correlate more highly with Intelligence than those not

involving distribution. The correlations are given in Table VIII (6).

It will be seen that in two cases out of the five the distributed per-

formance correlates more highly than the undistributed. While in one

case there is a fall, though scarcely significant. The rise for the Dots

appears to manifest itself for all rates, but more particularly for the

fast and slow rates. The probable error is, however, relatively so large

for all the correlations that no very definite conclusion can be drawn.

The "total" correlations between Intelligence and the distributed

performances are obviously spurious to the extent that they are affected

by the correlation between Intelligence and the corresponding undis-

tributed performances. To obtain the correlation between the power

of distribution in each case and Intelligence it will be necessary to

eliminate the effect of this correlation.

This we have done by the "partial correlation" formula (i.e. we

have calculated rEstimate TAU.TAi etc.). The "partial" correlations are

7—2
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given in Table VIII (c). They are largely dependent on the "total"

correlations from which they are derived, and quite naturally the

results are in agreement. The large probable error for the "total"

coefficients must of course be taken into account here.

The correlation between the Estimate and power of distribution

according to Method iv has also been calculated (i.e. we have calcu-

lated r rp^^ ^^^ etc.). The coefficients for TA, SCo and DCr
Estimate, :~ + ^

.

are given in Table VIII (c). Again none of them is larger than it

might happen by chance to be.

We have also worked out the correlations between the Estimate

and power of distribution for all tests as measured by "displacement

of rank." [Method iii (a).] These are also given in Table VIII (c).

They are still low, but the coefficients in the case of Circles and Dots

(slow and fast) seem to confirm the apparently appreciable correlation

which appeared by the other method in these cases. We may conclude,

then, that greater Intelligence is favourable to a successful distribution

of the Attention under these conditions. In the other tests, however,

the correlation does not seem to be appreciable in either direction.

It would seem probable that the power of distribution is not invariably

conditioned to any great extent by the degree of intelligence of the subject.

This again supports our view that the factors involved are very largely

of a specific nature.

This result is not in agreement with the conclusion reached by

Cohn and Dieffenbacher {op. cit.), that the better half of each class is

less able to perform disparate operations simultaneously than the

lower half. They conclude that "mit der grosseren Gewohnung an

Konzentration geht durchschnittlich ein Verlust an Dilatationsfahigkeit

Hand in Hand." If that were so we should expect a negative correla-

tion between Intelligence and power of distribution. In no case, however,

do we find a significant negative correlation.

They also believe that with increasing age there is a decrease in the

"Dilatationsfahigkeit," the higher grades finding the distribution more

disturbing than the lower grades, as is only to be expected if their above

conclusion were true. If this is the case we should expect to find that

our ten adult subjects would show a pronounced decrease in "Dilata-

tionsfahigkeit." It was partly to test this point that we performed

our experiments on the adults. Our test for deciding whether it is

true will be whether the average percentage—'^—-,——, performance
® undistributed ^
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is less for adults than for children. The actual percentages are as

follows

:
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complete cessation of the movement, though some subjects adopted

the device of slightly altering the angle of the movement, with con-

siderable success. Introspectively these periods were accompanied by

strong sensations from the arm. "My arm right up to the shoulder

became stiff, as if with a kind of cramp. This was accompanied by

an unpleasant feeling of impotence. The muscles seemed all unneces-

sarily innervated and rigid."

It might seem at first sight from the prominence of muscular sensa-

tions from the arm that we have here to do with something peripheral.

It might be supposed that the muscles of the arm cannot, owing to their

inertia, respond any more quickly to the innervations from the motor

centre. But we have to explain why it is that a few moments later,

at the crest of the wave, the muscles are responding very rapidly to

what must be very similar innervations. Nor can we suppose that

these "atactic" periods are brought about solely by muscular fatigue,

unless we suppose that the recovery from this fatigue is extraordinarily

rapid. We are inclined to attribute the phenomenon to a more central

origin.

The process of tapping in question involves at least two distinct

muscular systems—one to move the handle of the machine to the right,

the other to move it to the left. Let us call these muscular systems

R and L respectively.

Corresponding to these two muscular systems, we may suppose

to exist in the motor centre of the brain two systems of neurones, the

innervation of which precedes and conditions the innervation of R and

L. Let us call these central systems (r) and (l). For the handle to

be moved to the right we should require an innervation of (r), the

impulse from which travels to the system R ; the innervation of R would

take some time, owing to its inertia. For the handle now to be moved

to the left we require an innervation of (l), leading to the innervation

of L. But in addition we require an inhibition of R to precede this

innervation of L, since otherwise we should have simultaneous con-

traction of groups of muscles which for our purpose are antagonistic.

This inhibition will of course occupy some time, however effected.

Now the sequence of processes at the periphery is: innervation of

R, inhibition of R, innervation of L, inhibition of L, etc., etc. If the

process is to go on well the innervation of L should succeed the inhibition

of R, and so on ; and we may surmise that this is what is actually the

case at the crest of the wave.

But with most subjects, and in some subjects to a very marked
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degree, it would seem likely that in the effort to move as quickly as

possible the innervations of (r) and (l) succeed each other more and more

quickly, until they exceed the maximum rate at which the successive

innervations and inhibitions of R and L can succeed each other, the

degree of inertia of these systems R and L determining of course this

maximum rate. Thus the innervation of say (r) may lead to the inner-

vation of R before the inhibition of L is really complete.

This would lead to the stiffness of the arm of which some subjects

complained all through. Finally, with a gross increase of the speed

of the innervation of (r) and (/), a point is reached at which the innerva-

tion of R follows so closely on that of L that an intermediate inhibition

of L has been impossible and we have the antagonistic systems of

muscles simultaneously contracted almost to their maximal degree

of contraction.

In a word the subject is then "out of stride" ; the movement practi-

cally ceases, and a readjustment is necessary. At times, in place of a

stoppage, circular movements were observed instead of side to side

movements, and even movements in a plane at right angles to that in

which the handle ought to move. These would be the natural result

of the situation as we have described it. Where the amplitude of the

wave was smaller, i.e. where the retardations were less marked, we may
suppose that the central and peripheral innervations were so adjusted

that a stage was not reached where antagonistic groups of muscles

were simultaneously innervated, though the incoordination had begun

to make itself felt.

Whatever may be the true explanation of the "atactic" periods,

as we have called them, it is certainly the case that these retardations

of speed are unfavourable to excellence in the Tapping performance.

The subjects were graded in a 0-4 scheme according to the extent to

which they displayed this characteristic. Those who tapped with

great regularity all through, in whom no retardations or accelerations

were observed, were graded 0, those with very marked atactic periods 4.

The correlation between this measure and excellence in T is — -51.

It would appear, then, that a very important condition of success

in this performance is the adjustment of the rate of the innervation

of (r) and (/) to the maximal rate of the innervations and inhibitions

of R and L. A favourable condition would of course be low inertia

of the systems R and L. With very high inertia it would conceivably

be an advantage to withhold a portion of the energy available for the

innervation of (r) and (1), so that these innervations should not succeed
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each other so rapidly. At any rate the drawing off of a great part

of the energy to another task (adding), made the process much more

smooth in ahnost every case, while the net efficiency often did not

suffer appreciably and might even show an increase. (It is also worthy

of note that one subject found the muscular fatigue involved in Tii

much less than that involved in Ti, though the number of taps recorded

was almost the same.)

Out of the ten adults one showed a decrease of 1 per cent, in efficiency

when the tapping was done with the adding, one did exactly the same

performance, while a third showed an increase in efficiency of 12 per cent.

The other seven showed an appreciable decrease. All three subjects

showed markedly atactic periods when the tapping was done alone,

the third subject complaining of a "feeling of getting paralysed." This

increase of efficiency is paralleled by the increase in efficiency of adding

when this is performed with the tapping, to which we have previously

referred; apparently incoordination of some kind may affect more

purely mental as well as motor processes.

§ 4. Deterioration of undistributed performance.

The curious fact came to our notice that some individuals appeared

to do less well in the second performance of a task alone than they had

done in the first performance of that task alone on the same day. This

applied especially in the case of Si, Coi, Di and Cri. The figures are

as follows

:

In Si on the 1st day 17 children out of 40 did on an aver. 15-5 % worse

2nd ,[ 24 „ „ „ 16-4%
22 %'

13-7 %
6-9 %
9-4 %
8%
5-5 %

The adults were not tested on two different days, but in

Si 5 deteriorated on an average 15 %
Coi 1 „ 7 %

In Coi ,
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In some cases for both children and adults our apparent deteriora-

tion may be due to nothing more than an accident. But in the case

of Si at least the deterioration seems to be so marked that we cannot

regard it as merely accidental. The natural result to expect would

be an improvement, especially with a process which depends so much
on coordination of movements as sorting undoubtedly does. What-

ever factors make for a deterioration in the performance must be so

strong as to obscure the natural practice effect. It can scarcely be

due to fatigue, as the period was in every case only 30 seconds, and the

subjects both children and adults on being questioned in many cases

as to whether they felt any fatigue, were quite confident that they

felt none. It may be that the novelty of the performance has worn

off, but other explanations are possible. It will be remembered that

the members of each pair were performed together twice between the

two single performances of each {v. scheme, p. 30). At least a

plausible explanation is that the deterioration is due to this fact. For

it is possible that the effect of establishing a rhythm between the two

processes, as was frequently done, still persists subconsciously and

retards the single process.

This would be an instance of the perseveration of a kind of "set."

The "set" has been established to do both at a certain rate, and the

subconscious tendency is again to drop into this rate. Such a set

might of course be established apart from any rhythmisation, but the

effect of such rhythmisation would be to strengthen the " set." If this

is so we should find some indication of a correlation between the

tendency to rhythmise process and the deterioration of those processes.

The deterioration for each individual was accordingly expressed as

a percentage (where there was actually an improvement shown the

deterioration would of course be negative), and this measure was corre-

lated with the measure of the tendency to rhythmisation, individuals

being graded as before (cf. p. 91) on the basis of our observations. We
find no appreciable correlation in any case except for deterioration of

Si on the second day, where it will be noted the deterioration was most

marked, affecting 24 children out of 40. The correlation here is -27

(p.e. -099). This would seem to indicate that where the deterioration

is most marked the rhythmisation may be a factor.

Another way in which the intermediate simultaneous performance

of the two tasks might affect the second single performances is by its

effect on the conation. It is quite conceivable that the single process

might now seem too easy, and a consequent diminution of effort
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might result for some subjects. That it appeared easy was apparent

from the introspections. But that there was no consciousness of a

decrease of effort is sufficiently shown by the fact that adult subjects

when questioned expressed their belief that they had done as well the

second time as the first, even though in one case for the sorting there

was a 27 per cent, decrease. This is obviously due to the contrast effect

from the necessarily slower performance of the sorting when done

simultaneously with the counting. But if there is a diminution of

effort, it appears to be subconscious.

We seem here again to be dealing with a factor which may profoundly

affect the results obtained from the performance of many "mental

tests." In all these tests one must necessarily assume that the conation

is at its maximum; and quite possibly in the majority of cases if the

instruction is properly given the subject himself believes this to be so.

But in this case it would seem at least possible that the conation was

really less strong on the occasion of the second performance, although

the subjects thought, as we have reason to believe, that they were

putting forth their best efforts.

There would seem no reason why the same thing should not occur

in a lesser degree under other conditions. In the particular instance

of sorting in our experiments, the effect seems to have been more

pronounced on the second day than the first. Possibly by that time

the subjects had become so habituated to the task that the second

performance on the second day appeared particularly easy and

grateful.

If this is true we have an instance of a difficult task affecting a

subsequent easier task to the disadvantage of the latter. It is interesting

to find that Sleight (37) has observed a somewhat opposite phenomenon.

He finds that the learning of poetry or the substance of prose, a task

which possesses some intrinsic interest, has a deleterious effect on the

subsequent learning of nonsense syllables, a task which is perhaps

more difficult and possesses no intrinsic interest. Effects such as

these would provide an interesting subject for research.

§ 5. Intercorrelations between ''^undistributed'^ performances—
" General factor.

^^

These correlations are given in Table IX. It w411 be seen that the

highest correlation is that between Ti and Di (-65, "corrected" -70).

That the correlation should be high is to be expected since both are
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motor performances to be done with the left hand. Another fairly

high correlation is that between Ai and Coi (-48, "corrected" -59).

This too is only what we should expect since both are arithmetical

processes.

It is worthy of note that the performances involving to some extent

motor dexterity correlate with each other in general more highly than

with Ai and Coi, which involve no motor dexterity. This is in line

with the popular belief that an individual may be "clever with his

hands," this ability extending to all manual performances in so far as

they are purely manual, but that the possession of this ability need not

imply the possession of any great measure of intellectual ability.

TABLE IX.

Intercorrelations between "undistributed'^ performances.

Tfie " corrected " values are given, preceded by " c."

Ti Ai Si Coi Di Gri 2 Circles

Ti
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to success, and we appear to have at least a plausible explanation of

the intercorrelations.

The correlations between the Dotting at the different rates and the

other tests appear to afford strong indications of the existence of some

"general factor," common to all performances, which has been identified

with "general ability" {v. Hart and Spearman (14)). For the corre-

lations for the different rates of dotting appear to show a distinct

"hierarchical arrangement." It will be seen that the correlations

between right-handed dotting and the motor performance {Ti, Si, Di,

Cri) decrease with increase in the rate of dotting. Now we found

(pp. 97 ff.) that the faster the rate of dotting the more highly the

performance correlated with general intelligence as estimated by the

teachers; while the purely motor processes appeared to correlate

negatively with general intelligence. We also found reason to believe

that one manifestation at least of general intelligence was the capacity

for intense concentration, since with increase of rate^of dotting the

more intense the concentration necessary. Accordingly, if there exists

a "general factor," identical with "general ability," we should expect

that more of this factor would be brought into play when more intense

concentration was required, i.e. in this case with increase in rate of the

dotting, while the pure motor processes would involve none of it.

And its introduction would tend to disturb the correlation which

obtains between the dotting as a motor process and the other motor

processes, which is what we actually find. It will be seen that

the decrease is least marked in the case of Cr, which test we found

to give some indication of a correlation with general intelligence

{R -15).

On the other hand Ai and Coi were found to correlate appreciably

with general intelligence as estimated by the teachers, and hence we

may suppose that if such a "general factor" exists these performances

involve it to an appreciable degree. But these performances do not

involve motor, or at any rate manual, dexterity, and on that account

would not tend to correlate with the dotting as a motor process. Hence

we should expect that the more of the supposed "general factor"

introduced into the dotting the more would the performance tend

to correlate with the performances Ai and Coi; and we do actually

find an increase of the correlation between dotting and these two tests

with an increase of rate.

The correlation for the left hand will be seen in general to corroborate

this. The only exceptions are that the increase from slow to mid
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fails to produce a decrease in the correlation with Ti and Di, while

the correlation with Cri rises. It should be remembered, however, that

Cri appears to correlate positively with general intelligence as estimated

by the teachers, and is, in addition, a right-handed performance. In

any case the unusual experience of manipulating a pencil with the

left hand might be expected to require the a-pplication of a considerable

amount of the "general factor" on the first occasion of the left-hand

performance. This in itself would tend to disturb the correlations.

These results appear strongly to support the supposition of the

existence of a "general factor" of the nature of "general ability";

and there appears to be evidence that one manifestation of this "general

factor" consists in the ability to concentrate the attention.



CHAPTER Vll

IS DISTRIBUTION OF THE ATTENTION POSSIBLE?

We have hitherto refrained as far as possible from theoretical

speculations as to what actually takes place when two processes are

carried on simultaneously—whether it is possible to "attend" to more

than one thing at the same time independently. This has been a vexed

question for a long time.

The earlier view was that it is possible, as we see from the traditional

verse, "Pluribus intentus minor est ad singula sensus." But psycho-

logists have differed.

Dugald Stewart (42) (Part I, Chapter ii) argues from "the astonishing

rapidity of thought," that apparently simultaneous acts of attention

may be explained as really successive^ so that the mind may exert

"different successive acts in an interval of time so short as to produce

the same sensible effect as if they had been exerted at one and the

same moment." Thus every "minimum visibile" of a pictured figure

"constitutes just as distinct an object of attention to the mind as if

it were separated by an interval of empty space from the rest....These

acts of attention, however, are performed with such rapidity that the

effect, with respect to us, is the same as if the perception were instan-

taneous." Again he believes that in appreciating harmony "the mind

is constantly varying its attention from one part of the music to the

other, and that its operations are so rapid as to give us no perception

of an interval of time.

"

But we find it difficult to persuade ourselves that we are subject

to this continual illusion. Stewart's conclusion seems to have been

more the result of a process of logical deduction than of careful intro-

spection. We can attend to only one thing at a time
—

"thing" in

a pictured figure is a "minimum visibile"—therefore we can attend

to only one "minimum visibile" at the same time. The conclusion

is logically sound. But, although we may admit that the major premise

is possibly true, we cannot admit the minor. Putting aside all meta-

physical considerations, our introspection seems to lead us to the

conclusion that psychologically a "thing" may include an indefinite
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number of "minima visibilia," and that a harmony may be psycho-

logically a single object just as truly as any one of its parts.

Hamilton maintains ((12) Lect. xiii, p. 243) that perception of

harmony is a perception of relations ; and relations cannot be perceived

unless the objects to be related are present in the mind in some form

simultaneously with the perception of the relation. For the average

person, however, we should rather say that the several elements which

go to make up the harmony fuse into an unanalysable complex. This

complex is of course a unity. Hamilton himself (Lecture xiv) holds

that "the doctrine that the mind can attend to, or be conscious of,

only a single object at a time would, in fact, involve the conclusion

that all comparison and discrimination are impossible." But Hamilton

fails to see that what is at one time an "object" may be at another

time only part of a more complex "object."

Psychologically, when a relation is perceived between A and B,

the content of the psychical act at the moment of the perception of

the relation is not A B but
relation

a new and more complex "object."

Unfortunately the whole question has been confused by ambiguity

of terms, particularly of the term "object." If we fix the identity

of an object on the basis of metaphysical considerations, an identity

which it retains under all conditions, we must naturally believe with

Hamilton that more than one object must necessarily be often attended

to simultaneously, unless we are willing to be persuaded that we are

subject to continual illusion, as Stewart would have us believe. If,

however, we define an object on psychological grounds, it will be seen

that it may possess any degree of complexity, and the question of

simultaneous attention to more than one object becomes immediately

doubtful. The simplest object which we can conceive is perhaps a

point, which, according to the geometer's definition, has "position but

no magnitude." A line is composed for the geometer of an infinite

number of points. But can we say that when the geometer contem-

plates a line he has before his mind simultaneously an infinite number
of objects? From his point of view it is only a more complex object.

But that it is a single object is surely proved by the fact that the
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conception of a point conies, in the history of the individual, long after

that of a line, and is arrived at only by a process of abstraction.

The unity of the object remains also when the process has been one

of synthesis. To take an every-day example; we see one boot and

then another; we then perceive that they are symmetrically similar

to each other, and perceive that they are a pair. Can we say that the

object of thought when we contemplate this pair is any less unitary

than the object of thought when we contemplate a single boot? It is

only a more complex object. That we can easily contemplate each of

the pair as an object makes no difference, for so can we contemplate

the parts of the single boot—sole, heel, upper, etc.—as single objects.

The question must be considered psychologically ; and from this point

of view the general opinion has been that simultaneous attention to

more than one distinct psychological object is not possible. A few

examples of psychological opinion must suffice.

James {Principles, vol. i, p. 405) :
" The number of things we may

attend to is altogether indefinite. ...When apprehended conceptually

as a connected system their number may be very large. But however

numerous the things, they can only be known in a single pulse of con-

sciousness, for which they form 'one complex object,' so that properly

speaking there is before the mind at no time a plurality of ideas

properly so called."

Titchener ((17) p. 376): "Simultaneity of two psychologically dis-

parate 'attentions' is in my experience altogether impossible."

Paulhan (32) : In listening to a harmony " Les diverses sensations

arrivent a I'oreille et sont senties simultanement, mais elles sont

englobees dans un meme systeme psychique, elles paraissent ne

faire qu'une seule sensation ; de meme, un cheval et son cavalier

nous paraissent faire un seul tout, a cause des rapports de I'un avec

I'autre, et parce que nous les traitons ensemble comni^ une unite que

nous ne separons pas dans nos operations mentales."

Stout ((44) p. 145): "Wherever we attend to many things at once,

we attend to their interconnection, so that our total object is a single

whole."

Wirth, however (52), apparently believes that the only thing that

happens is that everything becomes less clear. " Es ist eines der sichers-

ten Ergebnissen der Selbstbeobachtung dass die 'Concurrenz' der

Vorstellungen gerade in der gegenseitigen Beschrankung der Bewusst-

seinsgrade besteht." He conceives the field of consciousness in terms

of a relief map, the degrees of clearness being represented by heights,
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the total field being represented by the ground plan. The height varies

inversely with the extent of the ground plan. For us, however, it very

often happens that "Eines der sichersten Ergebnissen der Selbstbeo-

bachtung" is that the several parts of the field of consciousness are

unified into a more complex object; and that others have the same

experience is clear from the above quotations.

Herbart again maintains that at least two opposing ideas must

be simultaneously present in mind.

Such conclusions as to the possibility or impossibility of attending

to more than one ''object" at the same time are of course the result

of introspection. Recently an attempt has been made by Hylan (17)

to obtain objective evidence as to whether the attention can really be

divided. He devised an experiment in which a series of auditory

sensations was presented under four different sets of conditions—all

of the same pitch, of two, of three, and of four different pitches—the

object of the experiment being to determine the maximal rates at

which the simple, dual, triple and quadruple series could be counted.

Hylan argues that "if the attention can be divided, it must act

(for example in the quadruple series) as a multiple consciousness

based upon the simultaneous activity" of the four subcortical centres

involved in the reception of the pitch-sensations; and "the possible

sum of counted sensations in this multiple consciousness should be

four times as great in the quadruple series as in the single series for

the same lengths of time"; that is, the average time required for

counting a sensation in the quadruple series should be one-fourth of

that required for counting a sensation in the simple series, while the

average time in the dual and triple series should be respectively one-

half and one-third of that required in the simple series. The results

of the experiment showed, however, a gradual increase in the average

time required, in passing from the simple to the quadruple series, the

figures being

:

simple series
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quickly as the simple undivided consciousness, an assumption the

validity of which is by no means unquestionable, and which, in the

light of certain facts of psychological observation, appears to be

erroneous. Hylan himself has mentioned the difference in reaction

time between "prepared" and "unprepared" reactions. Now what
in all probability takes place when a reaction is made to a stimulus

is that a certain amount of nervous energy is liberated and passes

over into the motor response. What is the source of this energy?

Physiologists speak of a fund of "free energy," which can be directed

within limits into whatever channels we please ; and it is not unreason-

able to suppose that in the reaction experiment the stimulus liberates

a certain portion of this "free energy," which breaks down the synaptic

resistance and leads to the desired motor response. Nor is it unreason-

able to suppose that the lengthening of reaction time in the case of

"unprepared" reactions is due to the fact that this free energy is here

not directed in the manner most favourable for the liberation by the

stimulus of the maximal amount of energy, with the result that a

smaller amount of energy is actually liberated than under optimal

conditions, and the synaptic resistance is less quickly broken down.

The physiological concomitant of optimal attention would, if this be

true, appear to be the disposal of the free energy in the way most
favourable for the breaking down of the synaptic resistance,—in the

case of the reaction, the synaptic resistance encountered in the passage

to the motor response. But of course a great number of our psychical

processes lead to no outward visible and direct motor response, and
the above conception must be extended to include all synaptic resistance

encountered within the brain, even to the resistance encountered in

the simple apprehension of a sensory stimulus. If this view is correct,

we should expect that a stimulus would be apprehended more quickly

under conditions of maximal attention than under conditions less

favourable, since here too a larger portion of the free energy would be

available to break down the resistance; and that this is so is proved

by experiments with the "Complication Clock." In general, the

conception agrees with the fact that tasks of all kinds are performed

as a rule more quickly with a maximum of effort than when the effort

is submaximal. (An exception is occasionally found with performances

such as tapping; v. p. 104.)

To return to Hylan's experiment. If the physiological concomitant

of maximal attention is the disposal of free energy in the most favour-

able manner, it is obvious that if the attention were actually divided
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between the four subcortical centres in his quadruple series, none of

the stimuli to any centre would arrive under the most favourable con-

ditions, and the average time required merely to apprehend the stimuli

in every section of the series must necessarily be longer than that

required for the apprehension of those of the simple series. Thus it is

quite illegitimate to infer that "the possible sum of counted sensations

in this multiple consciousness should be four times as great in the

quadruple series as in the simple series for the same lengths of time."

Add to this the fact that each stimulus has to be referred to the common
sum, and that this process also is carried out under relatively unfavour-

able conditions in the quadruple series, and we have at least some

explanation of the lengthening of the average counting times without

supposing that distribution was entirely absent.

Hylan attempts in a further experiment to adduce further evidence

of an objective nature in disproof of the occurrence of distribution.

A visual stimulus appeared in one of six openings, the subject being

required to react on the apprehension of the stimulus. Two series of

reaction times were obtained under two different sets of conditions;

first when it was known to the subject in which opening the stimulus

was to appear, and secondly when this was not known.

In the second series the subject was instructed to distribute his

attention over all six openings.

The average reaction time for the second series was longer for each

of his three subjects. This result Hylan regards as " due to the unavoid-

able fluctuation rather than distribution of the attention," since obviously

the reaction time would be longer for one opening if the attention

happened to be on another at the moment of the appearance of the

stimulus. But in this experimeijt he admits the possibility of explaining

the increase in average reaction time in a manner similar to that in

which we have already suggested the increase in counting time in the

former experiment might be explained. " A decreased intensity, instead

of a fluctuation would thus account for the increased reaction time in

the unknown series." Thereby he admits the invalidity of this portion

of his objective evidence against the occurrence of distribution.

He brings forward, however, in the increase of the m.v. of the reaction

times, what appears to be stronger evidence of an oscillation. When
the subject knew in which opening the stimulus was to appear the

conditions were as favourable for a rapid reaction as could be expected,

and we should expect a relatively small m.v., due merely to "chance"

and possibly to the influence of those periodic variations of psychical
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efficiency which have been called "fluctuations of attention" in general.

When, on the other hand, the subject did not know in which opening

the stimulus would appear we should expect that, if distribution is

impossible, the attention would sometimes be on the right opening,

sometimes not, and the reactions would be accordingly short or long,

and the m.v.'s relatively large. And this is what actually occurred

with two of the subjects out of three—the m.v.'s for his subjects being

26, 23, and 17 in the second series, as compared with 20, 17, and 17

sigma in the first series.

But in the case of one subject (out of three) the m.v.'s are the same

for both series. Hylan attempts to explain this as due to chance.

He points out that in any case there is only a chance of one in six that

any reaction in the second series will be made under optimal conditions

of attention, and there "might be so many less than that as to make

no marked increase in the variation." But the conditions for this

second series are such that if it is a fact that the attention invariably

oscillates the m.v. could scarcely fail to increase. For in the majority

of cases the attention will be on the wrong opening, and it is not

unreasonable to suppose that some wrong openings are less favourable

to a quick reaction than other wrong openings,-—e.g. when the subject

is attending at the moment of the exposure of the stimulus to an

opening at the opposite end of the row; this in itself would tend to

increase the m.v. Further, although in each individual case there is

only a one in six chance that the attention will be on the right opening,

it is very unlikely that this will not happen an appreciable number of

times in the course of one hundred exposures and every instance of

its occurring ought, theoretically, to increase the m.v. The chance to

which Hylan puts down one of his results out of three is very slender.

Where the m.v. does increase, we seem justified in drawing the

conclusion that the attention was not equally divided throughout.

But where there is no increase of the m.v., it seems quite as reasonable

to infer that as a rule attention was divided equally between all the

openings, as to put the result down to chance. We must be prepared

to find individual differences with respect to the ability to voluntarily

divide the attention, if such an ability exists. (This is, of course,

quite apart from the form which the division of attention assumes.

It is quite possible that the individual who could divide his attention

equally, really combined the six openings into one complex object, to

the whole of which he could attend without showing partiality towards

any element in this complex object. This does not affect the argument.)
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It would seem, then, that Hylan has adduced no satisfactory

objective evidence of the possibility or impossibility of the distribution

of attention. Nor does it seem practicable to obtain any unequivocal

evidence of an objective nature. The final appeal would seem neces-

sarily to be to introspection.

That there exists a general tendency to the unifying of disparate

objects into a complex whole is evident on introspection, as Hylan

maintains. He speaks of combining into a unity objects of attention

originally discrete, e.g. colour, form, and size; so that objects which

now appear simple were originally composed of separate elements.

His examples are unfortunate, since it is highly improbable that the

colour, form, and size of an object were attended to separately before

the complex object; it seems far more probable that they are the result

of a later process of abstraction. But it is certainly the case that we

do tend to unify impressions into complex objects. In the very act of

distribution we unify. As Hylan says, "the conscious plurality has

become a conscious unity." So far we are in agreement with Hylan.

Rut when he goes on to say that this apparent unification is due to a

"decrease in association time," we cannot follow him. He believes

that practice reduces the association time between two centres, so that

the nervous stream passes from one to the other more and more quickly,

until ultimately the time is so short as to be unrecognisable, and we have

what appears to be simultaneous distribution. This is of course the

same view as was held by Stewart. If it is true, all apparent distribu-

tion is an illusion, since the centres will never be quite simultaneously

excited. But if this is so, we ought to be able to see the unification

in the making; we ought to be able to trace in our experience the

gradual increase in speed of our mental journey over the various parts

of the object which is in process of becoming for us complex. But in

our own introspection at least we find not the slightest trace of it. The

moment a relation has been perceived between two objects the binding

link is there and we have a complex object. Both the original objects

in some form must be present simultaneously at the moment of per-

ception of the relation, else why should the common attribute be

perceived as belonging to both objects? There is undoubtedly a unifi-

cation, but there is no less certainly a distribution in the sense that

both objects must be present simultaneously in some form. Cooking

operations cannot successfully proceed in the absence of the hare.

It would accordingly seem not at all impossible for the impressions

of the six openings in Hylan's experiment to be combined into a single
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complex impression. The objects are such that a relation might easily

be perceived between them. If this were so, attention might well be

on all six simultaneously.

We have spoken of a general tendency to unification. Whether

every instance of distribution is an instance of unification is open to

question, but we are of the opinion that in the great majority of cases

this is so. The reason for this tendency lies, probably, in considerations

of economy. Binet says of his tube pressing "I'operation suppose un

certain nombre de phenomenes psychiques, qui se groupent, qui se

coordonnent, et qui forment une synthese autonome." This is always

so in complex motor processes. For example, in learning to play

tennis, at the moment before the ball is struck there are a great many
things to which one would like to attend—the position of the feet,

the disposition of the arm, wrist, fingers, the tension of all the different

muscles and the visual perception of the approaching ball. So complex

is this that we cannot unify it all at once, and have to fall back on a

trial and error method, to find one day that the movement is perfected,

and all the psychical elements synthesised into a single whole, the

attention to which no longer involves the painful effort which it did at

first.

This distribution which is really unification is well exemplified in

the difference between the contemplation of a work of Art, such as

a vase or a gem of architecture, by a layman and by a competent critic.

The layman is confused by the mass of detail which he feels he must

apprehend, there is a purposeless oscillation from detail to detail and

an unpleasant feeling of impotence. And the experience of the author

on the occasion of orgies of sight-seeing is that the onset of fatigue

is very rapid. With the expert the conditions are otherwise. For

him the details are bound together by their relations into a unified

whole ; and it is this unified whole, which, as Aristotle has pointed out,

is the object of contemplation. The same details are apprehended by

both expert and layman, but in totally different ways. There is no

confused effort on the part of the expert to oscillate from detail to

detail ; all the essential details are simultaneously apprehended, though

of course not as distinct entities, but as parts of a single whole, not

in rapid succession as Hylan and Stewart would have us believe. But
are we to infer that the expert has on this account a greater power of

distribution than the layman ? To show that this does not necessarily

follow, we need only send the Art critic in company with a skilled mechanic

to inspect the latest printing machine. The Art critic will now find the
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positions reversed. He will probably apprehend a cog here, a belt

there, shuttles, bolts and rivets, but the perceptions do not piece them-

selves together, and it is not until the whole thing has been explained

to him that the details fall into their proper places and he can really

apprehend the machine as a unity, and can say "yes, that is a fine

machine." Now he can distribute his attention to the essential details,

but the distribution is a unification. Still, however, he cannot unify

(or distribute his attention over) quite so many details of the machine

as his friend the mechanic ; not because of any innate difference in a

hypothetical "power of distribution," but because he has not the

system of relations which are necessary to the unifying of the details.

This system of relations is of course established by specific training.

It may very well have been the case, however, that the Art critic would

never have been so skilful in the sphere of engineering as the mechanic,

while the mechanic would never have attained the standard of excellence

in artistic appreciation to which the critic has attained, even supposing

that their training had been in all respects identical ; and it is conceivable

that the reason for this lies in an innate specific difference in their

respective capacities for unifying the details of machinery and of

artistic production, without supposing any general "unifying" or

"distributing" power. We have from our experimental results found

reason to believe that the factors involved in any distribution are

narrowly specific. Our own answer to the question as to how many
objects can be unified, is that it depends partly on the individual and

partly on the objects.

We have so far given no special consideration to those cases where

two disparate operations are to be simultaneously carried on. The

current opinion appears to be that simultaneous attention to the two

processes as separate tasks is impossible. We may quote a few opinions

recently expressed.

Stout ((43) vol. I, p. 195) believes that it is impossible to attend to

unrelated processes simultaneously. "In performing two actions at

once otherwise than automatically, their simultaneous coordination

demands attention." Even Sir Edwin Landseer's feat of drawing a

stag's head with one hand and a horse's head with the other, he says,

is "psychologically a single act if the simultaneous adjustment requires

attention. If it does not, the acts themselves do not." "We may
safely defy the most skilful person to combine two acts without attending

to their combination, if and so far as each of them separately requires

attention."
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Note. As 8tout says, Caesar's performance of dictating four letters and writing a

fifth, and simultaneous chess playing, are in all probability instances of rapid alternation.

It is true, however, that the several dispositions corresponding to the conceptual systems

involved must be kept as it were fresh. Abilities similar to these are, of course, highly

desirable, and it would seem to be an important question on what this ability in each

case depends. It might appear at first sight that the perseveration of the excitation which

took place while one system was in action would be a favourable condition for its efifective

re-excitation the next time it was wanted, since momentum would not have been altogether

lost. But it is conceivable that the perseveration would be a disadvantage, since the

continued excitability of the centres which have just been in action would tend to inhibit

the action of the second system, and to force the first conceptual system into consciousness

at the wrong time. Theorising in a general way, however, would appear to be unprofitable

until it has been proved that a high capacity for turning rapidly and successfully from

one to the other of two or more particular performances necessarily implies a high capacity

for a rapid and successful turning of the attention from task to task whatever be the

nature of the performances; and such proof is, as far as we can find, at present lacking.

[Some indication that for " perseverators " the performance of one task for some

time may adversely affect the subsequent performance of another task is shown in the

work of W. Lankes (21).]

Myers ((3i) Part i, p. 321): "When, however, the disturbing process

is so important that it must needs occupy the focus of attention, only

these alternatives are possible; either the series of disturbing and

disturbed processes must become united by a psychical fusion into a

succession of single states of consciousness,—and this is rarely possible,

—or the focus of attention must oscillate between the two tasks while

each is being carried on."

Whipple ((50) p. 341): "There seems to be a possibility that such

a distribution of attention may take place under some circumstances,

at least a distribution to two lines of activity but... one of two things

usually occurs ; if both activities are difficult attention alternates

between them and the activity not attended to any moment is tem-

porarily reduced....And if one activity is relatively easy it becomes, after

short practice, reduced to automatism, so that attention can be freely

given to the other."

The question does not appear to admit of settlement on a priori

grounds. A comparison of careful introspections appears to be necessary

before any definite conclusion can be reached. With this in mind we

requested our trained subjects to introspect very carefully during the

simultaneous performance of the pairs of tasks which constituted our

tests, as to how the attention was directed,—in particular as to whether

the attention was ever directed to the two tasks at the same time, and

if so whether a psychical fusion took place. It is on these introspective

records that our theoretical conclusions are based.
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Theoretically, it is conceivable that any of four things might take

place. 1. An alternation of the attention from one task to the other.

2. An automatisation of one process and its consequent relegation

to the margin of the field of consciousness. 3. A psychical fusion

by which the processes might become in some way unified. 4. Simul-

taneous attention to the two tasks, both being present independently

in the focus of consciousness.

These alternatives are not, of course, exclusive. For example,

as the attention oscillates from one to another, the process not for the

time being in the focus of consciousness might become automatic. We
shall briefly discuss the evidence for the occurrence of each of these

alternatives.

1. Alternation of the attention.

This occurred for every subject and for every test, though for a

smaller proportion of the time in TA than in any of the other tests,

the reason being that the tapping process tended most of all to become

automatic. Sometimes the tapping process would be in the focus of

consciousness, i.e. for us "attended to," but very rarely, and then

only for a very brief and fleeting instant. It usually occurred that

attention went to it and gave it a start, after which it rarely came into

the focus. When any difficulty occurred, such as the losing of the grip

on the handle, this task tended to come into the focus. Sometimes it

entered the focus momentarily at the completion of the addition of

a column, as the eye was passing to the next column. One subject

found that he tended between columns to make as it were an inspection

of the tapping process, and that this periodic inspection seemed suffi-

cient to keep this process going at a fair rate. With other subjects

T seemed to enter the focus of consciousness when there was a slowing

down; it seemed to come more or less automatically. On these

occasions one subject describes the experience as something in the

nature of a "twinge of conscience," as though one were "neglecting a

duty." Another subject says "once or twice there seemed to be an

objective irregularity in the action; this I can characterise in no better

way than to say that it obtruded itself on the attention directed to the

adding." One subject found the changes at times distinctly annoying;

e.g. on one occasion the consciousness of T came into prominence just

as an addition was being completed and caused the sum to be forgotten

;

this of course gave rise to annoyance. Even the entry of A into the

focus at the end of a period of predominance of T was felt to be annoying,
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as the subject felt that he had been doing very well with the tapping.

Frequently the subjects mentioned having experienced, on the entry

of T (or any other of the processes) into the focus of consciousness, a

feeling of surprise that the process which had not been attended to

had nevertheless been going on very well.

In general, as is only to be expected, predominance of one task in

consciousness tends to inhibit the other. This was particularly the

case with sorting and counting; these two tasks were felt to interfere

with each other most. Sometimes the task not attended to went right

out of consciousness and the process stopped. This of course would

draw attention to that process and the other would now tend to drop

out in turn. Thus it often happened that both processes were simul-

taneously inhibited, the subjects experiencing what was referred to

by one observer as a kind of "moral struggle," or as if "two charities

were making equal demands on one's purse." This period would

usually terminate in a victory for one process and the attention would

go to that task, the other process being either carried along with it

or receiving attention after a few moments so as to set it going once

more.

One result of a directing of the attention to the sorting was that

the number reached in Co was forgotten and had to be recalled. During

the recall Co would of course be very prominent in consciousness.

At times the task which had been out of the focus of consciousness

returned abruptly, at other times slowly. " I was first vaguely conscious

that I ought to be doing something else. Then I recalled the task of

Co with some difficulty."

Sometimes even when a task was in the focus of consciousness, the

other being in consciousness but towards the margin, the task attended

to could not proceed. For example, one subject found that several

times though the adding was in the focus of consciousness and the

tapping in the margin, he "stared blankly at the numbers to be added,

but the addition absolutely refused to come." Another subject found

a similar experience with S when Co was in the margin. We shall

quote the introspection verbatim. "On one occasion when Co was

going particularly well, I gradually became conscious that I was staring

at a card and did not know what was on it. Fixation was, I believe,

correct, but the perception was entirely absent, even such perception

as usually sufficed to give the cue to the movement necessary for putting

the card in the right place. This consciousness of staring at the card

and not perceiving became gradually more prominent in consciousness,
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but strangely enough the counting did not stop appreciably, and con-

tinued to go on very well. Finally the perception seemed to force

itself on consciousness, and the movement was made. For some time

the greater part of consciousness had been occupied with the card to

be sorted, while Co was removed from the focus
;
yet Co went on and

the perception of the figure on the card remained quite obscure." It

is thus possible for a very simple act of apprehension to be inhibited

by a marginal process.

We have made no attempt to distinguish between those cases where

the task displaced from the focus of consciousness dropped right out

of the field and those cases where it remained in the margin. In the

former case of course the process in question often stopped until

attention came to it again.

The alternation was on the whole more marked at the beginning

of the experiment, and during the first trial. Later, it tended to give

place to one or other of the alternatives which we mentioned above.

For example, "after a certain period the alternation tends to give place

to a steady weighting of one operation with relatively less regard to

the other, which became or tended to become quasi-automatic."

2 . Automatisation

.

It is of course impossible to say at what precise point a process

becomes automatic. But if a process is carried on without conscious-

ness we can say that it is certainly automatic during the periods of

non-consciousness, while if the only consciousness is non-focal we can

say that the process is to some extent automatic. In this sense all

subjects from whom introspections were obtained experienced periods

of automacy in one or more of the tests, while every process except

A was at one time or another automatically carried on.

T especially tended very quickly to become automatic and to be

left to itself; so much so that, as we have said, it only occasionally

required to be brought into the focus of consciousness, and then only

for a brief moment. But the mechanisation did not always become

complete. T was " a mechanised process or a process on the way towards

mechanisation, which by any irregularity of mechanisation thrust itself

into consciousness."

Of D and Cr, D seemed to admit of mechanisation more easily than

Cr. E.g. one subject finds that success in D seems "to depend on a

kind of forming of a habit,-—more or less of a reflex action." Cr less

readily became mechanised, but for some subjects it frequently tended
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to mechanisation. However, " Cr became rather uncertain if conscious-

ness were away from it for any length of time. D seemed not to suffer

much if left to itself."

Of S and Co, S was much more easily automatised, but a mistake

would soon appear, which would recall attention to the process, and it

could not go on mechanically for any length of time. For most subjects

Co when it left the focus of consciousness definitely stopped. Only

one subject experienced what could be called a definite mechanisation,

though a second subject approached a state of mechanisation for brief

periods. A third subject for whom S could not be mechanised, got as

far as the hope that Co would continue in a mechanical way. "In

this case neither would go on automatically. Still, Co having the

specious appearance of being easier, there was some tendency to concen-

trate more on the cards in the hope that Co would go on with less care."

For most subjects the process not for the time being in the focus

of consciousness remained in the margin, and for the most part did

not disappear from consciousness. Two subjects, however, found a

marked tendency for the process not in the focus of consciousness to

disappear from consciousness completely. It may be of course that the

process was so dimly in consciousness that it made very little impression,

and as is well known impressions of low intensity are not so easily

remembered. But the introspections were perfectly definite, and there

remained no doubt in the subjects' minds.

As a rule only one process at a time became mechanised, the other

remaining in the focus of consciousness. But two subjects found that

at times both processes left the focus of consciousness. For one subject

they both remained in the margin. " Neither seems to be at the focus

of consciousness,—something neither the one nor the other, but a sort of

abstraction, a most peculiar experience. Neither is at the focus, though

both are in consciousness." "It seems to be a kind of pure conation."

For the other subject Z) and Cr dropped out of consciousness altogether.

"For some time during the experiment neither task was in consciousness

;

something different (though connected with the experiment) occupied

the field of consciousness. This was noted when the performances

suddenly and spontaneously recurred to consciousness."

The order of the facility with which the processes could be performed

mechanically seemed from analysis of the introspections to be T, D,

S, Cr, Co ; A apparently did not admit of mechanisation. It is perhaps

significant that this order shows a very close inverse correspondence

with the order of correlation of the tests with Intelligence (f . pp. 96 ft".).
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We seem accordingly justified in concluding that those processes which

require the exercise of the greatest amount of intelligence adtnit least easily

of mechanisation.

Interesting in this connection are the introspections on the dotting

tests. It will be remembered that this test shows no appreciable

positive correlation with intelligence. Whipple has found {op. cit.

p. 345) that in his trials of the test "there has appeared a decided

tendency for the dot-marking to lapse into automatism." We our-

selves find evidence of this tendency. Subject IV :
" Once I found that

the dotting had gone on automatically. I found myself listening"

to something unconnected with the experiment. When " the attention

came back to the dotting... I felt slightly surprised that I had been

able to go on all right without full attention to the dots passing."

Subject II: "I also found now that I tended to do better with a little

abandon. Too much circumspection is not good." This we interpret

as a tendency towards mechanisation. Subject I finds the tendency

still more marked. " Once particularly I noticed that the tap had been

made quite automatically. There seemed no perception of the dot,

—

a pure association between a particular position of a dot and a parti-

cular reaction without any conscious directing of the pencil. Just as

the tap was made I observed this, and was surprised that the aim was

so accurate." Again, "I noted on one occasion with surprise that the

dotting was getting on all right without much effort." Again, " Though

I felt distinctly greater total effort here (the rate was faster), prominent

in consciousness was my own introspection. The dotting seemed to

be strangely independent of me ; I seemed to be looking on at my own
performance. The task seemed to be performed on a lower plane."

(This was after some practice.)

The fact that the process admits of mechanisation would seem to

explain in part, then, the absence of significant correlation with Intelli-

gence. In general, however, the performance of the task in a quasi-

mechanical way was felt to be a disadvantage with increase of rate;

wandering of the attention was seen to lower the efficiency. Parallel

to this we find an increase of the correlation with Intelligence as the

rate increased. This supports our conclusion that those processes

which recjuire most intelligence are such as are least easily mechanised.

A further observation which may serve to explain why the dotting

does not correlate more highly with intelligence, even when the effect of

the correlation with the more purely motor process Di is eliminated

{v. p. 99), is that the inability to dot accurately even at the fastest
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rate was felt to be more an inability on the motor side than on the

cognitive side. "The inability seems to be more of a motor ability.

There is no trouble in actual perception. No ideational inability at

all." Another subject says, "I felt I had enough time to know where

the circle was, but I could not adjust quickly enough.... There was

a kind of cramp when I tried to adjust quickly."

Now the processes involved in making a tap would seem to be these.

First, the visual apprehension of the position of the circle. Second,

the coordination of the impulses which are to lead to the innervation of

the muscles, on the basis of the visual apprehension. Third, the actual

innervation leading to the tap. With the first process, apparently, no

difficulty was experienced. That the motor inability to which inaccuracy

was ascribed does not consist in an inability merely to innervate the

muscles and tap quickly enough, is proved by the fact that taps can

be made at different points in all directions in much more rapid succession

than was necessary at the fastest rate of dotting. Hence, we must
suppose that the principal specific factor involved lies in the processes

intermediate between the visual apprehension of the position of the

circle and the innervation of the muscles. We should conclude, then,

that the ability is largely conditioned by the relative inertia of those

neurones, central, not peripheral, which are concerned in the coordina-

tion of the impulses destined to innervate the muscles involved in the

execution of each tap. It is in this sense a "motor" ability.

Note. An interesting sidelight on temperament is afforded by the attitude adopted
by the several subjects towards the task of dotting when the rate was increased to such

a point that it was getting beyond them.

One subject says: "No semblance of accuracy now. I failed; though I always did

have some hope of doing it."

A second subject: "There is somethmg more than attention in the matter. There
is a distinct resolution to carry through the task.... I was distinctly more conscious of

cleiiching my teetk.^^

A third subject: "Continued unsuccess seemed to lead on some occasions to relax-

ation of effort rather than to increased effort...during the greater part... a sort of dull

unpleasantness—a kind of resignation.'"

A fourth subject : "I felt annoyed that my hand would not go as fast as I wanted it."

"The predominant feeling throughout was one of annoyance that I coiild not keep pace
with the dots...almost of disgust with myself that I could not do any better."

A fifth subject found the experience even more annoyiny, and recorded his introspection

in one of the most expressive terms of the English language, a term which unfortunately
cannot be reproduced here.

We seem to find a considerable variety of attitudes even among the few subjects from
whom we obtained introspections.
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3. Psychical fusion.

This was introspectively observed to take place. It was most

prominent in the two-handed dotting, as is only to be expected, since

much the same thing has to be done with either hand, and we are

accustomed to perform acts, which are for us certainly single, by the

simultaneous execution of similar movements with both hands. The

conditions of the dotting test would appear to be favourable for the

fusion to take place. But the processes were not always unified to

the same extent. When the circles were close together and both

could be simultaneously seen in direct vision, the processes fused and

the tasks became one for all subjects. When, however, the circles were

further apart, individuals differed. Subject V finds no fusion, but

an alternation on every occasion with successive fixation. Subject III

finds that "as long as the lines of dots were converging or diverging

with any regularity it became one task, but fell into two whenever

this correspondence was interrupted.... The irregularity in the direction

of the series disturbs this coordination, so that it is only partially

unified on the motor side and very partially unified on the cognitive

side." Subject I: " I never felt there were two tasks, but I did feel

that there were two parts to this one task." Particularly were they

felt to be one task for this subject at the fast rate. Subject II: "It

is certainly one performance when I fixate between." Subject IV,

although fixating successively even at the fastest rate, finds "no

feeling of two tasks at all ; it seemed as much one act as if I were

dotting with one hand."

We may compare the observation of de Sanctis {oj). cit. S. 207),

that "Die psychologische Phanomene...unterstiitzen sich wenn sie

verwandt sind und gewissermassen auf ein gemeinsames Ziel losgehen;

...sie streben nach wechselseitiger Absorbirung, wechselseitiger Reduc-

tion, wenn sie ein verschiedenes Ziel haben."

It is quite natural that the two processes were felt to have more a

"gemeinsames Ziel" in the dotting test than in the other tests.

In TA, SCo, and DCr the tendency to fusion was much less marked,

some subjects finding no trace of it in their introspection.

Subject III.

Test DCr. "Going on longer I get into a rhythm of doing two

strokes to one disc... There was a relative concentration on one task

with (it is very difficult to describe) a reference to the other.... The
state of unification depends on whether one could become completelv

automatic... If both remained conscious and were as completely unified
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as possible on condition of remaining conscious, I think the task would

be reduced to the purpose of preserving the rhythm itself."

Test TA. "...when the tw^o things are done together there is a

tendency, I think, to regard them as one task, so that when one stops

the other stops."

Test SCo. " These processes interfere with each other entirely ; one

can only go from the one to the other.... Distinct feeling of uncomfortable

puzzlement in the effort to coordinate the different tasks," an effort to attain

a " coordination by subordination." On repetition of the test this subject

detects "a sort of schema, as if the S were a spatial experience in two

dimensions, and the Co a linear experience which was seen through the

other as through a window. . . . This schema is perhaps a form of coordination

by means of which the two tasks might have been coordinated if the pro-

cesses were repeated....There was no intention of forming such a schema."

Subject VI.

Test DCr. "I was conscious of a synchronisation of Cr and hand

action of D but I was mainly occupied in counting the circles. My
attention was really directed to this counting, and it seemed important

that there should be synchronisation." On repetition :
" There was a

distinct satisfaction connected with the synchronisation, I don't know
why. I had the consciousness that if I went any quicker with either

hand, if I got out of the synchronisation, the whole thing w^ould be upset."

Test SCo. " There seemed synchronisation." " There does seem

to be a fusion; this is strongly connected in some sense with the syn-

chronisation." (This in answer to a question.) "With inhibition the

tasks seemed to fuse, with attention concentrated on the cards."

Subject II.

"The processes tend to become unified.... There is this effort to

succeed in the two tasks at once.... Except when some accident happens

which causes transference of attention to the one, I look on the process

as one unified process dominated by the efl'ort to succeed in the one."

Test TA. "They are certainly connected together somehow in

consciousness, but it seems to me that this connection is not enduring

or continuous... I cannot get rid of the relation."

Test SCo. "What was most in the focus was the desire to do

well in the task as a whole—unified." Again, "Both were pretty well

in consciousness, but I cannot say that they were independent...joined

by this idea of a maximal speed, and of course accuracy. This seems

to join the tasks together, somehow, and makes it impossible for me
to consider them as two independent tasks."
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Subject I.

Test DCr. "Both performances suddenly and spontaneously

recurred to consciousness, not as two separate performances, not two

things, but the one idea of 'these two things being done.' Then the

oscillation as before."

Test SCo. "The tasks showed no tendency to unify; the alter-

nation seemed exclusive."

Test TA. " At times I feel the whole process to be a kind of rhythm,

and this seems to unify the two. The beginning of a member of the

rhythm is the beginning of a column of figures and the energy seems

to go in corresponding waves to the T. I have the impression that the

taps were more vigorous at the crest of the wave.... This rhythm seems

to unify the tasks, and with this rhythm going I find little difficulty at

any points with .4."

Subject VII.

Test DCr. "I do not think the tasks unified, they were carried

out as separate tasks."

In the other tests also this subject could find no tendency towards

a unification.

Subject IV.

Test DCr. " The two did not fuse like the dotting, and the attention

alternated... there is no fusion of the task whatever; only once or twice

were both in consciousness."

Test TA. "The two tasks were felt quite differently; there was

no fusion."

Test SCo. "There was not the slightest trace of fusion."

Subject V found no trace whatever of any tendency to fusion.

The tasks were "never merged into a single activity."

It is evident from these introspections that a tendency to fusion

does sometimes manifest itself to consciousness, though individuals

apparently differ. One form which this appears to assume is a rela-

tively greater concentration on one member of the fused task, the other

member hanging on, as it were^ as a kind of junior partner. One

subject (III) in the test SCo involuntarily searched for some means

of unifying the tasks, and had to fall back on a kind of schema. When
the fusion does take place it is at best only imperfect, and readily

gives place to an alternation of the attention from one task to the other.

We may perhaps conclude, however, from the analogy of complicated

motor performances to which we have grown accustomed, performances

the several parts of which must have originally been in themselves

McQ. 9
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distinct, that the fusion where it did take place would become more

stable.

An easy and apparently effective method of fusion was rhythm. This

was particularly noticeable in DCr, and the tendency could be objectively

observed as we have indicated above (p. 91). But it was present also

in SCo sometimes very strongly. And even in TA one subject (I)

detected a unification by rhythm. Subject III finds a tendency for

one of these processes to stop when the other stops (i.e. in this case at

the end of a column), and this same tendency was objectively apparent

in a great many of the subjects. Obviously it is a kind of rhythm.

In two cases at least the tendency to objectively rhythmise two processes

was observable, but the subject was not conscious of it. Subject VII

showed objectively a marked tendency to rhythmisation in DCr, but

found no tendency to a psychical fusion. Subject IV showed a very

marked tendency to rhythmisation in SCo, yet the introspection was

"there was not the slightest trace of fusion."

Apparently, then, the fusion may be in some cases unconscious. We
can only suppose that the "Bahnung"' derived from the rhythmisation

of processes is habitually so considerable that it can be effected without

the cooperation of consciousness. A similar phenomenon has been

observed by Loeb. He finds (Com^parative Physiology of the Brain and

Com'parative Psychology, p. 294) that if one turns a wheel and recites

a poem simultaneously the number of revolutions of the wheel bears

a simple numerical relation to the number of arses; the number of

arses being equal to the number of revolutions, or being a simple multiple

of the number of revolutions or vice versa. This illustrates very

forcibly the tendency to unify operations apparently so diverse as

wheel-turning and poem-reciting. Loeb performed a great number of

experiments and came to the conclusion that "it requires great deter-

mination to withstand this law."

Jastrow {op. cit.) finds similarly that when his subjects were required

to beat with the finger simultaneously with the reading of disconnected

words or numbers, or with adding, they tended to make a beat coincide

with a word, number or addition.

The tendency to rhythmisation appears to be very general.

4. Simultaneous attention to the tivo tasks as separate

.

This occurred very rarely, if at all, for any subject except V.

Subject II had some indications of its occurrence, but could not
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confidently declare that the experience was simultaneous disparate

attention. The other subjects could not detect it.

Subject II.

Test DCr. "I was conscious of attending to both things at once

—not always...,! could feel both going successfully at these times until

something happened....! know that 'later the two tended to become

one task, but ! think (I am not certain) that in the beginning I was

conscious of them as two separate tasks." Again, " My impression is

that after momentary checks of CV immediately I succeed in looking

on the two as separate in consciousness. (I am not certain.) Then

...either I experience another check or the two become unified."

Subject V, however, repeatedly asserts that the two tasks are

often attended to independently. He finds no tendency to fusion in.

these cases, and at times estimates the total length of these "periods

of equilibrium" as from 20 to 25 per cent, of the 30 seconds. There

is little room for doubt as to the validity of these introspections, the

subject being an experienced psychologist who has been for years

lecturing on all branches of psychology, and taking part in and carrying

out experimental work of every kind. Hence, we must conclude that

simultaneous attention to two perfonnances as separate tasks is possible,

though that need not of necessity imply that it is possible for all subjects.

This state of equilibrium tends to give place to either a unification

or a preponderance of attention to one or the other. Subject V: "I

should say the consciousness of one or the other task upsets the equi-

librium ; there is a certain antagonism between them, and finally one

gains the mastery." This was referred to by the same subject as a

kind of "moral struggle."

Two introspections of this subject seem, however, significant.

Test SCo. "Occasionally quite marked periods of simultaneous

presence of both (in the focus of consciousness) though as regards S

there seemed comparatively little effort—it was mostly pure sensory con-

tent in consciousness."

Test TA. "I felt distinct periods when the two were in equilibrium

...but the consciousness of the A task seemed to lose its active character

and consist of merely the thought 'you've got to add'—distinctly a

waiting attitude." The addition does go on, however, "slowly and

uncertainly." On one occasion " a figure came without being recognised

at first as the addition....During these times there was extraordinarily

little A done."

It would appear from these introspections that though the objective

9—2
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content of both processes may be present simultaneously in conscious-

ness, and recognised as belonging to two separate tasks which may be

attended to without fusion, yet the conscious effort is not directed to both

processes simalianeoushj \ one process tends to become passive, and is

in that sense automatic.

• If this state of mind were evef present for the subjects other than

V (and possibly II), it could not have lasted any appreciable time, and

what we have classed as an automatic process must have immediately

passed to a more completely automatic stage, the consciousness of the

task becoming marginal, or, in the completely automatic stage, dis-

appearing. The remaining of the '"passive" process in the focus of

consciousness would not appear to be most favourable to success, since

the number of 3's counted with S by Subject I, for whom Co became

so automatic as to disappear at times from consciousness, was 97 per cent,

of the number counted without S. This figure is considerably in excess

of the corresponding percentage for the other adult subjects, the next

being 72; and for other subjects Co showed very little tendency to

become automatic. That this was not due to relative neglect of S
is shown by the fact that the percentage here for this subject was 80,

the second highest.

Subject V on the other hand showed no marked tendency to excel

in distribution for any of the tests.

We are of the opinion then that the temporary reduction of one

process to automatism is at least a favourable condition for the successful

performance of two simultaneous tasks, while something in the nature

of a reduction to automatism would appear to be essential if the processes

are to be carried on simultaneously at all without fusion. What now
is the condition of this reduction? A consideration of the nature of

•processes which are completely automatic, such as walking, leads us

to the conclusion that the condition is a dissociation. For complete

mechanisation appears to consist in an isolatio-n of the neural system

involved in the carrying out of the particular process. When the

dissociation is complete the simultaneous activity of some other system

does not under ordinary circumstances affect the dissociated process;

e.g. we walk and converse as a rule without any difficulty. When,

however, the dissociation is not yet complete the processes tend to

interfere with each other. Great concentration on the non-mechanised

performance tends to inhibit that which is imperfectly mechanised,

while any irregularity in the imperfectly automatised process tends to

call attention to itself, and we consequently find the oscillation which
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was experienced in our tasks by all subjects. Why processes not

dissociated from each other should inhibit each other (assuming fusion

to be absent), remains a mystery. To say that "psychical energy"

is drained from one system to the other seems little more than a restate-

ment of the fact, since it remains to be explained why the channels

through which the drainage is effected are sometimes open and at other

times closed; that is to say, it remains to be explained in what the

dissociation consists on the physical side.

Binet (3) has attempted to give sonle explanation of the fact that

diverse movements of left and right hand conflict with each other. He
believes that it is due to the conflict of the mental representations which

in his opinion always precede voluntary movements. Thus it is impos-

sible to write "London" with the left hand and "Paris" with the right

with complete regularity because the mental representations conflict.

If this were a complete explanation of the matter a similar explanation

should hold of the irregularity caused in a movement by the effort to

carry on simultaneously an entirely different mental operation. It will

be remembered that one of Binet's experiments was to press a tube

in a certain way while carrying out some mental process such as adding.

Binet found that when the instruction was, e.g.. to give a series of five

pressures, the subject gave four or six. Incoordination of movements

was also observed

—

" un veritable delire moteur." On the other hand

Binet finds that no irregularity was observable in unconscious automatic

movements induced during a state of concentrated attention to some

other task. Here he says there is no previous representation in conscious-

ness and consequently no conflict.

It is difficult to see how the mental images of the movements to be

executed in pressing a tube five times conflict with the mental processes

involved in adding G24 and 498, any more than the processes which

intervene between the mental representation and the innervation of

the muscles. Binet tells us that often in the above experiment the

subject loses clear consciousness of the pressures which he is executing.

If told to do five regular impressions during the performance of the other

task he often cannot tell whether he has done five or whether they

were regular, even though they may have been quite correct in number

and regularity. It is accordingly quite conceivable that the disturbance

was subsequent to the mental representation of the movements, and

was responsible for the loss of clear consciousness of the movements to

be performed. Our explanation, though as an explanation it does not

carry us far, would be that the two systems involved are not sufficiently
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isolated. This isolation we believe to be the condition of non-inter-

ference. It is significant that Binet found concentrated attention to

something else to be the most favourable condition for inducing auto-

matic movements of the hand. Apparently intense concentration

tends to isolate the neural system involved, so that its action does not

disturb the action of the system involved in the movement induced.

We may compare the "nervous" movements which are so common in

deep thought—mannerisms of lecturers, and so on, which do not enter

consciousness. Hysterical and' nervous persons appear to have these

mannerisms to excess, and we find correspondingly that such persons

are more liable to fall into the condition of dissociated personality.

For some subjects automatic movements may be a corollary of con-

centration of attention ; dissociation being present, automatic move-

ments are much more apt to occur. Binet found wdth two hysterical

patients involuntary movements in time to a metronome, increasing

and decreasing in amplitude with increase and decrease of attention

to the beats of the metronome.

We have indicated our belief that complete automatisation depends

on complete isolation of the neural system involved. And we have

concluded that (apart from fusion), some degree of automatisation

is necessary to the simultaneous performance of disparate tasks, while

a considerable degree of automatisation appears favourable to an

economical performance of two tasks together. It is conceivable that

this isolation of neural systems is more easily effected for some processes

than for others.

An unfavourable condition for the mutual dissociation of two

processes would appear to occur when the neural systems involved in

the two processes in question are to some extent identical. According

to a current theory of the relation of mental processes to each other,

this condition is present when an attempt is made to combine two

operations which have a high specific correlation. Now we found

that A and Co correlated fairly highly with each other, as of course

was to be expected. We accordingly set the subjects the task of doing

the additions and counting by 3's. There appear to be two possible

methods by which the processes could be carried on simultaneously:

(1) fusion, (2) dissociation.

It w^as, however, found by all subjects to be impossible to carry

on the two processes at once ; no alternative was left but an alternation.

Of fusion there was no trace ; it is difficult to imagine any form which

the fusion could take. Dissociation was apparently quite impossible,
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the explanation on the basis of the theory we have just mentioned

being that the neural systems are largely identical. We must mention,

however, an observation recorded by Barrett, in a chapter on Hypnosis

in his book on Psychical Research (W. F. Barrett (i)). He says "Again

(and these were all private experiments, no question of trickery coming

in), another hypnotised subject was asked by me to add up a long

row of figures I had jotted down at random, and, at the same time,

to count aloud the odd numbers up to 100. Both acts were correctly,

and simultaneously performed." This experiment is very much like

that which w^e performed, though perhaps not quite so difficult. It

would appear that the dissociation could be effected during the hypnotic

state. This is perhaps not surprising, since the hypnotic state is itself

a state of dissociation. But it perhaps indicates that there is no

absolute overlapping of the neural systems. Such inferences can,

however, be no more than hypothetical. A legitimate inference would

seem to be that, if the dissociation is more easily effected during

hypnosis, the absence of all kinds of embarrassment and counter-

suggestion is a favourable condition for the bringing about of the

dissociation.

The question remains as to which of the two methods of performing

operations simultaneously, unification and dissociation, is more success-

ful. It would seem impossible to answer this question since the method

employed may vary from time to time during the course of the experi-

ments.

We have, however, found that one form of unification, viz. rhythm,

was not favourable and might even be unfavourable to "double success."

That the tendency to rhythmise the processes was in some cases felt

to be a disadvantage was shown by the obvious efforts on the part of

some subjects to render the two processes independent, and break up

the rhythm. The reason for that is of course that the faster process

was felt to be retarded. But that it was felt to be an advantage in

some cases is evident from the introspections.

Of other methods of unification we can have no objective record.

But it may very well be that among the most successful persons will

be found such as do establish some sort of a relation between the two

processes; a relation which while not retarding the faster process,

yet serves to stimulate the slower process; such a relation might be

a 3 : 1 or 4 : 1 rhythm for the test DCr. That the dissociation method

was, however, in one case conspicuously successful we have shown

above. In all probability success could be attained by either or both
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methods of procedure. And we may conclude that among the most

successful would be found some individuals who approach a state of

dissociation, and others who succeed in establishing a favourable relation

between the two processes.

We believe that we sufficiently demonstrated, however, from our

statistical results, that those individuals who are most successful, by

whatever method, in recording a good performance for two particular

tasks done together, are not necessarily the most successful when the

tasks are different.

SUMMARY.

Chap. I It was pointed out that the assumption has hitherto been

generally made that there exists a general power of "distribution of

the attention."

Chap. II. A critical review of previous work dealing with this problem

reveals the fact that the assumption is without justification, while in

no case has a satisfactory measure been obtained of this so-called

"power of distribution."

Chap. III. The experiments used in the present research are described.

Chap. IV. § 1. The application of various statistical methods to the

results obtained from these experiments leads to the conclusion that

this supposed general power does not exist; the powder of distribution

seems to be specific in every case.

§ 2. The absence of correlation between the power of distribution

involved in two-handed dotting at the fast rate and that involved in

two-handed dotting at the slow rate, appears to afford striking proof

of the specific nature of the factors involved in any distribution of the

attention. An analysis of the introspections reveals the nature of the

specific factors in this case.

§ 3. An analysis of the introspections obtained in the case of the

tachistoscopic test shows that this performance depends very largely

on a specific factor, viz. tlie persistinf/ image. This fact proves the

inadequacy of the traditional tachistoscopic experiment as the measure

of a supposed span of attention.

§ 4. The correlation between the power of distribution in the

tachistoscopic test and that in the two-handed dotting at the slower

rates is appreciably negative. This seems to be connected with, the

persistence of the image, which apparently is disadvantageous to

successful distribution in the dotting test.
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§ 5. The "scatter" of the specific power of distribution varies

with the test. The tests are in this section arranged in order of

"scatter."

Chap. V. The relation between the two members of a pair of tasks

simultaneously performed is here investigated.

§ 1. The division of the attention between the members of a pair

seems to be very constant.

§ 2. The natural expectation is that of a high inverse correlation

between the two members of a "double" performance (relative of course

to the "single" performances), since one task would be expected to

inhibit the other. In the case of two out of the three pairs the corre-

lation is negative, but surprisingly low, while in the case of the third

it is actually positive. This is attributed in part at least to semi-

emotional factors, such as the stimulating effect of a successful perform-

ance of one task on the other. Factors such as these may affect

performances of all kinds.

§ 3. Equality of relative success in the two members of a "double"

performance (which may possibly imply an equal division of the atten-

tion), does not appear to be a condition of the successful combination

of two tasks.

§ 4. There seems to be some tendency for equality or inequality

of success in the two members of one "double" performance to be

found concomitantly with equality or inequality of success in the two

members of another "double" performance. From this we may
possibly infer that the manner of distributing the attention is to some

extent constant.

§ 5. Most subjects showed a tendency to perform simultaneous

tasks more or less in time to each other. A strong tendency to keep

time does not seem to be necessarily favourable to success in combining

the two operations. There is some indication that those who exhibit

the tendency most strongly in one pair of tasks tend to exhibit it most

strongly also in the case of another pair.

Chap. VI. § 1. The correlation between the power of distribution

on the first day and that on the second day is lower than might have

been expected. This may be explained in part by supposing that some

subjects adapt themselves more quickly than others to the simultaneous

performance of two tasks. But the fact that for two pairs out of the

three the average performance on the second day is almost exactly

the same as on the first day, shows that this explanation is insufficient

or even untrue. It seems more plausible to attribute the low correlation
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to the fact that in some cases the " single " performances show a deteriora-

tion, while, where there is improvement all round, it is probable that

this improvement occurs at different rates for the "single" and "double"

performances.

§ 2. Those tests w^hich require most attention show the highest

correlation with General Intelligence as estimated by the teachers.

Purely motor abilities appear to correlate inversely with General

Intelligence. The correlation of the dotting test with General Intelli-

gence is surprisingly low, though with increase in rate it becomes

higher, a fact which supports the conclusion that persons of higher

General Intelligence are more capable of intense concentration. On

the elimination of the purely motor element the correlations rise, but

are still not high.

Persons of higher General Intelligence do not appear to be necessarily

more capable of distributing the attention in each case. Some writers

have asserted that persons of greater Intelligence have less power of

distribution, and that \vith increase in age the power decreases. No

evidence that this is so appears on a comparison of the results of children

and adults.

§ 3. In the tapping test periodic accelerations and retardations

were observed, the retardations becoming in some cases very marked,

and developing into a momentary cessation of the movement. As an

explanation of these "atactic" periods it is suggested that the central

and peripheral innervations do not coincide in time, so that it sometimes

happens that opposing systems of muscles are simultaneously innervated.

These "atactic" periods hinder the tapping when this task is performed

alone. When another task is performed simultaneously, the tapping

is much more smooth. This motor incoordination is paralleled by

what may be termed a mental incoordination in the adding test, many

subjects doing better at the adding when at the same time they tap.

§ 4. In some cases the second performance of a task alone was

inferior to the first performance on the same day, particularly in the

case of the sorting test. This may be explained as due to the wearing

off of the novelty, or conceivably to the establishment, during the

"double" performance, of a kind of "set" to perform the task at a

certain rate, and the subsequent persistence of that "set" in a subcon-

scious form. This itself may be due to the synchronisation of the two

performances, a suggestion which gains weight from the fact that there

is a correlation between the deterioration and the tendency to syn-

chronisation in the case where the deterioration is most marked.
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Another possible explanation is that the conation is weakened by

the more difficult "double" performance, the "single" performance

on the second occasion seeming comparatively easy, and unconsciously

calling up less effort—a contrast effect. It is not inconceivable that

factors of this nature may profoundly affect the results of many mental

tests.

§ 5. The correlations between the several "undistributed" per-

formances involving motor dexterity are quite appreciable. The

correlations between dotting at the different rates and the other tests

afford striking indications of the existence of a "General Factor,"

and support the view that the more intense the concentration necessary

to perform a task, the more of this "General Factor" is brought into

play.

Chap. VII. Opinions have differed as to whether distribution of the

attention to several discrete objects is possible. Hylan has attempted

to adduce objective evidence in disproof of the occurrence of such

distribution; this evidence is here critically examined. As to what

happens when two disparate operations are simultaneously performed,

introspective evidence obtained under experimental conditions is brought

forward in proof of the occurrence of all four possibilities: (1) the

attention alternates from one to the other
; (2) one of the tasks becomes

automatic, and drops out of consciousness, occasionally even both

;

(3) the processes combine into a psychical fusion, an easy form of fusion

being through the medium of rhythm, though the rhythmisation may
be unconscious; (4) there may be simultaneous attention to the two

tasks as separate. This is apparently very rare. But where it does

occur the conscious effort is directed to only one of the tasks, the other

being performed 'passively. This passivity seems to be incipient auto-

matisation.

Complete automatisation of one seems to be favourable to success

in combining two operations. The condition of automatisation would

appear to be a dissociation of the two processes, the physiological

condition of which we may suppose to be a complete isolation of the

neural systems involved.
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